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Abstract 
A Three-Dimensional Singular Model of a Magnetic 
Perpendicular Recording Head with Applications to 
Inter-Track Interference 
Peter Michael J ermey 
Two-dimensional models of the read head are not suitable for simulating the replay 
of the extremely high density data that is expected to be achieved in hard drives 
using perpendicular recording. By matching a singular function approximation to the 
Fourier solution at the air-bearing surface (ABS), a three-dimensional analytic model 
of a shielded giant magnetoresistive head, with side shields, for perpendicular replay is 
derived in this thesis. An explicit expression for the potential in the ABS is presented 
and parameters in that expression are accurately estimated for a range of practical 
head dimensions. Using only a few terms of this singular potential model , the vertical 
field is accurate to within 2% of the sensor potential in the region of t he medium for 
the majority of head dimensions suitable for magnetic recording. 
The expected increase in areal density in hard drives using perpendicular technology 
will require very narrow t racks which normally suffer from large inter-track interference 
(ITI) or crosstalk. This interference can corrupt the read data and reduce t he signal 
strength. Here, the effects of ITI across three tracks in a three-head system are modelled 
by applying the three-dimensional singular function model of the head field . The 
magnetisation patterns which cause the worst ITI are identified so that these codes 
can be prohibited. A coding constraints scheme, in which ITI is exploited to read from 
tracks which have widt hs that are just 70% of t he widt h of the head, is presented. 
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W pole width 
a optimisable parameter 
(3 optimisable parameter 
In Fichera corner power 
b vertical distance between the underlayer and t he medium 
Eo permit tivity of free space 
"' jitter shift 
Kn eigenvalues of the Laplace-Belt rami equation 
J.L permeability 
J.Lo permeability of free space 
w position variable 
p charge density 
CJn optimisable parameter 
a~ function chosen to approximate a 1 
Tn optimisable parameter 
Vn optimisable parameter 
4> magnetic flux 
<p magnetic potent ial 
rp Fourier transform of the potent ial 
'1/Jn optimisable parameter 
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Chapter 1 
Magnetic Recording Theory 
1.1 Introduction 
Hard drives store data digitally according to the polarity of magnetisation in 
appropriate regions of a disk. The hard drive was invented in 1956 by IBM as a 
compact alternative to the magnetic drums that preceded it and the first production 
hard drive was the RAMAC (Random Access Method of Accounting and Control) [1]. 
Originally hard drives were used solely as data storage for computers but in the past 
fifty years areal density has increased so dramatically, that they are now also the data 
storage system of choice for many top-end portable devices [2]. The RAMAC drive 
had an areal storage density of about 2kbin-2 (kilobits per square inch) [1], but the 
data stored in modern hard drives is tens of millions times more dense [3] . The need 
to provide increasingly compact data storage has prompted the hard drive industry 
to be extremely competitive and there is great commercial pressure to maximise data 
storage density and to minimise retrieval time [4] . Commercially available drives are a 
compromise between these two ideals. 
The magnetisation process, which hard drive exploit to store data, is outlined in 
Section 1.2. Magnetic fields are governed by Maxwell 's equations, from which Laplace's 
equation, which governs static magnetic fields, is derived in Section 1.3. 
Traditionally an inductive head has been used for reading from and writing to 
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the disk and this type of head is introduced in Section 1.4.1. Section 1.4.2 discusses 
magnetoresistive (MR) and giant magnetoresistive (GMR) heads which allow a higher 
density of data to be read. GMR heads have replaced inductive ones for the read 
process in commercial drives. 
In the conventional form of magnetic recording, the magnetisation of each data bit 
lies in the plane of the disk. The process of perpendicular recording, by which the 
magnetisation is orientated perpendicular to the plane of the disk, was first proposed 
by Prof. S. Iwasaki of the Tohoku Institute of Technology, Japan in 1975 [5] . However, 
the benefits of this system were not well understood for some time [6 , 7]. It is now 
known that perpendicular recording can be used to exceed the physical limits of data 
storage that constrain convent ional longit udinal recording [8] . The first commercial 
perpendicular recording drives were shipped in 2005 [9] and it is expected that this new 
technology will lead to data densities of up to 1 Tbin-2 [10 11] and possibly beyond. 
Conventional or longitudinal , and perpendicular recording modes are discussed in 
Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2, respectively. 
One method to model replay from a hard drive is via the reciprocity principle. This 
principle is introduced in Section 1.6 where the reciprocity integral is derived. 
Until recently two-dimensional (2-D) approximations of the read head have been 
sufficient for magnetic recording t heory. The very high density recording t hat is 
expected from the perpendicular mode requires such narrow tracks that these simple 
models will not be valid and full three-dimensional (3-D) analysis is required. In this 
thesis an accurate 3-D analytic model of a read head suitable for perpendicular replay, 
that is relatively easy to use, is presented and this model is employed to investigate the 
effect of the interference from side-t racks which occurs when reading data from narrow 
tracks. Multi-head systems are expected to increase possible areal density [12] and 
data retrieval times [13]. In this thesis, it is shown t hat by using a three-head system, 
the possible areal density can be significantly increased by decreasing readable track-
widths and reducing the unrecorded area of the disk. A coding constraints scheme 
for a three-head system is presented whereby data may be read from tracks that are 
narrower than the head with a greater signal strength than for a system with wide 
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tracks. 
1.2 Magnetisation 
1.2.1 Electron Orbits 
Magnetic fields are caused by the movement of electrons. Electrons orbit the nucleu 
within an atom and also spin on their own axis. In a material that is magnetically 
dormant, neighbouring electrons have alternate directions of orbit and alternate spins. 
The outer electrons of neighbouring atoms will also have alternate orbits and spins. 
This behaviour ensures that the total magnetic moment is small. When a current or an 
external magnetic field is applied to a suitable material, the movement of the electrons 
becomes aligned so that the spins are polarised and consequent ly the material become 
magnetised. If a material can become magnetised in this way it is termed ferromagnetic. 
The orbital contribution to the magnetisation is negligible [14] . 
The magnetisation (M ) of a material is defined as the volume average of the 
magnetic moments of its atoms and is measured in Amps per metre (Am-1). 
1 N 
M =v :Lmj, 
i=l 
(1.1 ) 
where V is the volume of the material in m3 , N is the number of atoms and the m i 
are the magnetic moments of each atom [15]. 
The period four transition metals (including chromium, manganese, iron , cobalt 
and nickel) have few electrons which orbit close to the nucleus and many electrons 
with relatively large orbits. Therefore, the effect of the spin of the inner electrons is 
not neutralised by neighbouring electrons and, if the atomic spacing is large enough 
is shielded from inter-atomic effects by the outer electrons [15]. Materials containing 
these elements are, therefore, susceptible to magnetisation and are used to construct 
magnetic recording equipment [16 17] . 
Poles occur at each end of t he axis of magnetisation. Magnetic flux , which is a 
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measure of magnetism and is defined in Section 1.4.1 , flows outside the material from 
one pole to the other. Suitable materials placed in the field may also become magnetised 
by it. The magnetic field strength, which is also measured in Am- 1 is represented by 
the vector H [15]. 
1.2.2 Hysteresis 
M 
Figure 1.1: Magnetisation (M ) against applied force (H) for some ferromagnetic 
material showing hystersis. 
By definition a ferromagnetic material is one that displays hysteresis. If a 
magnetic field is applied to such a material, the magnetisation of the material will 
increase with the magnitude and in the direction of the applied field. Since the material 
has a finite number of atoms, there is a limit to its magnetisation which is called the 
saturation magnetisation (M8 ). 
If a material is magnetically saturated and the external field is decreased to 
zero, then the magnetisation of the material will not reduce to zero, but to a 
remanent magnetisation ( Mr). Only application of an opposing field will reduce the 
magnetisation to zero. The field strength needed to do this is called the coercive 
force (He) or the coercivity of the material [18]. The behaviour that leads to this 
remanent magnetisation is called hysteresis, and it is by exploiting this phenomenon 
that magnetic recording is possible. 
If the opposing field is further increased, the material will again reach its saturation 
magnetisation, but with the polarity of the currently applied field . Again if the field 
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is decreased, the magnetisation will decrease to a remanent magnetisation. To return 
the magnetisation to zero, a field in the original direction must be applied once more 
[19]. Figure 1.1 shows a typical hysteresis loop for a ferromagnetic material. It is not 
necessary for the saturation magnetisation to be achieved for a remanent magnetisation 
to occur but saturation causes the largest possible remanent magnetisation [20]. 
Materials with a high coercivity readily retain magnetisation and are therefore 
suitable for magnetic recording media. Soft materials, which have negligible coercivity, 
do not retain their magnetisation and are therefore suitable for recording heads (so that 
ideally, the instantaneous magnetisation is dependent only on the current or magnetic 
field applied) and shields (so that only desired magnetic fields affect the head) [21]. 
1.3 Maxwell's Equations 
Electromagnetism is governed by Ma.xwell 's equations. 
\7 · E = ..e. \7 · B = 0, to' 
\7 x E = -~~, \7 x B = J.LoEo~~ + J.LoJ . 
{1.2) 
E is the electric field strength in Am - 2 , p is the charge density in Coulombs per cubic 
metre (Cm-3) , Eo is the permittivity of free space, t is the time in seconds (s) llo is 
the permeability of free space and J is the charge density in Am - 2 . 
The vector B is the magnetic flux density and is a combination of the magnetic 
field and the magnetisation. It is defined as 
B = J.L(H + M) {1.3) 
where 11 is the relative permeability of the material. Figure 1.2 shows the magnetisation, 
the magnetic field strength and the magnetic flux density for a simple bar magnet. 
In free space B = J.LoH, since there is no magnetisation. Therefore in the steady 
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Figure 1.2: Magnetisation (M ), magnetic field (H) and magnetic flux density (B) for 
a bar magnet. 
state in air (1.2) reduce to, 
\J. B = 0, \1 X B = 0 ::::} \1 X H = 0. 
Therefore there exists a scalar potential function cp such that, 
B 
H = - \Jcp '* - = - \lcp 
J.L 
and taking the divergence gives, 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
This is Laplace's equation which governs t he steady magnetic field in free space. The 
solut ion of Laplace's equation with suitable geometry is, t herefore, used t hroughout 
this thesis as an exact mathematical model of the magnetic head field potent ial. 
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1.3.1 Fluid D y namics 
Although the models presented in this thesis have been developed primarily for 
investigation into perpendicular recording, they also describe any physical sit uation 
that is governed by Laplace's equation with the same geometry. 
For an incompressible, irrotational fluid , there exists a velocity potential which is 
governed by Laplace's equation. Due to the complicated geometry of t he recording 
head , it is unlikely t hat the models presented in this thesis will be directly applicable, 
however, the techniques used here may be useful in this area of study, especially when 
describing fluid flow around sharp corners (see Section 3.3) . 
1.4 Write and Read Heads 
The hard drive consists of one or more platters. Each platter contains a disk and a 
slider. The slider , which carries the read and write heads, moves across the disk in an 
arc as t he disk revolves and this enables the heads to access most of the surface of the 
disk. 
1.4.1 Inductive Heads 
Originally, a single inductive head was used for both the reading and the writing 
processes within a hard drive, but in all modern commercial drives t hese heads are 
now used only for writing. 
The head consists of a broken ring of a ferromagnetic material, wound by a current-
carrying loop. The coil contains many turns to induce a strong uniform magnetic field 
in the gap [22] . The flux passes between the poles both directly and via curved paths 
t hat extend beyond the gap in the ring. The field outside the gap is known as the 
fringing field and is used to wri te data in a longitudinal recording system [6]. This 
is shown schematically in Figure 1.3. For perpendicular recording the stronger direct 
field between the poles is used for writ ing, as discussed in Section 1.5.2. 
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Figure 1.3: An inductive ring head . 
The last of Maxwell 's equations (1.2) is Ampere 's law. When the electric field is 
sta tic, t his equation reduces to 
'V X H = J. (1.7) 
Integration over a cross-section of the head and coil, A, gives 
(1.8) 
The right hand side (RHS) of (1.8) is t he total current crossing A and the left hand 
side (LHS) , by Stokes' t heorem, is a line integral of the magnetic field . Therefore, 
(1.9) 
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Figure 1.4: The simplified magnetic field path through an inductive ring head. 
where I is the path of the field through the head and across the gap as shown in Figure 
1.4, In is the current in each turn of the coil and N is the number of turns. Therefore, 
assuming that the field is uniform across the gap and in the head , 
(1.10) 
where H h is the field within the head, H9 is the total field in the gap, lh is the field 
path through the head and l9 is the field path across the gap. The field in the gap, 
which is the writing field , is therefore dependent on the number of turns in the coil 
and the current applied [22]. 
This process is reversed for inductive reading. The magnetisation of the moving 
disk causes a field in the head which induces a current in the coil. The polarity of the 
output voltage changes with that of the magnetisation on the disk. 
The third of Maxwell 's equations (1.2) is Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction. 
Integrating over A , again assuming no variance in the across-t rack direction, gives 
fi VxE· dA=-!JJB·dA (1.11) 
where t is time in seconds. Magnetic flux, <I> , is defined as the magnetic field passing 
through an area. Therefore 
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(1.12) 
For the read process, the ft ux depends on both the head field and the magnetisation of 
the disk. This dependence is discussed in more detail in Section 1.6. The electromotive 
force, or voltage, e, can be written as 
(1.13) 
where q is the electric charge in Coulombs. Substituting (1. 12) and (1.13) into (1.11) 
and applying Stokes' theorem yields 
(1.14) 
Although the head field is assumed to be steady, the magnetisation of the spinning 
disk is not. If the disk spins at a constant speed and the track is aligned perfectly with 
the head , then by a change of variables, 
a <I> 
e = -Nqv-ox 
where v is the speed of the disk and x is in the direction of motion [15]. 
(1.15) 
Sensitive heads are needed to detect the magnetisation of small bit cells. From 
(1.15), it is clear that increased sensitivity can be achieved by increasing the number of 
turns in the coil. However, there is a physical limit to the number of turns and because 
of this limit, inductive heads are no longer suitable for the reading process in magnetic 
recording. 
1.4.2 MR/GMR Heads 
In 1851, Lord Kelvin observed that the electrical resistance of certain materials was 
dependent on their magnetisation [23]. The effect observed was not strong enough to 
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be of any practical use at that time, but subsequent advances have led to the use of 
this technology in read heads [24] . 
In a MR read head, a current is passed through a sensor consisting of a thin sheet 
of magnetoresistive material. The small magnetic field produced by the magnetisation 
of the disk passes through the sensor. The electrical resistance of the sensor varies 
with the magnetisation of the disk and the data can be read by monitoring the output 
voltage. For MR heads, the replay voltage is directly proportional to the flux [25]. A 
good outline of MR technology is given in [26]. 
The giant magnetoresistive effect was discovered independently by Peter Grunberg 
of the Julich Research Centre [27] and Albert Fert's research group at University of 
Paris-Sud [28]. They demonstrated that it is possible to create structures consisting 
of alternating ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic layers whose electrical resistance 
is even more sensitive to the magnetic field around it than simple magnetoresistive 
ones. G MR heads can be used to read extremely high areal density data from a hard 
disk. This technology has greatly increased possible data densities and has resulted 
in the use of hard drives within handheld devices. The proliferation of applications of 
small hard drives has been so revolutionary that Fert and Grunberg have been jointly 
awarded the 2007 Nobel prize for physics [29] . 
Conventional or current-in-plane (CIP) GMR heads are layered so that the electrical 
current which passes through the head flows parallel to the plane of the disk. Current 
perpendicular to the plane (CPP) GMR heads are structured so that the current flows 
perpendicular to the plane of the disk. These latter heads are expected to allow large 
increases in readable area! density since this type of head has a surface area facing 
the disk that can be reduced with no significant reduction in output signal power [30]. 
CPP-GMR heads have not yet been used in commercial drives, but recently Hitachi 
announced the construction of a CPP-GMR head which they claim will lead to an 
increase in readable area! densities by a factor of four [31]. The models presented in 
this thesis do not take into account the structure of the head and therefore are equally 
applicable to CIP-GMR and CPP-GMR heads. 
Materials which exhibit colossal magnetoresistance have been discovered [32] 
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although this effect has yet to be fully explained and is the subject of ongoing 
research [33 , 34]. It is expected that colossal magnetoresistive heads will be able to 
read data recorded at higher densities than is possible using GMR heads and therefore 
it is likely that these new materials will be used in future high density drives. 
GMR heads are very much more sensitive than inductive heads [35] and are therefore 
currently used as the read head of a hard drive. It is not possible to use them for writing 
and so a separate inductive head is necessary for this process. 
1.5 Recording Methods 
1.5.1 Longitudinal Recording 
..---- --------- GMR READ ELEMENT 
SHIELD~ INDUCTIVE WRITE ELEMENT 
WRITTEN CODE 1 1 1 0 
Figure 1.5: Longitudinal recording 
The traditional configuration of magnetic recording for hard drives is longitudinal 
recording, i.e. the medium is magnetised in the plane of the disk. The disk consists of 
a rigid base, often made of glass, coated with suitable seed layers for the deposition of 
a magnetic layer the medium, which is topped by a thin layer of lubricant [36]. 
Although there are generally no physical distinctions, the magnetic layer on the 
disk can be thought of as a series of concentric circular tracks. Each track has regions 
of almost uniform magnetic polarity known as bit cells. 
An inductive write head and a GMR read head see (Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, 
respectively) are mounted on the slid er. As the slid er flies over the disk, the current 
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through t he coil around the write head is varied to produce a magnetic field below the 
head aligned in either the positive or the negative direction of movement. This field 
polarises the magnetisation of each bit cell as shown in Figure 1.5. 
Data is written to the disk digitally. A "1" is stored when there is a change in 
magnetisation between bit cells and a "0" is stored when there is no change in the 
magnetisation. This system of recording is called "Non-Return to Zero Inverted" 
(NRZI) [6]. 
Using longitudinal recording, area! densities of up to about 200Gbin- 2 can be 
achieved [37]. However, beyond this limit, stable recording is impossible since the easy 
axis of a bit cell is short enough for thermal variations to rotate the magnetisation 
of the cell and so corrupt the stored data. This is known as the superparamagnetic 
effect [38]. 
1.5.2 Perpendicular Recording 
MEDIUM 
I 
WRITIENCODE 1 
.----------- SHIELD 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
INDUCTIVE WRITE ELEM:NT 
SOFT UNDERLAYER 
0 1 
Figure 1.6: Perpendicular recording 
Area! densities beyond those achievable with longitudinal recording can be 
obtained using perpendicular recording. For perpendicular recording the magneti at ion 
of each bit cell is aligned normal to the plane of t he disk. In this way a higher 
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density of cells can be achieved whilst maintaining a suitably long easy axis for the 
magnetisation [39]. An additional benefit of perpendicular recording is that sharper 
transitions are possible between bit cells with opposing magnetisations than with 
longitudinal recording [40]. 
The apparatus required for perpendicular recording is very similar to that used in 
longitudinal recording [41], except for using a very thin main pole and large return 
pole [42] (see Section 1.4.1), which cause a flux density that is high near the main pole 
for writing, but is much lower near the return pole so that it does not alter previously 
written bits. Additionally a soft magnetic underlayer is included beneath the medium 
to provide a path for the flux between the main pole and the return pole and this 
also promotes the vertical component of the field [20]. Due to the presence of the 
underlayer the region between the main pole and the underlayer can be thought of as 
equivalent to one half of the gap between the poles of an inductive head , see Section 
1.4.1. This system is shown in Figure 1.6. As with longitudinal recording, data is 
stored using a NRZI system. 
The increased areal density achievable using perpendicular recording makes this 
system especially suitable for portable devices. It is expected that this mode of 
recording will supercede the longitudinal method in all commercial drives within a 
few years [39]. 
1.6 Reciprocity 
This thesis is primarily concerned with the read process. The method used in this 
thesis, which is derived in this section, to model replay involves the reciprocity principle 
which, when applied to magnetic recording heads, states that the flux through the 
read head due to the magnetisation of the medium is identical to the flux through the 
medium when written using an inductive head of identical dimensions to those of the 
read head. The models discussed throughout this thesis are therefore associated with 
this reciprocal head. 
For the reciprocal head, a volume of ferromagnetic material with a current carrying 
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--UNDERLAYER --
Perpendicular Replay lnducti~ Write Equivalent 
Figure 1. 7: Inductive equivalent to perpendicular replay necessary for reciprocity 
integral derivation. 
coil wrapped around it (see Section 1.4.1) is considered which occupies the same space 
as the read head, as shown in Figure 1.7. The magnetisation of the medium in the 
replay process is considered to be due to a current carrying coil, which is also shown 
in Figure 1.7. The flux through the read head due to the coil around the medium and 
t he flux through the reciprocal medium due to the inductive head are t hen related by 
a mutual inductance, l , 
ll>m. = lh (1.16) 
where ll>h and ll>m are t he fluxes through the head and the medium, respectively and Im. 
and h are the currents in the coils in t he head and medium, respectively. Therefore, 
(1.17) 
For a small cross-sectional area of the medium, there is a small flux caused by the 
current associated with the head coil. Therefore, from (1.3) and (1.12), 
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64?m, = J.LoHz(x, y, z)6y'6z' (1.18) 
where 4?m.,, 4?mu and 4?m, are the flux components due to the x , y and z components 
of the head field , respectively. At any point in the medium, (x', y', z' ), the small 
component of current associated with the magnetisation along a small length in the 
along-track direction is 
Mm., = Mx(x' , y', z')6x' 6Imy = My(x', y' , z')6x' Mm. = Mz(x', y' , z')6x' 
(1.19) 
where M is the magnetisation of the medium. Substituting (1.18) and (1.19) into 
(1.17) , 
This implies 
bci>h, ~: Mx(x' , y', z' )Hx(x, y, z)ox'by'oz' 
o4?hu = ~: My(x',y' ,z')Hy(x ,y z)ox'oy'oz' 
64?h, ~: Mz(x', y' z')Hz(x , y, z)ox'oy'oz' . 
64?h = ~:M(x',y' , z' ) · H (x ,y,z)ox'6y'oz'. 
Integrating over the entire medium then yields 
f..L l oo 1d+81oo 4?h(x) = / M (x',y' , z' ) ·H(x , y, z)dx'dy'dz' 
h -oo 8 -oo 
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(1.20) 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
where 6 is the vertical distance between the underlayer and the medium and d is its 
vertical thickness, as shown in Figure 1.7. The head is assumed to be perfectly centred 
over the track, z = z', and clearly y = y'. The medium is assumed to be moving at a 
constant speed v in the along-track direction and therefore x' = x - vt, where t is the 
time, so the position difference between the origins of the head and the medium at any 
t ime t can be represented by x = vt. A change of variables yields 
100 1d+61 4>h(x) = ~0 M (x- x, y, z) · H (x, y, z)dxdydz. h -oo 6 -oo (1.23) 
This is the reciprocity integral which allows the flux through the head to be calculated 
from the magnetisation of the disk and the field associated with the head [25]. Thi 
integral can be used in conjunction with any of t he head models presented in this thesis 
to calculate the output flux in the magnetic replay process. 
The reciprocity integral is t he integral of the dot product of the magnetisation and 
the head field. In perpendicular recording, the magnetisation of the medium is oriented 
perpendicular to the plane of the medium, therefore the vertical component of the field 
is of greatest importance when investigating this mode of recording. This integral is 
very accurate in 2-D, but does not take into account the structure of the head which, 
when used in 3-D modelling, causes asymmetries in the output flux in the across-track 
direction for longitudinal recording [43]. It is unclear if these asymmetries have any 
significance in perpendicular recording since, when examining the output voltage from 
a MR head, reading a uniform magnetisation, for across-t rack asymmetries, Yeh [44] 
found that these asymmetries only affected the horizontal field of the head. A more 
involved 3-D reciprocity integral has been derived [45] which takes into account the 
structure of the head, but this is not used in this t hesis as it is not suitable for an 
arbitrary GMR head. The reciprocity integral (1.23) which is used in this thesis is an 
established method to model replay using a 3-D head field [46- 48]. It is assumed that 
any inaccuracies that may occur when modelling perpendicular replay in this way have 
only a small impact on the output flux. 
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1.7 Summary 
This chapter has included: 
• an introduction to magnetic recording; 
• the fundamentals of magnetisation; 
• the derivation of the equation for the magnetic field associated with a read head 
from Maxwell 's equations; 
• the use of write and read heads; 
• the two modes of recording, longitudinal and perpendicular; 
• the derivation of the reciprocity integral. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of Analytical Models 
2.1 Introduction 
Any steady magnetic field in free space is governed by Laplace s equation, as shown 
in Section 1.3. 
(2.1) 
where 
H = -\lcp. (2.2) 
A mathematical model of the reciprocal field associated with a static read head 
can, therefore, be derived by solving Laplace's equation in the region of free space 
surrounding it. 
Solutions to Laplace's equation are dependent on the geometry of the region of 
interest and the boundary conditions (BCs). When the regions are finite exact analytic 
solutions may be expressed as Fourier series, which are sums of complex sinusoidal 
terms. When the regions are infinite, the exact solutions of Laplace's equation are 
Fourier integrals. 
For reading in a perpendicular system, GMR pole heads (see Section 1.4.2) which 
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are shielded on all sides are generally considered to be the most efficient [49]. The 
models presented here represent such heads. 
The general solut ion of Laplace's equation in a 3-D region bounded by two parallel 
infinite planes of known potential, one being zero, is obtained in Section 2.2. Section 
2.3 introduces the fast Fourier transform, which, when used in conjunction with t he 
general solution of Laplace's equation, can be used to calculate the potential and field 
components anywhere between the two parallel boundary planes, given the non-zero 
boundary potential. 
Section 2.4 details the 2-D Fourier solution of Laplace s equation for the field 
associated with a very wide shielded pole head suitable for perpendicular recording. A 
simple approximation to this solut ion based on an assumed linear potential between 
the pole and the shield, is presented in Section 2.5. The 2-D approximation derived 
in Section 2.6 uses an assumed potential distribution between the pole and the shield 
corners and the underlayer i.e. in the vert ical direction. Comparison of these two 
approximate solutions shows how the number of terms of t he solut ion required to 
provide a very accurate estimate can be greatly reduced by choosing suitable expansion 
functions for the potent ial along lines from the corners of the pole and the shields. 
For high density recording 2-D models are not appropriate [50] . The solut ion of 
Laplace's equation for the 3-D double-shielded pole geometry, which includes side-
shields, is complicated. The first accurate 3-D model , which is outlined in Section 2.7 
extends the method used in Section 2.6 to obtain a relatively simple approximation to 
the 3-D potential. The full 3-D Fourier solution is derived in Section 2.8. 
Previously, 3-D finite-element models e.g. [51,52] and micromagnetic models e.g. [53] 
of perpendicular recording heads have been published. Although such models provide 
vital and accurate data, analytic models are also important since they can easily and 
quickly be applied to a range of dimensions and can demonstrate the role of each 
parameter involved. Other analytical models that are not discussed here have been 
published , including [54] and [55]. Those presented in this chapter lead to the 3-D 
singular function model which is the primary focus of this thesis (see Chapter 4). 
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2.2 General Solution in a Region Bounded by 
Parallel Planes 
----q>=Q 
Figure 2.1: Geometry of a 3-D region bounded by two parallel infinite planes. 
In this thesis it is assumed that the lower boundaries of the pole and shields 
occur at the same height above the underlayer , called the air bearing surface (ABS). 
Given a general ABS potential, the potential and field components can be found in the 
region between t he ABS and the underlayer by considering this region to be infinite in 
the horizontal directions and bounded by two planes, separated by a distance t in the 
vertical direction. The potential on the lower plane is zero and that on the upper plane, 
<,O(x t , z) , is known as shown in Figure 2.1. The potential in the horizontal directions 
t ends to zero at infinity. 
Performing a 2-D Fourier transform (f~oo f~oo • e-ikxx-ik,zdxdz) on Laplace's 
equation yields 
~:~ - k2 fP(kx y , kz) = 0 => fP(kx, y, kz) = C(kx , kz) sinh (ky) + D(kx, kz) cosh (ky) 
(2.3) 
where C and D are constants, kx and kz are spatial frequencies and k = J k'i + k'1. 
Applying the BCs at y = 0 and y = t leads to 
..... ..... sinh (ky) 
<,O(kx, y , kz) = <,O(kx, t , kz) sinh (kt) . (2.4) 
The potent ial anywhere in the region is t hen given by invert ing (2.4). 
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From (2.2) , the vertical field component is obtained as 
~ ~ -k cosh (ky) 
Hy(kx, Y kz) = ({)(kx, t, kz) . h (k ) . 
sm -t 
(2.5) 
Writing (2.4) in integral form , 
( ) - 1 l oo J ~(k k ) sinh ( ky) ikxx+ik,z ({) x, y , z - (21r)2 _ -oo ({) x. t , z sinh (kt) e dxdz, (2.6) 
and differentiating with respect to x gives 
H ( ) - - 1 ! 00 J ~(k k )ikx sinh (ky) ikxx+ik,z 
x x, y , z - (21r)2 -oo -oo ({) x, t , z sinh (kt) e dxdz, (2.7) 
which leads to 
H (k ) = ~(k t k.) - ikx sinh (ky) 
x ' y 'P :r. ' - sinh (kt) (2.8) 
and 
~ ~ -ikz sinh (ky ) 
Hz(k, y) = ({)(kx, t , kz) . h (k ) 
sm -t 
(2.9) 
The equations (2.4), (2.5), (2.8) and (2.9) can be used to calculate the potential 
and field components in the region between the zero potential underlayer and the ABS 
in 2-D or 3-D. For the 2-D case, kz = 0 and (2.9) is not valid. 
The inversion of (2.4) (2.5), (2.8) and (2.9) will in practice not lead to simple closed 
expressions. However the potential and field components can be computed quickly and 
accurately from the ABS potential, using a 2-D fast Fourier transform (FFT). 
2.3 The Fast Fourier Transform 
The FFT is an efficient numerical method for performing discrete Fourier t ransforms. 
The 2-D discrete Fourier transform, suitable for use with (2.4) , (2.5), (2.8) and (2.9), 
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is given by 
(2.10) 
where n and m are integers distinguishing each transformed point, hx and hz are the 
distances between each sampled point and N and M are the number of samples in the 
x and z directions, respectively. The inverse transform is given by 
(2. 11) 
This scheme can be used to calculate the potential and field components quickly 
and accurately for a 2-D or a 3-D model. In the 2-D case, a one-dimensional (1-D) 
FFT is appropriate for which M= 1 and m= q = 0. The FFT algorithms are detailed 
in [56]. Very efficient routines for the computation of the 1-D and 2-D FFT are used 
in this thesis, [57] and [58], respectively. 
2.4 2-D Fourier Model for a Shielded Pole Head 
L G 
POLE REGION A SHIELD 
<p=l <p=O 
ASs- --
I .. X REGION B t y 
... 
UNDERLAYER <p=O 
Figure 2.2: Geometry of a shielded pole in 2-D 
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For systems wit h relatively wide head and track widths, it is appropriate to assume 
that there is no variation in the across-track direction . Therefore a model in only 2-D 
is sufficient and here, such a model is derived following [59]. A Fourier solut ion to 
the magnetic field potential associated with a shielded pole head was first presented 
by Fan [60], while equivalent solutions expressed in alternative forms are given in [61] 
and [62]. The geometry of a shielded pole, centred at the origin, is symmetrical in the 
along-track direction. It is therefore only necessary to solve for the potential in the 
first quadrant and this geometry is shown in Figure 2.2 . 
Here, and throughout t his thesis, L is half the pole length in the along track 
direction and G is the distance between the pole and the shield in t he along-track 
direction. The pole and the shields sit at t he same height , t , above the underlayer , at 
the ABS. Also throughout this thesis, it is assumed that the pole is infinitely permeable 
and that its potent ial is uniformly unity while the potential t hroughout the shields and 
the underlayer is zero. 
The area between the pole, the shields and the underlayer is divided into two 
rectangular regions. Region A is bounded by the ABS, the pole and t he shield (L ~ 
x ~ L + G, t ~ y < oo). Region B is bounded by the underlayer and the ABS 
(0 ~ X < 00, 0 ~ y ~ t ). 
Region A has the following BCs: 
'PA(L , y) = 1, 'PA(L + G, y) = 0 (2.12) 
and 'PA(x, y ) is bounded as y ---+ oo. Therefore, the solution of Laplace's equation in 
Region A may be expressed as 
L + G- x "' . < > 
'PA(x , y) = G + L...t An sm (vn[X- LJ) e11n t-y 
n = l 
(2.13) 
where V11 = mr /G. 
The BCs for Region B are 
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<fJB(X, 0) = 0, 8<pB I = 0 
8x x=O 
(2.14) 
and as x ----7 oo, the potential approaches zero. The geometry of Region B is t he same as 
that considered in Section 2.2, in 2-D. The potential in Region B is therefore governed 
by (2.4) when kz = 0 with <p(x, t) defined as 
1 O~ x~ L 
<p(x, t)= <fJA(x,t) L <x< L+G (2. 15) 
0 X 2:: L+G. 
Due to the BCs, a Fourier cosine transform is appropriate and t herefore 
~(k ) = -J (k L G/ 2) - """"'A n l ,n ' ' 1 71 1 
00 
{ V f (k L G/ 2) k ...J. V 
<p , t G 1,o , , L n 
n=l ~sin (kL) k = V11 
(2.16) 
where h n is given in Appendix A. Taking the inverse cosine transform of (2.4), 
2 2 00 
<fJB(x , y) = -GJ1 o(x, y, L, G/ 2, t) - - """"' Anvnh n(x , y, L, G / 2, t) (2.17) 7r , 7r L , 
n=l 
where hn is given in Appendix A. 
The derivative of <p8 in the vertical direction at the ABS is given by 
8r.pB I 2 2 ~ 8 = 7rGho(x,t ,L,Gj2,t)- ; L....,Anvnhn(x ,t ,L ,G/2 , t) 
Y y= l n=l 
(2. 18) 
where h n is given in Appendix A. The derivative of <fJA in the vertical direction at the 
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ABS is given by 
a: A I = -fAn liT! sin (vn[x- L]). 
Y y=t n=l 
(2.19) 
Matching (2.18) and (2.19) and operating with Jf+G • sin (vm[x- L])dx gives 
2 oo G 2 
- ~ Anvnh 11 m(L, G/2, t) + -2 Am = - G IJ om(L , G/ 2, t) (2 .20) 7r~ ll 1f 11 
11=1 
where h ,n,m is given in Appendix A. By truncating the infinite series at N terms and 
varying m in (2.20) from 1 to N a system of N linear equations is obtained which is 
used to estimate the first N Am 's. The potential in Regions A and B is t hen evaluated 
by truncating the infinite sums in (2.13) and (2. 17), respectively, to include up to the 
first N terms only. 
From (2 .2), the field components are obtained by truncating 
= 2_ - "' A ll cos (v [x- L])evn(t-y) G ~ n 11 n ' 
71=1 
(2.21 ) 
00 L A nlln sin (v11 [x- L])ev,(t-y), (2 .22) 
n=l 
2 2 oc 
-GJ4 o(x, y, L , G/ 2, t) - - "' A11 v11 1411 (x, y , L, G/ 2, t) 7r , 7r ~ , 
n=l 
(2.23) 
and 
-2 2 00 
Hs = -GI2o(x,y, L , Gj2 ,t) +-~ ATivTJ2n(x, y ,L ,G/ 2,t) (2 .24) 
!/ 7r , 7r ' 
n=l 
where I 4 ,n is defined in Appendix A. 
Given an infinite number of terms, the Fourier solution is exact, but coefficient 
calculation is necessary for every set of head dimensions required. The accuracy of all of 
the coefficients depends on the size of the system of equations used to compute them. So 
even when a few term of the solution provide sufficient accuracy. the coefficients should 
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Figure 2.3: Vertical field component for 2-D Fourier model when y = 4 and y = 2, 
L = 1, G = 1 and t = 5. 
be evaluated from as large a system as possible. Additionally, the implementation 
involves complicated integrals [63] . 
The vertical field component m Region B, H 8~, is of greater interest for 
perpendicular recording. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 display the vertical field component in 
Region B for a head with a small pole-shield gap ( G = L) and a head with a large pole-
shield gap ( G = 7 L) , respectively. These figures show that the number of coefficients 
necessary for accurate results increases as the pole-shield gap increases. They also 
demonstrate that the accuracy of the solution decreases with proximity to the ABS, 
where singularities occur at the pole and shield corners. 
The number of terms necessary for accurate results is dependent on the head 
dimensions. For L ~ G ~ 7 L , t = 5L, tests have shown that two terms are sufficient 
for errors of less than 0.1 in the region in which the medium is expected to lie [64]. 
Very high accuracy, where the errors are less than 0.01 , is achievable with five or more 
terms for the region in which the medium is expected to lie [64]. Wilton and Mapps [61] 
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Figure 2.4: Vertical field component for 2-D Fourier model when y = 4 and y = 2. 
L = 1, G = 7 and t = 5. 
ensured the accuracy of their solut ion by using 40 terms, however it would seem that 10 
terms are sufficient for most applications. The Fourier solution can be used to find the 
potential and field components to any accuracy, given enough terms, but this method 
can be computationally expensive. 
2.5 A Linear Approximation 
A linear relationship may be assumed for the potential across the pole-shield gap for 
a 2-D model with geometry similar to that used in Section 2.4. This approximation 
is based on the Karlqvist approximation for a ring head [65] and is especially suitable 
for heads with a small pole-shield gap. The field associated with a pole head was first 
approximated in this way by Potter [35], however his geometry does not include an 
underlayer and therefore is not suitable for perpendicular recording. Although a linear 
gap approximation with an underlayer pre ent has not been published , it is often used 
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Figure 2.5: Vertical field component for 2-D linear and Fourier models when y = 4 and 
y = 2, L = 1 G = 1 and t = 5. 
as a rough estimate of the head field for comparison with more accurate models of 
GMR heads [48, 66,67]. 
This modification assumes that 
L+G- r 
C,OA(x, y) = G (2.25) 
where Region A is as defined in Section 2.4. This simplified potential for Region A 
excludes the series terms of (2.13). The potential in Region B, as in Section 2.4, is 
given by (2.4) and cp(k, t) is given by the Fourier cosine transform of the potential at 
the ABS. Therefore, 
cp(k, t ) 
C,Oa(x, y) 
1 
GJ1,o(k , L, G/ 2), 
2 
1rGho(x, y, L, G/2 t ), 
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(2.26) 
(2.27) 
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Figure 2.6: Vertical field component for 2-D linear and Fourier model when y = 4 and 
y = 2, L = 1, G = 7 and t = 5. 
Hsx (x , y) 2 (2 .28) = 7rGI4 ,o(x, y, L , G/2, t) 
and 
Hs11 (x , y) 
-2 (2.29) = GI2 o(x, y , L , G/2, t). 7r , 
This approximation is the leading term in Region B of full Fourier solution, given in 
Section 2.4, and is therefore very much simpler than it but, like the Fourier solution, 
it cannot be written in a simple closed form. 
A modification of this linear approximation which can be written in a simple closed 
form can be obtained by assuming that the gradient of the potential in the horizontal 
direction at some distance L + G + P from the centre of the pole is zero. This model, 
which is derived in Appendix B, demonstrates how the use of finite boundaries for 
Region B reduces the complexity of the solution. 
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Figures 2.5 and 2.6 display the Fourier and linear models of the vertical field 
component for a small pole-shield gap ( G = L ) and a large pole-shield gap ( G = 7 L) , 
respectively. These figures show that the linear model is considerably more accurate 
when the pole-shield gap is small than when it is large. Again , the accuracy of the 
model decreases as proximity to the ABS increases. When G / L ~ 1, t = 5L, the 
linear approximation is accurate to less than 0.02 in the region in which the medium 
is expected to lie [64] . When G/ L 2:: 7, t = 5L , errors of greater than 0.05 occur. 
The derivation and implementation of the linear approximation is very much 
simpler than that of the Fourier solution as, by approximating the potential across 
the pole-shield gap with a simple function, the potential and field components can be 
estimated throughout the region bounded by the ABS and the underlayer. However this 
approximation is accurate only when the pole-shield gap is small relative to the ABS-
underlayer separation as, in this case, the potential across the gap is approximately 
linear. 
2.6 Improved Approximation 
In the past , a linear approximation across the pole-shield gap has been used , 
more appropriately than in Section 2.5, to model the field associated with a pole 
head for longitudinal recording with no underlayer [35]. However, even in this case, 
applications of a linear approximation are limited [68]. When there is an underlayer 
close to the GMR head, an accurate approximate ABS potential may be obtained 
by using a function to approximate the potential between the pole corner and the 
underlayer (x = L, 0 ::; y ::; t) and between the shield corner and the underlayer 
(x = L+G, 0::; y::; t) to obtain the semi-infinite strip shown, unshaded , in Figure 2.7. 
The approximate potential in the semi-infinite strip is obtained by solving Laplace's 
equation with these BCs. Shute et al. [69] have shown that by using this method in 
conjunction with (2.4) , (2.5) and (2.8) , a very accurate approximation for the potential 
and field components associated with a 2-D head can be obtained. 
For the line between the pole corner and the underlayer ( x = L 0 ::; y ::; t) 
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UNDERLAYER q> = O 
Figure 2.7: Geometry for 2-D assumed line approximation. 
ay 2 . (Y) <ppu(Y) =- + (1- a)- arcsm -
t ~ t 
(2.30) 
is assumed, where a is a weighting parameter . This approximation is a weighted average 
of the potential in the infinite strip between constant potential boundaries, which is the 
linear term, and that across the gap of a slotted plane [70] . An approximation using 
an equally weighted average (i.e. a = 1/2) was first suggested by Ruigrok [71] for the 
potential across the gap of a ring head for longitudinal recording. An approximation 
using the linear term only (i.e. a = 1) has been derived by Wilton et al. [66] and the 
approximation presented here is an improvement on this. 
For the line from the shield corner to the underlayer (x = L + G, 0 :::; y:::; t) 
<psu(y) = b (t) a sin (3 (~Y) (2.31) 
is assumed, where b, a and j3 are optimisable parameters. This function was chosen 
since it mimics the behaviour of the potential along the line x = L+G. Shute et al. [69] 
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found that this function approximates the potential along this line with an error of less 
than 0.01 for a wide range of head dimensions when a= (3 = 1. 
These approximations with the assumptions 
r.p(L , y) = 1, t:::; y < oo, 
r.p(L + G, y) = 0, t :::; y < oo, 
~~ = 0 and r.p(x ,O) = 0 
y y-+oo 
(2.32) 
define a rectangular region with known BCs for which the solution of Laplace's equation 
may be expressed as 
,.... ( ) _ ,.... (p)sinh (p(L + G- x)) ,.... ( )sinh (p(x - L)) 
'{)GAP x , p - '{)p sinh (pG) + '{)s p sinh (pG) (2.33) 
where 'PcAP is the Fourier sine transform of the solution to Laplace s equation in the 
semi-infinite gap, p is the spatial frequency, (ijp is the transform of the approximated 
BC at x = L and <Ps is the transform of the approximated BC at x = L +G. Taking 
a = (3 = 1, so that analytic transforms are possible, 
a sin (pt) [ ] J0(pt ) -~~+ 1-a--
p2t p 
{ 
[7r2 ~~t)2J [sin(pt)- 2pt ([~~~~~~?)] 
bt 
4 p =1ft. 
where Jo is a Bessel function of the first kind. So at the ABS , y = t , 
'{)GAP( X) 2100 ,.... (p) . (p )sinh (p(L + G - x) ) d 
- r.p p sm t . 1 ( G) p 1r o sm 1 p 2100 ~ ( ) . ( ) sinh (p( x - L) ) d + - '{)s p sm pt . h (pG) p. 
7r o sm 
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(2.34) 
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Figure 2.8: Vertical field component for 2-D improved, linear and Fourier models when 
y = 4 and y = 2, L = 1, G = 1 and t = 5. 
Taking <pcAP to be the potential across the gap, a Fourier cosine transform in the 
x direction at y = t yields the transform of the ABS potential, 
sin (kL) { L+G 
cp(k, t) = k + JL cpcAP(x) cos (kx)dx . (2.36) 
The potential and field components between the ABS and the underlayer are evaluated 
using (2.4) (2.5) and (2.8) with kz = 0. 
The constants a and b are chosen to optimise the model for each set of head 
dimensions. Shute et al. [69] suggested the following as good estimates for these values, 
a = 
Sp ( 1 - exp { 7.215- 2.313 (~) 0 .580 
-6.867 ( t) 0.134 }) 
0.600 - 0.230 (~) -0.872 
34 
L jt < 0.5 
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Figure 2.9: Vertical field component for 2-D improved, linear and Fourier model when 
y = 4 and y = 2, L = 1, G = 7 and t = 5. 
b = { 
(0.158+0.0llln (t)) (~fo.s4o-o.osg ln( 1') L/ t < o.78 
0.146 un-0.826 otherwise 
(2.37) 
where Sp = 0.568 [1- exp( -6.184(L/t)0·815) ]. 
This approximation contains no infinite sums and requires no coefficient calculation , 
however its implementation involves problemat ic numerical integrals. 
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 display the Fourier, linear and improved models of the vertical 
field component for a small pole-shield gap and a large pole-shield gap, respectively. 
These figures show that the improved model is very accurate even when the pole-shield 
gap is large and is much more accurate than the linear approximation especially when 
tjG < 1. The improved model has errors of less than 0.01 even when the pole-shield 
gap is large. The accuracy decreases with proximity to the pole and shield corners at 
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the ABS, but the improved approximation is highly accurate and less computationally 
expensive than the Fourier model. Given an accurate approximation of the potential 
along the pole-shield gap, as in this method the potential and field components can 
be accurately estimated throughout the region bounded by the ABS and underlayer . 
2.7 3-D Approximate Solution 
POLE 
SIDE 
SHIELD 
Figure 2.10: Geometry for a 3-D double-shielded pole. 
Q 
Modern hard drives employ track widths of the same order of magnitude as the 
head width [48] . In these devices variation in t he across-track direction occurs in the 
region of interest and so it is not appropriate to use 2-D head field models. 
Wilton et al. [72] extended the method described in Section 2.6 to 3-D, by assuming 
suitable approximations for the potential over the planes between the edges of the pole 
and the underlayer and between the edges of the shield and the underlayer. A very 
accurate ABS potential approximation is derived using these approximations, from 
which the potential and field components can be found in the region between the 
underlayer and the ABS. 
The 3-D double-shielded pole geometry, as shown in Figure 2.10, is complicated and 
so very simple approximations to the head field are not possible. Here and throughout 
this thesis, Vl is half t he pole width and H is the pole-shield gap in the across-track 
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direction. The geometry is assumed to be symmetric in both the along-track (x) and 
across-track (z) directions and so it is only necessary to model the first octant . 
z 
L G 
POLE 
cp=l 
REGION 
B 
SHIELD 
cp=O 
SHIELD 
cp-=0 
• "-' 4pPU 
y ~~~~------~----~--~~~---
UNDERLAYER 4p=0 UNDERLAYER 
Figure 2.11: Regions for 3-D improved approximation. 
cp=O 
For the planes between the pole and the underlayer (x = L, 0 ::; y ::; t , 0 ::; z ::; W 
and 0 ::; x ::; L , 0 ::; y ::; t, z = W) , the potential is assumed to be given by (2.30). 
Likewise, for the planes between the shields and the underlayer (x = L + G, 0 ::; y ::; 
t, 0 ::; z ::; W + H and 0 ::; x ::; L + G, 0 ::; y ::; t , z = W +H) , the potential is assumed 
to be given by (2.31). So there is no variation in the z direction in either assumed 
potential. Additional BCs are given by the reflection planes at x = 0 and z = 0. Here, 
as in the 2-D models, the pole and the shields are assumed to be infinitely tall. 
The first octant is subdivided into two cuboidal regions. Region A lies between the 
pole and side shield (0 ::; x ::; L + G, 0 ::; y < oo, W ::; z ::; W + H) and Region B 
occupies the space between the pole and the shield (L ::; x ::; L + G , 0 ::; y < oo, 0 ::; 
z ::; W) , as shown in Figure 2.11. 
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Due to the zero potential underlayer, performing a Fourier sine transform on 
Laplace's equation leads to 
~A(x, p, z) ~ L Anx(p) COS (vnxX) sinh (ap,nx[Vf! + H - z]) 
n,.=l 
~a(x , p z) ~ ( )sinh (p[L + G- x]) ~ ( )sinh (p[x- L]) 
'PP p sinh (pG) + 'Ps p sinh (pG) 
00 
+ ~ L Bnb(p) sin (vnb[x - L]) cosh (ap,nbz) (2 .38) 
flb= l 
where ~A is the Fourier transform of the potential in Region A, ~8 is the Fourier 
transform of the potent ial in Region B, p is the spatial frequency, Vn,. = [(nx -
0.5)7r]/[L + G], Vnb = nb1r / G, ap,n = VP2 + v~ and ~P and 0s are defined by (2.34). 
At z =VII , 
00 
~ L An,(p) cos (vnxx) sinh (ap,nx H ) 
11x=l 
cpp(p) 
~ ( ) sinh (p[L+G-x]) + ~ ( ) sinh (p[x-L)) 
'PP P sinh (pC) 'PS P sinh (pC) (2.39) 
+I l:~=l Bnb (p) sin (vnb [x - LJ) cosh ( ap.nb W) L :::; x :::; L + G 
Operating with J0L+G • cos (vnxx)dx leads to 
00 
+0s(P)h(L, L + G, Vn,, P) + ~ L Bnb(p) I7(L , L + G, Vnb ' Vn,.) cosh (ap,nb Vf! ) 
nb=l 
(2.40) 
where h , h and h are defined in Appendix A. The derivatives in the z direction of 
(2.38) are 
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Figure 2.12: Vertical field component for 3-D approximation and Fourier solution when 
y = 4 and z = 0, L = 1, G = 1, W = 5, H = 15 and t = 5. 
a<; A 
fJz 
00 
-; L Anx(p)ap,n, cos (vnxx) cosh (ap.nx[W + H- z]) 
nx=l 
and 
8<Ps 
= fJz 
00 
~ L Bnb(p)ap,nb sin (vnb[x- L]) sinh (ap,n,.z). 
n b= l 
(2.41) 
Matching these expressions and operating with Jf+G • sin (vnb [x- L])dx yields 
G oo 
2Bnb(p)ap,nb sinh (ap,nb Vl ) = - L A1,Jp)ap,n,h(L, L + G Vnb' Vnx) cosh (ap,n:r H ). 
nx=l 
(2 .42) 
By varying nx and nb from 1 toN in (2.40) and (2.42) , respectively, and truncating 
the infinite sums, a set of 2N linear equations is obtained from which the first A11 x 
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Figure 2.13: Vertical field component for 3-D approximation and Fourier solution when 
y = 4 and z = lV, L = 1, G = 1, W = 5 H = 15 and t = 5. 
and B nb can be calculated. The ABS potential is given by 
'PA(x, t , z) - 1,= "~' A,, (p) cos ( Vn ,X) sinh ( <>p,n, [W + H - z]) sin (pt )dp 
cpa(x, t , z ) 2100 [~ ( ) sinh (p[L + G - x]) ~ (p) sinh (p[x - L]) J . ( )d 
- - cp p p . } ( G) + cp s . h (pG) Sll1 pt p 
7!' 0 Sll11 p Sll1 
N . 
+ 1,= ~ Bn, (p) sin (vno [x - L]) cosh ( o,,n,z) sin (pt)dp (2.43) 
and the potential and field components are calculated by applying (2.4), (2.5) , (2.8) 
and (2.9) to (2.43). 
Figures 2.12 and 2.13 compare the vertical field estimated by this 3-D approximation 
and by the Fourier solution with 502 terms (see Section 2.8), which is taken to be exact , 
at 80% of the vertical distance between the underlayer and t he ABS, for a short pole-
shield gap ( G = L) below the centre of the head (z = 0) and below the edge of the 
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Figure 2.14: Vertical field component for 3-D approximation and Fourier solution when 
y = 4 and z = 0, L = 1, G = 7, W = 5, H = 15 and t = 5. 
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Figure 2.15: Vertical field component for 3-D approximation and Fourier solution when 
y = 4 and z = W , L = 1, G = 7, W = 5, H = 15 and t = 5. 
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head (z = HI), respectively. In Figures 2.14 and 2.15, the vertical field is shown at 
the same height in the along track direction below the centre of the head (z = 0) and 
below the edge of the head ( z = W), respectively, for a long pole-shield gap ( G = 7 L). 
These results suggest that just ten terms are necessary for this 3-D approximation to 
converge to within 0.001 of its limit, but that the approximation is only accurate to 
within 0.01 in the region in which the medium is expected to lie [64] when L ~ G ~ 7 L , 
t = 5L. 
By comparing this approximation to the potential with a fini te difference model, 
Wilton et al. [72] found that the accuracy is worst at the ABS due to the singularity 
at the pole and shield corners. However, even there error of less than 0.03 occur for 
head dimensions suitable for perpendicular recording. 
This approximation was the first analytic model of a G MR head for perpendicular 
recording which provides a very accurate approximation of the magnetic potential and 
field components in 3-D. Although it arises from a simplification of the 3-D double-
shielded pole geometry coefficients must be calculated for each set of head dimensions. 
Given an accurate approximation of the potential at the ABS, as in this method , the 
potential and field components can be accurately estimated throughout the region 
bounded by the ABS and underlayer. 
2.8 3-D Fourier Solution 
Shute et al. [73] have derived the full Fourier model of a double-shielded GMR 
head by dividing the first octant of the head into three overlapping cuboidal regions 
which simplifies coefficient calculation by enabling the use of orthogonal functions. 
A Fourier solution is least accurate at the boundary between regions. Overlapping 
regions therefore, also ensure that the potential can be expressed to the highest 
accuracy possible throughout the first octant of the head. T he regions used are shown in 
Figure 2.16. This model requires several addit ional BCs so that a separable solut ion to 
Laplace's equation can be obtained. A reflection layer is placed at a large distance, Q, 
above the ABS. Beneath t he shield and the side-shield it is assumed that t he potential 
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is zero at distances P from the shield edge and R from the side-shield edge. Although 
this model does not have infinite boundary conditions, when P, Q and Rare large, the 
potential tends to that of a model with infinite boundary conditions except very close 
to the boundaries. 
Region A is the region between the pole and t he side-shield and between the 
underlayer and the reflection layer (0 ~ x ~ L+G, 0 ~ y ~ t+Q and vV ~ z ~ W +H). 
Solving Laplace's equation in this region with the BCs 
O<fJA I = 0 
OX x=O ' 
<fJA(x, 0, z) = 0 and O<fJA I = 0 
fJy y=t+Q ' 
(2.44) 
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gives 
<f'A(X, y , z) ~1 cos (vn,(t + Q- y)) {~ cos (vn. x) 
[ 
sinh (an.,n11 [W + H- z]) sinh (an.,n11 [z - W])] 
X An.,ny . h ( H ) + Fn.,n11 • h ( H ) Sln O:n.,ny Sln O:nxny 
+ f D sin (vnu [z - W]) cosh (an11nux) } (2.4S) 
Tlu=l nl/nU cosh (anyn, [L + G]) 
where Vn11 = (ny- 0.5)·n'/(t + Q) , Vnr = (nx- O.S)1r j(L +G) and //nu= nu7r/H . 
Region B is the region between the pole and the shield and between the underlayer 
and the reflection layer (L ~ x ~ L + G , 0 ~ y ~ t + Q and 0 ~ z ~ W + H ). Solving 
Laplace's equation in this region with the BCs 
o<pa I = 0 
OZ z=O ' 
<pa(x , 0, z) = 0 and o<pa I - 0 
oy v=t+Q - (2.46) 
gives 
Region C is the entire region between the underlayer and the ABS (0 ~ x ~ 
L + G + P , 0 ~ y ~ t and 0 ~ z ~ W + H + R). Solving Laplace's equation in this 
region with the BCs 
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fJrpc I = 0 <pc ( L + G + P, y z) = 0, 
fJx x=O ' 
8rpc I = 0 
fJz z=O ' 
<pc(x, y W + H + R) = 0 and <pc(x, 0, z) = 0, (2.48) 
gives 
(2.49) 
where Vnv = (nv- 0.5)7r /( L + G + P) and Vnw = (nw- 0.5)7r /(W + H + R). 
Matching rp8 with <pc and the shield at x = L + G gives 
00 00 L L En11n, COS (vn11 [t + Q- y]) COS (vn,Z) (2.50) 
0 ~ y ~ t, 
t ~ y ~ t + Q. 
Operating on this with J;'+H J~+Q • cos (vmy[t + Q- y]) cos (vm, z)dydz yields 
4 00 
(t + Q)(Vl +H) L L Cnvnw COS (vnJL + G])Js(Q t + Q, Vm11 UnvnJ 
np=l nw=l 
X f s(W + H , Vnu·' VmJ (2.51) 
where ! 8 is defined in Appendix A. Similarly matching 'PA with <pc and the shield at 
x = L + G, 'PA with <pc and the shield at z = W + H and rp8 with <pc and the shield 
at z = W + H leads to 
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4 00 00 
- H (t + Q) L L Cnvnw COS (vnv [L + GJ)h(W, ~~ + H , 1/mu 1 1/n.,,) 
nv=l nw=l 
X fs(Q, t + Q, l/m11 , CtnvnuJ (2.52) 
4 00 00 
- (t + Q)(L +G) L L Cnvnw COS (vnJW + HJ)fs(Q , t + Q, l/m11 1 Unvn.J 
nv=l nw=l 
X Ia(L + G, 1/nv> Vm,) (2.53) 
and 
4 00 00 
- G(t + Q) L L Cnvnw COS (vnw [~f + HJ)J7(L, L + G, 1/mb' 1/11.) 
nv=l nw=l 
X fs(Q, t + Q, l/m11 1 Ctn un..J, (2.54) 
respectively. Matching cp8 with 'PA and 'Pc at x = L, 
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00 00 L L Bnun: COS (vnu[t + Q- y]) COS (v11,z) 
n 11=1 nz=l 
1 
O~z~W, 
l:~=l COS (vnu[t + Q- y]){ L :=l COS (vnzL) 
[A sinh (onxnu [W +H - zJ) + F, sinh (Gn:z:ny [z-WJ) ] X nxnu sinh (on:z:ny H ) nxnu sinh (anznu H ) 
X L :=l D nunu c~I~~~::~~~~~J) sin (vnu [z - W]) } W ~ z ~ W+H. 
Operating with J 0W +H J~+Q • cos (vm,z) cos (vm11 [t + Q- y])dydz and substituting for 
4 sin (V mu Q) sin (V m, W) 
(t + Q)(W + H)vmuVm, 
2 00 
+ vll + H L Anxmy cos (vnxL)fs(W, w + H, Vm,, O!nxmy) 
7l:r=l 
+ f f C~vnwmu { cos (vnv L)Is(W, vnu·' vmJ 
nv= l n,,= l 
2 [ ~ cosh (amun,L) 
+ H COS (vnv L + GJ) ~ l ( [£ G]) h(W, W + H 1/nu , VnJ 
_ 1 COS 1 Cl!m11nu + n,-
2 
X h(Vl 1 Vl + H , 1/nu 1/mJ + L + G COS (vnw[W + H]) 
X L COS (vnxL )Is(L + G, 1/nv V11,.)16(Vll, W + H , Vm,, O!nxmJ} 
n,.=l 
(2.55) 
where c!:vnwmu = 4/ [(t+ Q)(W + H )]Cnvn,ls(Q, t + Q, Vm 11 , anvnJ· Similarly matching 
<{JA with r.p8 and <pc at x = Land <pc with <{JA and r.p8 at y = t similarly yields 
4sin (vm
11
Q) sin (vmxL) 
(L + G) (t + Q)vmxl/m 11 
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and 
2 00 
+ L + G L Bmunz COS (vn, W)J5(L, L + G, Vm:r:> O:m11n.) 
n,= l 
+ f f c~:nwmy { cos (vw ltV) Is(L , Vnu> Vmz) 
n.,=lnw=l 
2 [ 1 ~ cosh (a:m11nb M ) + G cos (vnw M + HJ) ~cosh (a:mvnb[M' + H]) I1(L, L + G, v,.,b, vnJ 
X h (L, L + G, Vnb' Vm,.) 
2 
+ W + H cos ( vnJ L + G]) 
X f COS (vn , W)Ia(W + H, Vnu•> VnJ16(L, L + G, Vm:r:> O:munz) } (2.56) 
n,=l 
4 sin (vm. L) sin (vmu· W) 
(L + G + P)(M + H + R)vm. vm1L. 
2 
00 
{ + (L + G + P)(W + H + R) ~cos (vnvQ) 
n 11 -1 
00 
+ L Anxnyh(L, L + G, Vrr..,, vmJ I5(M1, Mf + H, Vmw anxnJ 
00 
+ L Bn11n,h(W, W + H, Vn ,, Vm .... )fs(L L + G, Vm11 , O!n11n.) 
+ f f c~:~wn11 [L ~ G cos (vnw[M! + H]) 
nv= l nw=l 
00 
X L !4(L, L + G, Vnx> vmJi s(L + G, Vnv, Vn,)h(M1, Vlf + H, Vmu•l O!n:rny) 
1 
+ H cos (vn.[L + G]) 
00 
X L !5(L, L + G, Vmu> O!nynJh(W, w + H, Vnu, vnJI7(W, w + H, Vnu l vmJ 
nv=l 
1 
+ W + H cos (vn.[L + G]) 
00 
X L j4(W, W + H, Vn, , VmJis(W + H,vnw, vnJh(L, L + G, Vmu, O:n 11n.) 
1 
+ G COS (vnw[W + H]) (2.57) 
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Figure 2.17: Vertical field component for the Fourier solution when y = 4 and z = 0, 
L = 1, G = 1 W = 5 H = 15 and t = 5. 
4Cnvnwf[(L + G + P )(t + Q)(Vi! + H + R )]Js (Q, t + Q, lln11 , UnvnJ, j4 (a, b. C f) = 
I8 (a,c, f) + I8 (b ,c, f) and f 5 (a,b,c, f) = I9 (a , b,c, f) + I9(b, b,c, f ). 19 is defined in 
Appendix A. 
By truncating the infinite sums to some finite integer Nand by varying mu, m v, m w, 
mx, my and m z in (2.55), (2.56) and (2.57), a system of 3N2 equations is formed from 
which the coefficients Anzn11 , Bn11n: and Cnvnu· are evaluated. This system of equations 
is equivalent to the system expres ed in block matrix form iu [73]. The potential i 
then given by (2.45) , (2.47) and (2.49) . 
For the region between the ABS and the underlayer , the horizontal field component 
in the along-track (x) direction is 
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Figure 2.18: Vertical field component for the Fourier solution when y = 4 and z = W , 
L = 1, G = 1, W = 5, H = 15 and t = 5. 
(2.58) 
the horizontal field component in the across-track (z) direction is 
(2.59) 
and the vertical field component is 
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Figure 2.19: Vertical field component for the Fourier solution when y = 4 and z = 0, 
L = 1. G = 7, W = 5, H = 15 and t = 5. 
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Figure 2.20: Vertical field component for the Fourier solution when y = 4 and z = vr, 
L = 1, G = 7, W = 5, H = 15 and t = 5. 
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The derivation and implementation of the Fourier solution in 3-D is complicated 
and requires the solution of a very large system of equations to obtain the coefficients. 
However, given enough terms, this solution provides the exact potential and field 
components for the double-shielded GMR geometry with finite boundaries. 
Figures 2.17 and 2.18 display the Fourier vertical field , for increasing numbers of 
coefficients, when the pole-shield gap is short ( G = L) , at 80% of the vertical distance 
between the underlayer and the ABS, below the centre and the edge of the sensor, 
respectively. Figures 2.19 and 2.20 provide the same comparisons for a head with a 
long pole-shield gap ( G = 7 L). These figures show that at least 502 coefficients are 
necessary for an accurate Fourier solution in the region 0 ~ y ~ 0.8t and that this 
number of terms is sufficient for errors of less than 0.01 when t = 5L and Q is large. 
Due to the singularities accurate results at the ABS near the corners of the pole and 
the shield require many more terms than thi , however calculation of more than 502 
coefficients is expensive on a standard computer. 
The Fourier solution converges to the exact potential and field components, but it 
is computationally expensive. Therefore a relatively simple 3-D approximation, which 
does not require coefficient calculation, is sought. 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter has included: 
• the general solution of Laplace's equation in the region between two infinite 
parallel planes; 
• an introduction to the FFT; 
• the geometry of a double-shielded pole head, which is used throughout this thesis· 
• an outline of published Fourier models of the magnetic potential of a GMR head 
for perpendicular replay in 2-D and 3-D; 
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• the derivation of the linear and improved approximations to the 2-D Fourier 
solution and a discussion of their accuracy; 
• a 3-D approximate solution. 
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Chapter 3 
Singular Function Expansions 
3.1 Introduction 
A Fourier solution, as shown in Sections 2.4 and 2.8, converges to the exact solution 
of Laplace's equation for a given geometry. However , accmate results using such a 
model may require many terms. This is especially true if the geometry is not smooth 
[74] and it is exacerbated when working in 3-D. The Fourier solution for the 3-D 
double-shielded pole therefore does not lead to accurate results near the pole corner 
when 502 terms are used and high accuracy in this region will require a prohibitively 
large number of term . 
The improved approximation (see Sections 2.6 and 2.7) shows that the potential 
and field components beneath the ABS can be accurately estimated from a good 
approximation of the ABS potential in bot h 2-D and 3-D. Matzner and Shtrikman 
[74, 75] expanded the potential across the gap of a 2-D ring head for longitudinal 
recording as a series of singular terms. They demonstrated that it is possible to obtain 
an excellent approximation using just a few terms of the series solution because the 
dominant terms have a similar singularity to that of the potential at the corners of 
the poles. This method has also been applied to a shielded pole head for longitudinal 
replay [76]. In this chapter the singular behaviour due to a shielded pole in 3-D at the 
ABS is derived. This is a combination of the singularities due to both 2-D and 3-D 
corners. 
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Suitable series of singular functions which mimic the behaviour of the potent ial at 
the ABS of a 2-D shielded pole are derived in Section 3.2.1. The potent ial across a 2-D 
pole-shield gap is expanded in terms of these singular functions in Section 3.2.2 and this 
potential is used to model the potent ial of a shielded pole suitable for perpendicular 
replay. This model is similar to that derived by Shute et al. [77] and it demonstrates 
that highly accurate approximations to t he 2-D potent ial, which use very few terms, 
can be obtained by employing singular functions. 
The situation in 3-D is considerably more complicated and less well understood 
than that in 2-D. The singular behaviour near an isolated 3-D pole corner forms a 
non-regular series of powers of the distance from the corner. These powers have been 
calculated numerically [78- 80] and are presented in Section 3.3.1. They are utilised by 
the singular function expansion across a pole-shield gap from a pole corner to a shield 
edge (in Section 3.3.2) to demonstrate t he accuracy of approximations obtainable with 
just a few singular terms, even near t he pole corner. 
Application of a singular expansion to a 3-D double-shielded pole requires 
knowledge of the variation in the appropriate singular function expansion along a pole 
edge. This variation is discussed in Sect ion 3.4. 
3.2 Singular Behaviour near a 2-D Right-Angled 
Corner 
3.2 .1 Derivation of Singular Behaviour Near a 2-D Right-
Angled Corner 
In this section the singular behaviour near a 2-D right-angled corner, which can be 
exploited by both 2-D and 3-D approximations to the potential, is discussed. A 2-D 
right angled corner is t he point of intersection of two orthogonal lines. Since there is 
no variation in the third dimension, the 2-D corner is equivalent to a long edge in 3-D 
which is the intersection of two orthogonal planes. 
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Figure 3.1: Plane with one quadrant at zero potential. 
The behaviour of the magnetic potent ial near an isolated pole corner in 2-D is 
derived from Laplace's equation by considering a plane with one quadrant at zero 
potent ial. The potential in the remaining three quadrants is governed by Laplace's 
equation in cylindrical polar coordinates with no variation in the polar axis ( z) 
direction. The geometry is shown in Figure 3.1. 
fP cp' 1 &cp' 1 fJ2 cp' 
- +-- + - - = 0 &r2 r Eh· r 2 &B2 (3.1) 
where r is the distance from the corner and (} is the angle from t he corner boundary. 
Since the BCs are cp' (r, 0) = 0 and cp' (r, 3n /2) = 0 t he solut ion to (3.1) is 
1 2.n . 2n 
00 ( ) cp (B, r) =!; A11r a sm 3 (} . (3.2) 
The behaviour of the potent ial near t he corner of a 2-D isolated pole whose potential 
is unity is obtained by superposition. Hence 
00 
2
n (2n ) cp(B,r) = 1 - ~A71rTsin 3(} . (3.3) 
Therefore the potent ial very close to an isolated pole corner for a given angle, B, in 2-D 
decays approximately as 
00 
"'""' 2n cp(r) = 1 - ~BnrT, (3.4) 
n=l 
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where r is the distance from the pole. Similarly, the potential very close to an isolated 
shield corner has the approximate singular behaviour 
00 
t.p = L CnR23n' (3.5) 
n=l 
where R is the distance from the shield. 
The series in (3.2) can be written as the sum of two series with opposing symmetry: 
~A 4n-2 . (4n- 2(}) cp'(B,r)  nT 3 sm 
3 
n=l 
+ ~B.r'; sin (~o) (3.6) 
The first series in (3.6) is symmetric about t he line (} = 3n I 4, which bisects the angle 
of the corner, and the second series is anti-symmetric about this line. For geometries 
which are symmetric about (} = 3n I 4 the second series is not needed while for those 
which are anti-symmetric about this line, the first series is omitted . In practice shielded 
pole geometries are neither symmetric nor anti-symmetric about the bisection of the 
corner and therefore both series will contribute to the behaviour of t he potential near 
2-D corners. However, since this geometry has a greater symmetrical component, the 
anti-symmetric terms will make only a small contribution to the overall behaviour. 
In (3.2) , the terms when n = 3m, where m is an integer, are zero along the lines(}= 
1r 12 and (} = 1r and so these terms may not be useful in some applications. Sinusoidal 
singular terms have also been used to describe the behaviour near an isolated 2-D 
corner [75, 76], but fewer terms of (3.2) are needed for accurate results as demonstrated 
in [77]. 
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Figure 3.2: Geometry of pole-shield gap not affected by a close underlayer. 
3.2.2 Approximation of the Potential Across a Pole-Shield 
Gap in 2-D 
In this section, the potential across a 2-D pole-shield gap is expanded in terms of 
singular functions of the distances from the corners of the pole and the shield , to 
demonstrate that few terms are necessary to accurately approximate the potential 
between these two corners. Here, the vertical distance between the underlayer and the 
corners is assumed to be large so as to separate the two corners as much as possible 
and hence mimic the geometry of two isolated corners. This behaviour of the potential, 
which occurs near isolated pole and shield corners, has been discussed in Section 3.2.1 
and applies to both the 2-D shielded and 3-D double-shielded pole geometries. In 
2-D, the behaviour is valid near the pole corner (x = L, y = t) and near the shield 
corner (x = L + G, y = t). In the 3-D geometry, it can be assumed that the change 
in potential near the centre of a suitably wide pole, in the direction towards the pole 
corner, is negligible due to the BCs Hx(O, y , z) = 0 and Hz(x, y , 0) = 0, i.e. change in 
the potential only occurs in two dimensions. Therefore the potential near the centre 
of the 3-D pole edge (x = L , y = t , z = 0 and x = 0, y = t , z = W) and near the centre 
of the 3-D shield edge (x = L + G, y = t, z = 0 and x = 0, y = t , z = W + H ) in the 
along-track and across-track directions will behave in a similar manner to that near a 
2-D corner. 
The line (L ~ x ~ L +G) across the gap between a 2-D pole corner and a 2-D 
shield corner along which a singular function expansion is used is displayed in Figure 
3.2. The potential near the pole behaves as (3.4) and that near the shield behaves as 
(3.5). Therefore, the variation of the potential in the pole-shield gap will depend on 
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both (3.4) and (3.5). In this case, the distance from the pole is given by r = [x- L]/G 
and the distance from the shield is R = [L+G - x]jG. Therefore a good approximation 
to t he potential, which satisfies the BCs r.p(L ) = 1 and r.p(L+G) = 0, in the pole-shield 
gap is given by 
~GAP(x) ~ L +~ - X + ~ C,,_, (X~ L _ (X~ L) 'f) 
+ ~c,, ( (L+~-x)" _ L+~- x) (3.7) 
The Fourier solution for the pole-shield gap, isolated from the underlayer is given 
by (2.13) when y = t and t is large. Matching this solution with (3.7) and operating 
with Jt+G • sin (vn[x- L])dx yields 
(3. ) 
where h o,p,m is defined in Appendix A. The Fourier cosine transform of the ABS 
potential using (3. 7) as the gap potential is 
1 N 
ip(k, t) = ch.o(k, L , G/2) + L C,Ju ,n(L , L + G, k) 
p=l 
(3.9) 
where I 11 ,n is defined in Appendix A. Matching the vertical derivative of (2.4) at the 
ABS with (2.19) and using (3.8) to substitute for Am leads to 
N 2 2 L Cp[IlO,p,m(L , L +G)- ; I l2,p,m(L, L + G, t)] = 7rGho,m(L, G/ 2, t). (3 .10) 
p= l 
The N Cp's are calculated from the system of linear equations obtained by varying m 
from 1 toN in (3.10) and the potent ial across the pole-shield gap is estimated by (3.7). 
Taking t = 100 to isolate the pole-shield gap from the underlayer, and L = 1, 
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Figure 3.3: The Fourier solution and the singular function expansion of the potent ial 
across the gap with one term, two terms and two symmetric pole terms when L = 1, 
G = 1 and t = 100. 
the singular function expansion of the potential in the pole-shield gap is calculated for 
G = L and G = 7 L . The one term, two term and two symmetric pole corner term 
expansions are shown together with the Fourier solution for short (G = L ) and long 
( G = 7 L ) pole-shield gaps in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively 
Using N = 1 to obtain an expansion with one pole corner term and no shield corner 
terms leads to errors of less than 0.040 and 0.035 when G =Land G = 7 L , respectively. 
The singular behaviour mimics that of the potential near an isolated pole. Therefore 
as expected , the accuracy of the approximation increases with G since increasing the 
gap length further isolates the corner. A two term expansion, with one pole corner 
term and one shield corner term leads to errors of less than 0.0024 and 0.0019 when 
G = L and G = 7 L , respectively. Although the pole corner terms have a greater effect 
on the overall behaviour of t he potential than the shield corner terms, it is necessary 
to include both terms for very accurate resul ts. 
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Figure 3.4: The Fourier solution and the singular function expansion of t he potential 
across the gap with one term, two terms and two symmetric pole terms when L = 1, 
G = 7 and t = 100. 
A two term expansion using only pole corner terms yields errors of less than 0.038 
and 0.033 when G = L and G = 7 L , respectively. This is only a small increase in 
accuracy from the one term expansion. The second term in the pole corner expansion 
series leads to asymmetrical behaviour and therefore, as expected, the contribution 
from this term is small. 
A two term expansion using t he first two symmetric pole corner terms yields errors 
of less than 0.022 and 0.019 for G = L and G = 7 L , respectively. Although this is 
significantly more accurate than the one term expansion, it still does not attain the 
accuracy of the expansion which includes a shield term. It should be noted that the 
expansion with two symmetric pole terms has comparable errors to the expansion using 
one pole term and one shield term for the first three quarters of the pole-shield gap and 
only in the final quarter does the shield corner term become necessary for very accurate 
results. Therefore, for accurate results , it is not efficient to use only pole corner terms. 
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3.2.3 A 2-D Singular Function Approximation 
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Figure 3.5: Vertical field component for the Fourier solution with one and two term 
of the singular function approximation (S.F.) when y = 4, L = 1, G = 1 and t = 5. 
The singular function expansion used across an isolated pole-shield gap in Section 
3.2.2 is used in this section across a pole-shield gap with a relatively close underlayer. 
This leads to a 2-D head field model suitable for perpendicular replay that only requires 
a few terms for high accuracy. A 2-D head field model using a singular function 
expansion was first demonstrated for an inductive head suitable for longit udinal 
recording [75] and later applied to a shielded pole without an underlayer [76] . As 
shown in Section 3.2.2 , the Fourier solution can be expanded by (3. 7) along the line 
y = t , L ~ x ~ L + G , to produce a very accurate approximation to the ABS potential 
using just two terms when there is effectively no underlayer present. Here, the method 
is applied to the geometry of the 2-D shielded pole which includes an underlayer , as 
shown in Figure 2.2 , contains a 2-D pole corner and a 2-D shield corner. 
Using (3.10) to obtain the coefficients necessary for the expansion the Fourier 
cosine transform of t he ABS potential is approximated by ( 3. 9). The potential and 
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Figure 3.6: Vertical field component for the Fourier solution with one and two terms 
of the singular function approximation (S.F .) when y = 4, L = 1 G = 7 and t = 5. 
field components anywhere in the region between the underlayer and ABS can then be 
calculated via (2.4), (2.5) and (2.8) when kz = 0. This method was first presented for 
a shielded pole by Shute et al. [77] and the model presented in t his section differs only 
from that in [77] in notation and the location of the origin . 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 display t he vertical field component for the singular function 
approximation evaluated using just one and two terms and t he Fourier solut ion at 
80% of t he distance between t he underlayer and the ABS when the pole-shield gap i 
short ( G = L) and long ( G = 7 L) , respectively. The Fourier solution with 40 terms 
is assumed to be exact. These show t hat, with just two terms (N = 2) , the singular 
function expansion approximates t he vertical field component very accurately when 
t = 5L . When t > 5L it i expected that the singular function expansion will be even 
more accurate since the singularit ies will be more isolated and the potential will be 
more closely described by (3. 7). 
Errors of less than 0.002 are achievable with only two terms of the singular function 
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approximation in the region in which the medium is expect to occur when t ~ 5£ and 
therefore the two term singular function expansion leads to a more accurate model 
than the improved approximation, see Section 2.6. Once the coefficients have been 
evaluated, implementation of this singular function model is simpler than that of the 
improved approximation , since calculation of the ABS potential requires no integration. 
Shute et al. calculated that the maximum error at the ABS using a two term expansion 
was just 0.01 [77] when L/[L + G] = 0.25, 2.5£ :S t :S 20£. Here, for G = L, a one 
term approximation leads to errors of less than 0.005 in the region of the medium when 
t = 5£. However for G = 7 L, a one term approximation leads to errors in thi region of 
up to 0.03 when t = 5£. High accuracy with one term of the singular model is achieved 
when the pole-shield gap is short becau e the shield corner is not isolated enough to 
cause the assumed singular form. 
To obtain accurate coefficients for the Fourier solut ion, it is necessary to solve for 
a large number of coefficients even if only a few terms are desired. This is not the case 
for the 2-D singular function model. Here, the size of the system of equation u ed to 
solve for the coefficients must be restricted to the number of coefficients that will be 
used. So although coefficient calculation is needed this computation is not expensive 
since accurate results are obtained from just a small number of terms. 
3.3 Singular Behaviour near a 3-D Right-Angled 
Corner 
3.3.1 D erivation of Singular Behaviour N ear a 3-D Right-
Angled Corner 
The form of the singularity of the magnetic potential at an isolated 3-D pole corner, 
which is the intersection of three orthogonal planes, is discussed in t his section. A 3-D 
space with one octant at zero potential is considered as shown in Figure 3. 7. The 
magnetic potential in the remaining seven octants is governed by Laplace's equation 
in spherical polar coordinates: 
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Figure 3.7: Geometry of 3-D space with one octant at zero potential. 
1 o ( 2 ocp' ) 1 o ( . ocp' ) 1 o2 cp' 
-- r - + sm 4> - + = 0 
r2 or or r2 sin (4>) ocf> ( ) ocf> r2 sin 2(4>) ofP (3.11) 
where r is the distance from the corner and e (0 ~ e ~ 27r) and 4> (0 ~ 4> ~ 7r) are 
spherical polar coordinates with the origin at the corner. The BCs are cp' ( r, 0, 4>) = 0 for 
0 ~ 4> ~ 1rj2, cp'(r,31rj2,c/>) = 0 for 0 ~ 4> ~ 1rj2 and cp'(r, B,O) = 0 for 37r/2 ~ B ~ 27r. 
This is the Fichera corner for which Laplace's equation cannot be solved analytically 
[78], however assuming cp'(r, e, 4>) = R(r)G(B, 4>) leads to 
(3.12) 
and 
for increasing n where the Kn are constant. Trying a solution to (3 .12) of the form 
Rn(r) = A11r'Yn it can be shown that (3.11) has a solution of the form 
00 
cp'(r, B, 4>) = _L Anr'Y"811 (B , c/>), (3.14) 
n=l 
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where In are the non-integer powers which give rise to the singular behaviour at the 
corner. The equation (3.13) is the Laplace-Beltrami equation with eigenvalues - Kn 
and eigenfunctions en ( e, <P) which must be calculated numerically for this geometry. 
The In are related to these eigenvalues via 1; +In - Kn = 0. In 1973, Gaetano Fichera 
computed that 0.4335 < 1 1 < 0.4645 [78] and the associated geometry is named after 
him. The Fichera corner powers have subsequently been calculated more accurately 
by Pester and Apel and the first three are given in [79]. The first ten are given to four 
significant figures in Table 3.1 [80]. Unlike the powers for the 2-D corner, these powers 
cannot be written as an arithmetic sequence. Approximately one third of the powers 
are repeated and so throughout this thesis In refers to the Fichera corner powers with 
the repeated terms removed. The first five of these powers are also shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: The Fichera corner powers. 
Number Fichera Power Fichera Power Without Repetit ions 
1 0.4541 0.4541 
2 1.231 1.231 
3 1.231 1.784 
4 1.784 2.118 
5 2.118 2.514 
6 2.118 
7 2.514 
8 2.515 
9 3.000 
10 3.057 
The Fichera corner has three planes of symmetry, which bisect each other. These 
can be expressed as cos (e) = cot ( <P) , sin (e) = cot ( <P) and e = 1r 14, 57r 14 for 
0 ~ </> ~ 1r. The behaviour associated with each power will have either symmetry 
or anti-symmetry about each of these planes. The behaviour associated with the 
first Fichera corner power is symmetrical about a ll three planes [81] . Since the 
geometry of a double-shielded pole has a much greater symmetric component than 
anti-symmetric component, this leading term will be the largest element involved in 
successfully mimicking the behaviour near an isolated pole corner. It is expected that 
the behaviour associated with t he repeated powers (1.231, 2. 118, etc) will not have the 
correct symmetry for an isolated pole corner [81]. In practice, the 3-D double-shielded 
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Figure 3.8: Geometry of pole-shield gap near a 3-D pole corner not affected by a close 
under layer. 
pole corner will not necessarily be isolated and the local geometry is less symmetric 
than the geometry near the centre of the edge of the pole. Therefore none of the 
Fichera powers in the final column of Table 3.1 are ignored here. 
3.3.2 Approximation of the Potential Across a Pole-Shield 
Gap in 3-D 
In this section, the potential across a 3-D pole-shield gap is expanded in terms 
of singular functions to demonstrate the number of terms necessary to accurately 
approximate the potential between the 3-D pole corner and a shield edge. Here, the 
vertical distance between the underlayer and the corners is large so that the corners 
are relatively isolated . For the 3-D double-shielded pole geometry, the Fichera corner 
behaviour is applicable to the potential near the pole corner (x = L , y = t, z = W) 
when the pole is suitably large and isolated. The shield is assumed to be wider than 
the pole. Application of the Fichera powers to the shield as well as the pole will only 
be appropriate along the line y = t , [x - L]/G = [z - W]j H which joins the outer 
pole corner with the inner shield corner. A singular expansion along this diagonal line 
is not used to develop any of the models presented in this thesis and therefore such 
an expansion is not discussed here. The line t hat passes across the gap from the pole 
corner to t he shield edge (L ~ x ~ L + G , y = t) is shown in Figure 3.8. ear the pole 
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Figure 3.9: The Fourier solution and the singular function expansion of the potential 
across t he gap with one, two and four terms when L = 1, G = 1 and t = 100. 
corner the potential decay powers are t he Fichera corner powers, while near the shield 
edge which is better approximated by a 2-D corner , the appropriate powers are 2n/3. 
Therefore the behaviour of t he potential in this pole-shield gap can be described by 
(3.15) 
The accuracy of using (3. 15) as an expansiOn along the line at t he ABS 
shown in Figure 3.8 is considered in this section. The coefficients in (3.15) are 
evaluated by matching with the 3-D Fourier solut ion derived in Section 2.8. This 
is achieved, as in Section 3.2.2 , by equating (3.15) with (2.47) and operating with 
Jt+G • sin (limb [x - L])dx. The resulting expression which lead to a system of linear 
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Figure 3.10: The Fourier solution and the singular function expansion of the potential 
across the gap with one, two and four terms when L = 1 G = 7 and t = 100. 
equations from which the first N coefficients of {3.15) are calculated , is given in 
Appendix C. In Section 3.2.2 matching the 2-D singular approximation with the 
Fourier solut ion led to expressions which allowed the singular expansion coefficients to 
be calculated with no dependence on the Fourier coefficients. Matching (3.15) with the 
3-D Fourier solution does not lead to expressions where isolated Fourier coefficients can 
be expressed in terms of the singular function coefficients only. Therefore calculation 
of the Cn in {3.15) is dependent on the Fourier coefficients. 
Taking L = 1, W = 10, H = 20, t = 100, P = Q = R = 30, the singular function 
expansion is calculated for the two cases G = 1 and G = 7 which are shown in Figures 
3.9 and 3.10, respectively. These figures also show the Fourier solution using 502 terms 
for L + 0.1G ~ x ~ L + 0.9G. Near the pole corner and the shield edge, the Fourier 
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solution at the ABS requires prohibitively many terms for accurate results and so it is 
not shown here. 
When the pole-shield gap is small ( G = L ), a one term expansion has errors of up 
to 0. 15 for L + 0.1G ~ x ~ L + 0.9G. A four term expansion is necessary for errors 
of less than 0.01 for L + 0.1G ~ x ~ L + 0.9G. Again, as expected , higher accuracies 
are achieved with a large pole-shield gap since the expansion is based on the behaviour 
due to isolated singularit ies. The one term expansion when the pole-shield gap is large 
(G = 7L) is sufficient for errors of less than 0.045 for L + 0.1G ~ x ~ L + 0.9G and 
an expansion with just two terms yields errors of less than 0.01. The error of the 
expansion for L ~ x < L + 0.1G and L + 0.9G < x ~ L + G (i.e. very close to the pole 
corner and t he shield edge, respectively) cannot be obtained by comparing with this 
Fourier solut ion. However the errors here are assumed to be small since, by design , the 
expansion exhibits the correct behaviour close to t he pole and shield. 
The accm acy of a 3-D corner expansion has a far higher dependency on the head 
dimensions t han the 2-D corner expansion does (see Section 3.2.2) and therefore even 
a four term expansion does not guarantee accurate results for all head dimensions. 
A 3-D singular function model requires an expansion across the ent ire plane of the 
ABS which is much more complicated than t he 2-D expansion detailed in Section 3.2.3. 
A 3-D model which incorporates the singular behaviour of the potent ial derived in this 
chapter is t he focus of Chapter 4. 
3.4 Power Variation along a Pole Edge 
In Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1 it has been shown that t he potent ial due to a 2-D corner 
decays away from the corner as r 2n / J while that for a 3-D corner decays as r'Y" where { 11 
are t he Fichera corner powers [79] . It is expected that t he potent ial behaves similarly 
to that of a Fichera corner near the corner of a rectangular pole. For sufficient ly 
wide poles, it is expected that t he potent ial will decay as that near a 2-D corner 
when close to the cent re of an edge of the pole. The powers in the singular terms of 
solut ion of Laplace's equation at these ext remes are known , but t he variation in the 
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Figure 3.11: Discretisation of pole head near pole edge when z = 0 for finite difference 
scheme. 
power between the corner and edge powers is not well understood. In this section this 
variation is investigated numerically. 
In 3-D, the Fourier solution using 502 terms does not provide sufficient accuracy near 
the pole edges. Therefore a finite difference program has been devised to investigate 
the variation in the decay power along the pole edge. The volume surrounding the 
head is discretised into an array of points which are equidistant from each other in the 
x , y and z directions. A finer array is placed within the first steplength away from t he 
pole in each direction to improve convergence in this region which is close to where 
the singularity occurs. A fini te difference scheme to calculate the potential outside 
the pole, shields and underlayer is obtained using the central difference approximation 
to Laplace's equation and the resulting equations are solved using SOR iteration as 
detailed in [82]. The discretisation near the pole corner for z = 0 is shown in Figure 
3.11. 
It is assumed that a single term expansion is appropriate so that 
(3.16) 
where i, j , and k denote each step in the x , y and z directions, respectively, <p* is the 
finite difference approximation to the potential , C is a constant , .,. is t he distance from 
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the pole and n is the decay power. Taking two steps in the y direction , j 1 and ]2, at 
the edge of the pole, i = iL, and assuming n does not vary between j 1 and ]2 yields 
(3.17) 
and 
(3.18) 
Combining (3.17) and (3.18) to eliminate the constant, 
(3.19) 
This approximation can be used to estimate a single decay power along t he pole edge 
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Using (3.19), the single decay power is estimated along the pole edge in the acros -
track direction for a short ( G = L ) and long ( G = 7 L) pole-shield gap and this power 
is shown in Figure 3.12. Using this method , the estimated powers vary with j 1 and j 2 
since the true singular behaviour of t he potential is described by a full series of powers, 
i.e. 
(3.20) 
and 
(3.21) 
So (3 .19) has a truncation error dependent on j 1 and j 2 in addition to the error of the 
finite difference scheme and because of this error, the single decay power cannot be 
calculated accurately. However, the shape of the variation of the power along the pole 
is obtained using this method. 
In Figure 3.12 the single decay power is estimated to be within 0.06 of the first 
powers of t he 2-D and 3-D corner solutions at the centre of the edge and at the corner, 
respectively. The fact that the single decay powers at the pole edge and the pole corner 
are close to the first 2-D corner power (see Section 3.2.1) and the first Fichera corner 
power (see Section 3.3.1) respectively, indicates that very few terms of a singular 
function approximation will be needed for an accurate estimate. 
Similar accuracy is assumed along the ent ire pole edge. For a short pole-shield gap 
( G = L < ltV), for much of the pole edge, the decay power remains approximately 
constant showing behaviour similar to that of a 2-D corner and it decreases at an 
increasing rate when very close to the pole corner. For a long pole shield gap ( G = 
7 L > W), moving from the centre of the pole edge to t he corner, the decay power 
remains constant for only a short distance and decreases at a rate which increases 
more slowly than t hat when G = L. Iu each case, the power variation has a shape 
which is similar to that of a negative cosh function. 
Clearly the behaviour of the principal decay power between the centre and edge 
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of the pole will be strongly dependent on the head dimensions. For a wide isolated 
pole, the edge centre occurs at x = L, y = t, z = 0 and the pole corner at x = L, 
y = t, z = W. The behaviour near the pole in the range from the edge centre to the 
corner, i.e. 0 ~ z ~ W, can be described as a combination of the behaviours near the 
edge centre and near the corner. For a general double-shielded pole, when the pole and 
shield distances cannot be guaranteed to be large enough to isolate the two behaviours, 
the behaviour near the centre of the pole edge can also be described by a combination 
of both power series. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter has included 
• the derivation of a singular function series that describes behaviour governed by 
Laplace's equation near a 2-D corner; 
• a demonstration of the high accuracy of an approximation using a singular 
function series with only a few terms; 
• a 2-D singular function model of a perpendicular head suitable for replay; 
• the derivation of a singular function series that describes the behaviour of the 
potential that is governed by Laplace's equation, near a 3-D corner· 
• a demonstration of the accuracy of an expansion using this series; 
• a discussion of the variation in the power of the singular function series when 
moving along a pole edge, in preparation for the 3-D singular function model. 
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Chapter 4 
Analytic 3-D Model Using a 
Singular Function Expansion 
4.1 Introduction 
To attain an area! density of 1 Tbin-2 using perpendicular recording, it will be 
necessary to use tracks which have widths of the same order of magnitude as that of 
the GMR head . To analyse such a head , a 3-D mathematical model is necessary 
since variation will occur in the across-track direction in t he region of interest. 
Wilton et al. [72] have published t he approximate 3-D model presented in Section 
2. 7 which is accurate to within 1% of the pole potential in the region in which the 
medium is expected to lie for dimensions suitable for perpendicular recording, but this 
approximation cannot be expressed in closed form and requires many terms to obtain 
sufficient accuracy. Shute et al. [73] have derived the full 3-D Fourier solution, as 
discussed in Section 2.8. For accurate results this latter solution requires thousands of 
coefficients which must be calculated for each fixed set of dimensions and this solution 
cannot be used to estimate t he potential accurately when very close to the pole corner 
as it is expected that a prohibitively large number of terms will be necessary for this. 
Hence an accurate, yet easily computed, model is required. 
Given a good ABS potential approximation the potential and field components can 
be estimated accurately throughout the region between the underlayer and the ABS, 
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as shown in Section 2.7. Non-singular models, such as the Fourier model, converge 
extremely slowly near the edges and corners of the pole and the shields [74]. Singular 
function expansions of the potential across the gap from the pole edge to the shield 
edge and from the pole corner to the shield edge have been shown in Sections 3.2.1 
and 3.3.1, respectively, to have errors of less than 0.003 and 0.01, respectively, using 
only a few terms when L s; G s; 7 L , t = 5L. In this chapter a model is derived which 
employs singular expansions to approximate accurately the potential across the ABS 
of a 3-D double-shielded GMR head. 
The singular function model presented here requires the ABS to be divided into 
three non-overlapping regions as described in Section 4.2.1. In Section 4.2.2, a singular 
function expansion of the potential across the pole-shield gap, that is adapted from 
that of an isolated 3-D corner (see Section 3.3.1) is derived. This approximation is 
shown to have small errors using just one or two terms. Taking this expansion as a BC 
along x = L and z = W , appropriate functions are used to approximate the potential 
across the regions (L ~ x s; L + G, y = t , 0 s; z s; W) and (0 s; x s; L , y = t. 
W :::; z :::; W + H ) as described in Section 4.2.3. In Section 4.2.4, the potential in 
the remaining quadrant of the ABS, (L s; x s; L + G, y = t , W s; z s; W + H ). is 
approximated by a 2-D solution to Laplace's equation with singular BCs. 
The new model presented in this chapter utilises coefficients and other parameters 
whose values are dependent on matching with the full 3-D Fourier solution. The 
singular function model is then made independent of the Fourier solution by fitting 
appropriate closed-form functions to the optimum values of t hese parameters for a 
range of head dimensions suitable for perpendicular recording, as shown in Section 4.3. 
Results are presented in Section 4.4, which show that this model estimates the 
vertical field component with errors of less than 0.03 and 0.02 in the region of the 
medium when its upper limit occurs at 80% and 70% of the vertical distance between 
the underlayer and the ABS, respectively, for a variety of head dimensions suitable for 
perpendicular recording. Accuracy increases further with proximity to the underlayer. 
This 3-D singular function model has been published as [83]. 
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4.2 Derivation of the 3-D Singular Function Model 
4.2.1 Geometry of the 3-D Singular Function Model 
Due to symmetry in the along-track and across-track directions, it is only necessary 
to consider the potential in the first octant as wit h the previous models (see 
Sections 2.8 and 2.7). The full 3-D Fourier solution (see Section 2.8) is used here 
to determine the coefficients of the singular function model. The geometry of this 
singular function model is therefore based upon that of the Fourier solut ion. However 
some simplifications of the 3-D double-shielded pole geometry that are necessary for 
the Fourier solution are not required here. The reflection plane at y = t + Q, the zero 
potential boundary beneath the shield at a distance G + P from the pole in the along-
track direction and the similar boundary at H + R from the pole in the across-track 
direction, are not explicitly required for the singular function model. For the singular 
LINE G' 
LINE H' 
Figure 4.1: Geometry of the double-shielded pole at the ABS (y = t) showing the 
regions necessary for the singular function model. 
function model, the ABS is divided into three adjacent , non-overlapping rectangle · as 
shown in Figure 4.1. Region D lie between the pole and the shield in the along-track 
direction ( L :S x :S L + G, y = t , 0 :S z :S W). Region E lies between the pole and 
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shield in the across-track direction (0 ::; x ::; L , y = t W ::; z ::; vV +H). Region 
F occupies the remaining quadrant which is bounded by Region E and the shield in 
the along-track direction and Region D and the shield in the across-track direction 
(L ::; X ::; L + G, y = t , w ::; z ::; vV +H). Additionally, the singular function model 
makes use of two lines. Line G' lies between the pole corner and the shield in the 
along-track direction and is the boundary between Regions D and F (L ::; x ::; L + G, 
y = t, z = W). Likewise, line H' lies between the pole corner and the shield in the 
across-track direction and is the boundary between Regions E and F (x = L, y = t, 
vV ::; z ::; W + H ). 
4.2.2 Derivation of Approximation for Lines G' and H' 
In this section, expressions are derived which approximate the potential between the 
pole corner and the shield edge along the lines x = L and z = Vl . These approximations 
which exploit the singular behaviour of the potential and include variation in the power 
are used in the singular function model as BCs for Regions D, E and F. 
The potential across a pole-shield gap can be accurately approximated using several 
decay power terms following the Fichera powers and one or more terms representing the 
behaviour near the shield (see Section 3.3.2) but an expansion with similar accuracy 
can be obtained using fewer terms by including variation in the power across the gap. 
In this section, this power variation is investigated to obtain such an expansion which 
accurately approximates the potential along Lines G' and H' using just one or two 
terms. 
The gradient of the potential (which is the negative of the field component) along 
the pole-shield gap is dependent on the variation of the decay power. Here, the 
gradient along the pole-shield gap is obtained by differentiating (2.4 7) in the along 
track direction. 
8cpsx (x, t , W) 
ax 
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Figure 4.2: Potential gradient across the pole-shield gap L ~ x ~ L + G when L = 1, 
z = vV = 10 H = 20 and y = t = 100 for G =Land G = 7L. 
(4.1) 
The gradient of t he potential approximated by the Fourier solution across a short 
(G = L ) and a long (G = 7L) pole-shield gap is shown in Figure 4.2. This shows 
t hat the gradient is approximately constant for the region w ~ x ~ L + G where w is 
determined by the head dimensions. Therefore a linear decay, which ignores t he small 
singular behaviour due to the shield edge, will be appropriate between x = r:v and the 
shield in the approximation to the potent ial. 
The potential near an isolated pole corner decays similarly to that of the Fichera 
corner. When the corner is not isolated the potential depends on a combination of 
everal geometrical singularit ies (see Figure 3.9) so the Fichera corner powers "fn, are 
not optimal. 
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Figure 4.3: Singular function model a1(x) power function when L = 1, G = 3. 
For the 3-D singular function model the power function along the line G' is chosen 
to be 
where CTn is an opt imisable parameter dependent on the head dimensions. This 
expression has the propert ies that an ( L + G) = 0 and 
an(L) = rn (l - ~ c ) ) · cosh  L (4.3) 
When cr11G > 7L, a11 (L) ~In so that when t he pole is isolated, this expression gives 
the expected behaviour near the corner. When the pole is not isolated, ern gives a 
degree of freedom in the power . A suitable choice of CJ11 also ensures t hat a11 is small 
for r;:; ~ x ~ L +G. Due to the cosh function, the expansion power smoothly decreases 
from an appropriate value at the pole to zero near t he shield. Figure 4.3 shows the 
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first power function, a 1 , along G' when L = 1 and G = 3 for a= 0.4 and a= 4. When 
a = 4, the power decreases quickly, from approximately -y1 at x = L, as x increases. 
When a = 0.4, the power decreases slowly as x increases and the power is less than -y1 
at x = L . 
The chosen expansion along line G' which includes ( 4.2) is 
L+G -x Ns ( x -L ( x-L ) an(x)) 
cpc,(x) = G + ~Sn ----c;- ----c; (4.4) 
where Ns is the number of singular terms. The expansion function is selected since 
it satisfies cpc,(L) = 1 and cpc,(L +G) = 0 and contains singular behaviour which 
follows ran(x) , where r is the distance from the pole. Although this expansion does not 
mimic the singular behaviour near the shield edge, variation in the power leads to a 
near linear decay in the region w :S x :S L + G which is a good approximation to the 
actual behaviour in this region. Hence, t his expansion is expected to lead to accurate 
results when using only a few singular terms. 
To use the expansion it is necessary to estimate the optimum values for the 
parameters and to calculate t he corresponding coefficients. This is carried out as 
follows. 
The coefficients Sn are obtained by matching cpc' to cp8 along the line L :S x :S G, 
y = t , z = W and operating with Jt+G • sin (vmb[x- L])d:r , which leads to 
N s L S,J13(L L + G, limb I an) -
n=l 
f cos (vn~Q) { L cos (vn: vV) 
ny=l n :=l 
X [Bnyn: h 4(L, L + G, 11mb' O:nynJ 
where l 13. 114 and 115 are defined in Appendix A. 
The corresponding expansion along line H' is 
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Figure 4.4: Potential across the pole-shield gap using singular function model with one 
term a one term singular expansion and the Fourier solut ion when L = 1, G = 1, 
W = 10 H = 20 t = 100 y = t z = W and a1 = w-s , ) , ' 0 
, _ W+ H- z Nr ( z -W _ ( z -W)b,.(z) ) 
'PH (z) - H + L Tn H H 
n=l 
(4.6) 
where 
(4.7) 
T he coefficients T11 are obtained by matching <fJH' to <fJA along the line x = L , y = t, 
W:::; z:::; H . Operating with J::+H • sin (vmufz- M ])dx leads to 
Nr 
L TnJ13(W M! + H , /Jmu 1 bn) 
n=l 
f COS (vnyQ) { f COS (vnxL) 
ny=l n x= l 
X [Anxnl,ll4 (W, Ml + H , /Jmu' O:n,ny) 
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Figure 4.5: Potential across the pole-shield gap using singular function model with one 
term, a one term singular expansion and the Fourier solution when L = 1, G = 7, 
W = 10, H = 20, t = 100, y = t, z = W and a 1 = 0.130. 
The Fourier coefficients Anxnu, B nyn=, D nymu, E nyn=, F nxnu and G numb are calculated 
as described in Section 2.8. By varying mb from 1 to Ns in (4.5) a system of linear 
equations is formed from which N s 511 's can be calculated . These coefficients are 
calculated for a large range of values of an· Optimum a11 are chosen by minimising 
99 2 
Eb, = L [ ({J B ( L + 1 ~0 G. t ' w) - ({JG1 ( L + 1 ~0 G)] 
n=l 
(4.9) 
which is the sum of the squares of the difference between the full Fourier solution and 
t he singular function expansion at 99 evenly spaced points across the pole-shield gap. 
This expression does not include the square of t he differences at x = L or x = L + G, 
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since given enough terms of the Fourier solution, <pc' (L) <p8 (L , t , W) 1 and 
t.pc,(L +G)= t.pa( L + G , t , W) = 0. 
Likewise, mu is varied from 1 to Nr in ( 4.8) to create a system of linear equations 
from which Nr T11 's are calculated. This calculation is repeated for a large range of T11 
where optimum values are selected by minimising 
(4 .10) 
The singular function model, presented here, with an optimum a1 along line G' 
is shown together with the one term singular funct ion expansion, derived in Sect ion 
3.3.2, and the Fourier solution using 502 terms in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 when L + 0.1G :::; 
x :::; L + 0.9G for a short pole-shield gap (G = L , W = lOL. H = 20L, t = lOOL) 
and a long pole-shield gap ( G = 7 L W = l OL, H = 20L, t = lOOL), respectively. 
When the pole-shield gap is short, the maximum error in the potential computed by 
the singular function model, in the range L + O.lG :::; x :::; L + 0.9G, is 0.059 using 
these head dimensions. When the pole-shield gap is long the maximum error of the 
singular function model, in the range L + O.lG :::; x :::; L + 0.9G, is 0.023 using these 
head dimensions. The error reduces as the pole becomes more isolated. The singular 
function model with one term is considerably more accurate along Line G' than the 
one term singular function expansion due to variation in the power. Similar accuracy 
is obtained when using this singular function model along Line H'. The accuracy of 
the approximation along Line G' and Line H' depends on the head dimensions. 
4.2.3 Derivation of Approximation for Regions D and E 
In this section, expressions are derived which approximate the potential between the 
pole edge and shield edge across the planes L :::; x :::; L + G, 0 :::; z :::; W and 0 :::; x :::; L , 
W :::; z :::; W + H. These approximation again exploit the singular behaviour and 
include variat ion in the power and also have <pc' and <{JH ' as BCs at z = Wand x = L , 
respectively. 
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For consistency with the approximations along lines G' and H', an appropriate 
approximation across the pole-shield gap for the 2-D geometry is 
L + G- X Nu ( X-L ( X -L) c,(x)) 
'Pv(x, 0) = G + ~ Un ----c; - ----c; (4.11) 
where 
h ( vn(W+H-z) ) 1 2n cos L -
c (x) -
n - 3 cosh (v,lH) (4.12) 
The behaviour throughout Region D is expected to have contributions from both 
of the singular expansions (4.4) and (4.11). Additionally the region has the BCs 
cpv(L, z) = 1, cp0 (L + G, z) = 0, cp0 (x, W) = cp0 ,(x) and Hz(x, 0) = 0. As shown 
in Section 3.4, the behaviour of the potential is expected to be relatively constant for 
a region near the centre of the pole where the contribution of (4.11) will be at its 
greatest and this contribution will smoothly decrease with increased proximity to the 
corner. Therefore the following expression is a possible approximation for the potential 
throughout Region D 
~LY(x,z) = L+~- x + ~s. (x;L _ (x;L)"''x>) 
+ ~ U~ ( x; L- ( x; L r (x)  ( 1+ aw[l- cosh (C'z)] ) (4.13) 
where 
cosh - 1 ( l+aw ) 
aw c= ---.:.....__.:._ 
M 
(4.14) 
The cosh term in (4.13) ensures that the second series decays to zero at the sensor 
corner and thus the BC cp0 (x W) = cp0 ,(x) is satisfied. The parameter aw allows 
a degree of optimisation of the rate of change of the singularity along the pole edge. 
Ideally, for sufficiently wide poles, the first series would decrease to zero at the centre 
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of the pole edge. Including this variation would greatly increase the complexity of the 
approximation and would require further parameters. 
For dimensions where the pole is not sufficiently wide, (4.11) is not an appropriate 
approximation to the potential at the centre of the pole. To make provision for such 
dimensions, a fictitious pole centre is created at z = -(ew - 1)vV when appropriate. 
This allows greater variation in the power near the centre of thin poles. For wide poles 
it is expected that ew = 1. 
The final form of the approximation for Region D is therefore 
<Po(x,z) - L+~- x + ~sn ( x ;L- (x;Lrl•>) 
+ ~ Un ( x; L- ( x ; L rl•l) ( 1+ aw[l- cosh (C(z + (e" - l)WJ)J) 
where 
cosh -1 ( l+aw) 
aw 
c = ---.:...._- -'--
ewliV 
Similarly, the approximation used for Region E is 
'PE(x, z) 
where 
~ cosh - 1 ( 1!:L) 
d = ----'----'-
eLL 
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(4.15) 
( 4.16) 
( 4.17) 
( 4.1 ) 
and 
cosh ( t/ln(W+H-z) ) - 1 2n L 
d!l(z)=- ~ 
3 cosh ( 'L ) (4.19) 
To use these approximations it is necessary to estimate the optimum values for 
the parameters and to calculate the corresponding coefficients. This is carried out as 
follows. 
The coefficients Un are initially obtained by matching t.pv to t.p8 across t he plane 
L ~ x ~ L + G , y = t, 0 ~ z ~Wand operating with J0w Jt+G • sin (vmb[x- L ])dxdz 
which leads to 
Nu L Un h 3(L , L + G, en) [w +a;' (CW - sinh (cewW) + sinh (CW(ew- 1)))] 
1'1=1 
(4.20) 
Likewise, the coefficients \1,1 are init ially obtained by matching t.p E to t.p A across 
the plane 0 ~ x ~ L , y = t , W ~ z ~ W + H and operating with 
J:+H J0L • sin (vmufz- ltlf])dxdz leads to 
(4.21) 
n=l 
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The Fourier coefficients An n , Bn11n., D n 11rnu, En n. Fn n and Gn mb are calculated % U - U - X U Y 
as described in Section 2.8 and t he singular function const ants 511 , an, T11 and T11 are 
calculated as described in Section 4.2.2. By varying mb from 1 to Nu in (4.20) a 
system of linear equations is formed from which Nu Un's can be calculated . These 
coefficients are calculated for a range of values of Vn, aw and ew. Optimum values of 
these parameters are chosen by minimising 
~ w 2 
E1 = LL ['Ps (L+ 1~0G, t , 1; 0w) -tpn (L+ 1~0G 1; 0 w)J 
n=l m = l 
( 4.22) 
which is the sum of the squares of the differences between t he full Fourier solution and 
the approximation 'PD at evenly spaced points across Region D. 
In a similar way varying mu from 1 to Nv in ( 4.21) leads to a system of linear 
equations from which Nv Vn's can be calculated . These coefficients are also evaluated 
for a range of values of '1/Jn, aL and e L and optimum values of t hese parameters are 
chosen by minimising 
~ ~ 2 
2 L L [ ( n m ) ( n m )] E - -L t W - H - - L Vll -H 
E- (/)A 100 ' + 100 'PE 100 ' + 100 
n= l m = l 
( 4.23) 
4 .2.4 D erivation of Approximation for Region F 
The boundaries of Region F include 'PG' from which the potent ial decreases to zero 
in t he across-track direction and 'PH' from which the potential decreases to zero in t he 
along-track direction. Addit ionally, it features t he pole corner close to which singular 
behaviour occurs . It is t herefore not appropriate to use a very simple approximation 
in t his region. In t his section it is shown that a 2-D Fourier solut ion is appropriate to 
approximate t he ABS potential in t his region and t his solut ion is derived. 
T he potent ial at t he ABS is given in the 3-D Fourier solut ion by t he Fourier series for 
Regions A and B when y = t , (2.45) and (2.47), respectively. W hen using 502 terms this 
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solution is not accurate near the pole corner, but given enough terms, with sufficiently 
large P , Q and R (the distance between the shield edge and the zero potent ial plane 
in the along-track direction, the vertical distance between the ABS and the reflection 
plane and the distance between the shield edge and the zero potential plane in the 
across-track direction, respectively) , any accuracy can be achieved. Region F occurs 
in the overlap between the Fourier Regions A and B. The potential in this overlapping 
region may be described by cp0 = 0.5cpA+0.5cp8 . Using cpo , the components of Laplace's 
equation, i.e. the second derivatives in the x, y and z directions, are 
~ ( )sinh (anxn11 [W + H- z]) L Anxny COS llnxX . h ( H ) 
Sln anxny 
nx=l 
~ ( ) sinh ( an11nzlx - L]) + L E nynz COS li11 ,Z . h ( G) 
S111 anyn-
n,=l -
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(4.24) 
(4.25) 
and 
1 
00 
{ C{)o .. (x, y, z) = 2 L cos (vn~ [t + Q- y]) 
n~=l 
respectively. 
The Fourier solution used here is not suitable for Q ---+ oo. However if a very large 
Q is used, the Fourier solut ion will be a near perfect approximation to the head field 
model with boundaries at infinity. Using the approximation ( t + Q) - 2 ~ 0, n~,ny ~ v;;x 
etc and truncating the infinite sums in (4.24) , (4.25) and (4.26) therefore yields 
1 N { 2 L cos (vny[t + Q- y]) 
n 11 =1 
90 
cp0~y(x,y,z) ~ 0 (4.28) 
and 
'Po~. (x , y , z) 1 N { 2 L COS (vny[t + Q- y]) 
ny=l 
(4.29) 
respectively. 
Clearly, this argument applies to any point where the potential is described by 
'PA, cp8 or cp0 . Close to the pole the error in (4.28) is assumed to be large. The 
terms sinh (vn, [W + H - z]) / sinh (vn,. H ) and sinh (vn,[L + G - x])/ sinh (vn ,G) are 
relatively much smaller throughout Region F than in other regions and decrease rapidly 
as x and z increase. In Region F , these terms are largest when x = L or z = t-r. 
Assuming these terms are small, 
( 4.30) 
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Figure 4.6: Second derivative of the 502 Fourier solut ion when L = 1, G = 3, W = 5 
H = 15, t = 5, P = Q = R = 100, L ~ x ~ L + G, y = t and z = W . 
From ( 4.28) and ( 4.30), it can be assumed that a 2-D Fourier solut ion in x and z 
will accurately approximate the potential in Region F. The BCs are given by <pc' and 
I.{Jw , along z = ltl/ and x = L , respectively, and zero along both x = L + G and 
z = W + H . Very close to the pole, where the error in this approximation is greatest , 
this 2-D Fourier solut ion will still return very accurate results since proximity to the 
pole implies proximity to both, i.{)G' and cpw (along z = W and x = L, respectively). 
Figures 4.6 and 4. 7 show the second derivative in each direction along L ~ x ~ 
L + G, z = Wand x = L , W ~ z ~ W + H , respectively, for L = 1, G = 3, ltl/ = 5, 
H = 16 t = 5 which are head dimensions suitable for magnetic recording [10] and these 
figures confirm that the second derivative is smallest in the vertical direction and shows 
that the second derivatives in the horizontal directions are approximately equal and 
opposite. In this case the maximum magnitudes of the second derivatives estimated by 
502 terms of the Fourier solution for t he x, y and z directions are 7.85, 0.0947 and 7.84, 
respectively. Therefore, for these head dimensions, the maximum value of the second 
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derivative in the vertical direction is very much smaller than those of the other terms 
in Laplace's equation confirming that a 2-D Fourier solution in this region is justified. 
Solving Laplace's equation in 2-D in Region F with the BCs 
and 
'PF(L , z) - 'PH'(z) , 
'PF(L + G, z) - 0, 
cpF(x, W) - 'Pa'(x) 
cp F (X , W + H ) - 0 
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(4.31 ) 
( 4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
leads to 
2 ~ . ( ( W))sinh(vnu[L+G- x]) + - ~ sm Vn z -H u Vn sinh ( Vn G) 
nu=l u u 
Although the infinite sums in the above expression need truncation after a large number 
of terms, this approximation is significantly easier to compute than the exact Fourier 
solution at the ABS since there are no double infinite sums and the few coefficients Sn 
and Tn have been evaluated already, for use in Regions D and E, respectively. 
Given (4.15), (4.17) and (4.35) , the ABS potential is approximated by 
1 O ~x~ L 0 ~ z~ W 
<p(x, t , z) = t.po(x , z ) L ~x~ L+G 0 ~z~ W ( 4.36) 
t.pe(x , z ) O ~x~ L W~ z ~W+ H 
<pp(x, z) L ~x~ L +G W~ z ~W+H 
4.3 Coefficient and Parameter Approximation 
For each set of head dimensions, the coefficients Sn, ~t' Un and "V;'t are initially 
calculated by matching the singular function model to the Fourier solution using (4 .5) 
(4.8) , (4.20) and (4.21), respectively. There is no advantage in using t he singular 
function model if, to obtain results from it, it is firs t necessary to calculate a large 
number of coefficients associated with the full 3-D Fourier solut ion. For t he singular 
function model to be independent of the Fourier solution, these coefficients must be 
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approximated by functions of the head dimensions L, G, W , Hand t. 
The parameters aL , aw, eL, ew, an, Tr, Vn and '1/Jn are init ia lly chosen to maximise 
t he accuracy provided by the approximations <pc', <pH' <p D and <p E . For independence, 
it is a lso necessary for these parameters to be obtained directly from the head 
dimensions. 
In this section, the singular function coefficients are determined and t he optimum 
values of the necessary parameters obtained for a range of head dimensions suitable for 
high density perpendicular recording. These optimised parameters together with the 
associated coefficients are then used to construct simple approximation functions which 
are dependent on the head dimensions. These functions can be used to approximate 
the coefficients and optimum values of the parameters for any set of head dimensions 
within the range and using these approximations, the singular function model is fully 
independent of the Fourier solution. 
Investigation of the variation of the coefficients with each of these dimensions 
is extremely t ime-consuming. Here the dimensions G I L and tl L are fixed at two 
particular value appropriate for perpendicular recording and the variation of the 
coefficients with the dimensions VV I L and H I L is investigated , since these dimensions 
are of most interest in a 3-D model, being in t he across-track direction which has 
no variation in 2-D models. The dimensions suitable for perpendicular recording at 
1Tbin-2 used here are: GIL = 3, 2.5::::; WIL::::; 7, 2 ::::; HI L ::::; 20, t i L = 5 (Dim I) [10] 
and GI L = 15, 2.5::::; WI L ::::; 7, 2 ::::; HI L ::::; 20, t i L = 14 (Dim II) [48]. 
To investigate variation in the coefficients and parameters, the number of terms 
used must be fixed . Using the chosen dimensions, it has been found that just one term 
of <pc' is sufficient to obtain errors of less than 0.025 along L ::::; x ::::; L + G, z = W for 
Dim I and Dim II. Using two terms does not significantly reduce this error, therefore, 
taking into account the difficulty in initia lly obtaining the coefficients and optimum 
value parameters, one singular term is used here in <pc' (i.e. Ns = 1). 
One term of I.{JH' gives errors of less than 0.040 along x = L, W ::::; z ::::; W + H for 
Dim I and Dim II. Using two terms gives an error of less t han 0.035 and so Nr = 2 
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has been used here. Nu = Nv = 1 have also been used to minimise the number of 
parameters involved. 
4.3.1 Approximation of a 1 
1 
VliL=2.5 
VIIIL = 4.0 
WIL = 5.5 
WIL = 7.0 
WIL = 2.5 
WIL = 4.0 
WIL = 5.5 
WIL = 7.0 
Table 4.1 : Optimised a1 values for Dim I. 
HIL= 2 
0.405 
0.386 
0.317 
0.664 
HIL=4 
0.355 
0.343 
0.334 
0.334 
HI L = 8 HIL = 16 
0.348 0.333 
0.337 0.324 
0.329 0.320 
0.191 0.315 
Table 4.2: Optimised a 1 values for Dim II. 
HIL= 2 HIL=4 HI L=8 HIL = 16 
0.0993 0.113 0.109 0.100 
0.0973 0.109 0.104 0.0958 
0.0944 0.104 0.0992 0.0920 
0.0925 0.101 0.0952 0.0896 
HIL = 20 
0.318 
0.319 
0.311 
0.199 
HI L = 20 
0.0991 
0.0946 
0.0909 
0.0885 
The values of a 1 which optimise the accuracy of 'PG' have been obtained across 
the fu ll range of dimensions. Selected values of this parameter are displayed in Tables 
4.1 and 4.2 for Dim I and Dim II, respectively. Most of these optimised values vary 
smoothly with Wl Land HI L , however some anomalies occur (for example when using 
Dim I. and Wl L = 7.0, HI L = 8). These anomalies are due to the discrete nature of 
( 4.9). In spite of these, it is possible to approximate a1 for both Dim I and Dim II 
since the overwhelming majority of optimum values do vary smoothly with both W I L 
and HI L. 
The function chosen to approximate a 1 for both Dim I and Dim II i 
( 4.37) 
where p(HIL) = P2 + q2exp(s2HI L ) and Pl, Q1 , s1 , u1 , VI , WJ, P2 , Q2 and s2 are 
constants dependent on G I L and t I L and are given in Appendix D. These constants 
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Figure 4.8: Potential across the pole-shield gap (Line G') using singular function model 
with matched and approximated constants and the Fourier solution when L = 1, G = 3, 
W = 3.5, H = 14 t = 5, y = t. z = M . 
have been optimised via regression. This approximating function ( 4.37) was chosen 
since its shape is similar to that of the variation of u 1 with W I L and HI L and is a 
good fi t to the calculated optimum values of u 1 for both Dim I and Dim II. The value 
of this function has been compared with u1 for 100 different dimensions evenly spread 
across 2.5 :::; M' I L :::; 7 and 2 :::; HI L :::; 20, for both Dim I and Dim II . For Dim I 90% 
of these approximations have errors of less than 0.01 and only 7 of these have error · 
greater than 0.02. For Dim II, all have errors of less than 0.01 and 27% are accurate 
to within 0.001. 
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4 .3 .2 Approximation of S1 
Using values of Clr given by (4.37) , 51 is calculated across the same range of 
dimensions via (4 .5). Selected values of t his parameter are displayed in Tables 4.3 
and 4.4 for Dim I and Dim II respectively. 
Table 4.3: 51 values for Dim I. 
1 H / L = 2 H / L=4 H/ L= 8 H/ L = 16 H/ L = 20 
W/L = 2.5 0.46519 0.38174 0.36176 0.35909 0.35493 
l¥/ L = 4.0 0.45048 0.37808 0.35478 0.35394 0.35434 
vV/ L = 5.5 0.44277 0.37955 0.35459 0.35386 0.354 7 
W/L = 7.0 0.57574 0.37882 0.30057 0.35519 0.30991 
The function which has been chosen to approximate 51 for both Dim I and Dim II 
is 
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S* - - = p + q eS3-r;+u3r+v3"""J;'r ( ~f H) w H WH I L'L 3 3 ' ( 4.38) 
where p3 , q3 , s3 , u3 and v3 are constants dependent on GIL and tiL. They are listed 
in Appendix D. Optimum values of these constants have been obtained via regression. 
The error in S~ has also been evaluated for the same 200 different dimensions as was 
used to test ar. For Dim I, 87% of these are approximations have errors of less than 
0.01 and 46% have errors of less than 0.001. For Dim II, 67% have errors of less than 
0.01 and 14% are accurate to within 0.001. Just 8% and 7% have errors greater than 
0.02 for Dim I and Dim II , respectively. 
4.3.3 Accuracy of Coefficients and Parameters for Line G' 
Although some large errors occur in approximating S1 and a 1 , they are relatively 
few. Most of the dimensions for which (4.38) is not a good approximation of SI are also 
the dimensions for which ( 4.37) is not a good approximation of a1; so that less than 
10% of the dimensions compared have high errors. Additionally, nearly all of these 
dimensions are at the extreme of the range, i.e. W = 2.5, W = 7, H = 2 or H = 20. 
The Fourier solution computed with 502 terms, the singular function model with 
constants obtained from matching with the Fourier solution and the singular function 
model with approximated constants along Line G' are compared in Figures 4.8 and 
4.9 for dimensions where the constant approximating function are least and most 
accurate respectively. 
When the approximating functions are least accurate (W I L = 3.5, HI L = 14 
using Dim I) , the singular function model with approximated constants agrees with 
Table 4.4: S1 values for Dim II. 
HI L= 2 H I L= 4 H I L=8 H I L = 16 HI L = 20 
W I L = 2.5 0.98815 0.86410 0.71374 0.62461 0.61329 
~ I L = 4.0 0.93295 0.79919 0.65384 0.57242 0.56238 
1"' I L = 5.5 0.89812 0.76048 0.61980 0.54339 0.53407 
WIL = 7.0 0.87769 0.73713 0.59674 0.52680 0.51783 
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the singular function model using matched constants to within 0.076. The Fourier 
solution is not accurate across the majority of L::; x::; L+G for these dimensions due 
to the relative proximity of the two singularities. The difference between the Fourier 
solution and the singular function model with approximated constants and matched 
constants is within 0.050 and 0.074, respectively, in the range L+0.2G ::; x ::; L+0.8G. 
When the approximating functions are most accurate CW I L = 7, HI L = 2 using 
Dim I), the singular function model with approximated constants agrees with the 
singular function model using matched constants to within 0.001. The singular function 
model both with matched and approximated constants agrees to within 0.021 with the 
Fourier solution in the range, L + 0.1G ::; x ::; L + 0.9G, in which the Fourier solution 
is assumed to be accurate. 
4.3.4 Approximation and Accuracy of Coefficients and 
Parameters for Line H' 
Using (4.6), the coefficients T1 and T2 and the parameters T1 and T2 are obtained 
across Dim I and Dim II and appropriate approximating functions have been chosen in 
the same way as for 5 1 and 0"1 . These functions are given in Appendix D. Using these 
functions some large errors occur in approximating the constants but again they are 
relatively few. 
The Fourier solution evaluated with 502 terms, the singular function model with 
constants obtained from matching with the Fourier solut ion and the singular function 
model with approximated constants along Line H' are compared in Figures 4.10 and 
4.11 for dimensions where t he constant approximating functions are least and most 
accurate, respectively. 
When the approximating functions are least accurate (W I L = 3, HI L = 6 
using Dim I), t he singular function model with approximated constants agrees with 
the singular function model using matched constants to within 0.038. In the range 
W + 0.1H ::; z ::; W + 0.9H, t he singular function model with matched constants 
and approximated constants agrees with the Fourier solution to within 0.0034 and 
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0.0011 , respectively. This shows that accurate solutions are obtainable even when the 
approximating functions do not agree well wit h the matched constants. It may be that, 
although optimum values of T 1 and T2 are not achieved by the estimating function , the 
combination of estimated parameters provides a near-optimum approximation . 
When the approximating functions are most accurate (WI L = 6.5 , HI L = 18 
using Dim I), the singular function model with approximated constants agrees with 
the singular function model using matched constants to within 0.005. The difference 
between the Fourier solution and the singular function model with approximated 
constants and matched constants is less than 0.0045 and 0.0095, respectively, in the 
range W + 0.1H :::; z :::; HI + 0 .9H. 
4 .3.5 Approximation and Accuracy of Coefficients and 
Parameters for Region D 
Using the functions sr and a~ I t he expression used to estimate t he potential in 
Region D, given by (4.15) , requires the additional approximation of ul , VI , aw and 
ew. Functions which approximate the variation in these constants with the dimensions 
WI L and HI L across Dim I and Dim II are given in Appendix D. 
The Fourier solution evaluated with 502 terms, the singular function model with 
constants obtained from matching with the Fourier solution and the singular funct ion 
model with approximated constants are compared for z = W 12 in Figures 4.12 and 
4.13 for dimensions where the constant approximating funct ions are least and most 
accurate, respectively. 
When the approximating functions are least accurate (W I L = 7, HI L = 10 
using Dim I) , the singular function model with approximated constants agrees wit h 
the singular function model using matched constants to within 0.017. In the range 
L + 0.1G :::; x :::; L + 0.9G, 0 :::; z :::; HI , the singular function model agrees wit h 
the Fourier solution to within 0.030 and 0.036 when using matched and approximated 
constants, respectively. 
When the approximating functions are most accurate (W I L = 6.5, HI L 20 
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using Dim 1), the singular function model with approximated constants agrees with the 
singular function model using matched constants to within 0.01. The difference between 
the Fourier solution and the singular function model with approximated constants and 
matched constants is less than 0.029 and 0.0039, respectively, in the range L + 0.1G ::; 
X::; L + 0.9G, 0::; z ::; ltV. 
4 .3.6 Approximation and Accuracy of Coefficients and 
Parameters for Region E 
Given the approximation functions for T1 , T2 , r 1 and r2 , the expression u ed to 
estimate the potential in Region E, given by ( 4.17), requires approximation of V1 , 'lj;1 , 
aL and eL and again functions which approximate the variation in t hese constants with 
the dimensions W I L and HI L across Dim I and Dim II are given in Appendix D. 
The Fourier solution evaluated using 502 terms, the singular function model with 
constants obtained from matching with the Fourier solut ion and the singular function 
model with approximated constants are compared for x = Ll 2 in Figures 4.14 and 
4.15 for dimensions where the constant approximating functions are least and most 
accurate, respectively. 
When the approximating functions are least accurate (M I L = 3, HI L = 6 using 
Dim I) , the singular function model with approximated constants agrees with the 
singular function model using matched constants to within 0.038. T he singular function 
model agrees with the Fourier solution to within 0.028 and 0.031 using matched and 
approximated constants, respectively in the range 0 ::; x ::; L, M1 + 0.1H ::; z ::; 
W +0.9H. 
When the approximating functions are most accurate (M/ L = 4.5, HI L = 16 
using Dim I), the singular function model with approximated constants agrees with 
the singular function model using matched constants to less than 0.001 . The difference 
between the Fourier solution and the singular function model both with approximated 
constants and matched constants agrees to within 0.02 in the range 0 ::; x ::; L , ltlf + 
0.1H ::; z ::; W + 0.9H. 
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4.4 Results 
Given the approximation of the ABS potential given by (4.15) (4.17) and (4.35) 
(see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4), the potent ial and field components can be estimated 
throughout the region between the ABS and the underlayer using (2.4), (2.5) , (2.8) 
and (2.9) . Results are presented here for heads with the ranges of dimensions Dim I 
and Dim II (see Section 4.3) which are suitable for perpendicular recording at 1 Tbin- 2 , 
using Ns = 1, Nr = 2 and Nu = Nv = l. 
Although (4.15), (4.17) and (4.35) provide an accurate approximation to the ABS 
potential, they do not satisfy Laplace's equation in 3-D. When (2.4), (2 .5) , (2.8) or 
(2.9) are applied using these and the other five BCs, Laplace's equation is satisfied 
throughout the rest of the region and therefore the accuracy of this approximation 
decreases with proximity to the ABS. The upper boundary of the medium is expected to 
be no higher than y = 0.8t [64] and therefore the maximum error of the approximation 
at t his height will be an upper bound for the error in the region of the medium. 
Accuracy of the approximation is dependent on the head and medium dimensions. 
Several papers suggest that the upper boundary of the medium will be considerably 
closer to the underlayer t han y = 0.7t , [52, 84] and it is expected that this model will 
provide even higher accuracies in these circumstances. 
4.4.1 Accuracy of the Potential in the Region of Interest 
For both Dim I and Dim II, the accuracy of the potential has small variation with 
W / L. The error bounds as t / L and H / L vary are shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 for 
Dim I and Dim II, respectively. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarise the error in the potent ial 
computed with the singular function model for Dim I and Dim II respectively. 
If the medium lies in the region 0 $ y $ 0. 7t as suggested in [4 J then the singular 
function model approximates the potential with errors of less than 0.02 for bot h Dim I 
and Dim II. If the medium lies in the region 0 $ y $ 0.8t [64], t hen the singular function 
model approximates the vertical field component with errors of less than 0.025 and 0.02 
for Dim I and Dim II, respectively. The approximation of the potential at the sensor 
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Table 4.5: Vertical regions where the maximum error of the potential is less than that 
specified, G / L = 3, t / L = 5, 2.5:::; W/ L:::; 20. 
Maximum Error 2:SH/ L :S4 4 < H/ L :S8 
0.5% y:::; 0.70t y:::; 0.40t 
1% y:::; 0.80t y:::; 0.55t 
2% y:::; 0.90t y :::; 0.75t 
Maximum Error 8:::; H/ L:::; 18 18 < H/ L:::; 20 
0.5% y :::; 0.45t y:::; 0.35t 
1% y:::; 0.65t y:::; 0.60t 
2% y:::; 0.75t y :::; 0.75t 
Table 4.6: Vertical regions where the maximum error of the potential is less than that 
specified , G / L = 15, t / L = 14, 2.5 ::=; W/ L :::; 20. 
Error / Sensor Potential 2 :::; H / L < 10 10 :::; H / L ::=; 20 
0.5% y:::; 0.40t y :::; 0.55t 
1% y:::; 0.60t y :::; 0.75t 
2% y:::; 0.80t y :::; 0.85t 
Table 4. 7: Vertical regions where the maximum error of the y component of the field 
is less than that specified, G/L = 3, t/L = 5, 2.5 ::=; W/L ::=; 20. 
Maximum Error 2 :::; H / L ::=; 4 4 < H / L < 8 8 ::=; H / L ::=; 20 
0.5% y:::; 0.55t y:::; 0.40t y:::; 0.50t 
1% y:::; 0.80t y:::; 0.65t y :::; 0.65t 
2% y :::; 0.80t y:::; 0.80t y:::; 0.75t 
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centre, the sensor edge and z = W + H /4 for typical head dimensions is compared with 
the Fourier solution in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 when y = t/2 and y = 3t/4, respectively. 
4.4.2 Accuracy of the Vertical Field Component in the Region 
of Interest 
As discussed in Section 1.5.2, the vertical field component is of greatest interest 
in perpendicular recording. Again, accuracy of the approximation decreases with 
proximity to the ABS and is dependent on the head dimensions. The error bounds as 
t/ Land H / L vary are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 for Dim I and Dim II, respectively. 
Tables 4. 7 and 4.8 summarise the error in the vertical field component computed using 
the singular function model for Dim I and Dim II, respectively. 
If the medium lies in the region 0 ~ y ~ 0.7t [48], t hen the singular function model 
approximates the potential with errors of less t han 0.02 and 0.005 for Dim I and Dim 
II , respectively. If the medium lies in the region 0 ~ y ~ 0.8t [64], t hen the singular 
function model approximates the potential with errors of less than 0.03 and 0.01 for 
Dim I and Dim II, respectively. The approximation of the vertical field component 
below the sensor centre, the sensor edge and z = W + H / 4 for typical head dimensions 
is compared with the Fourier solut ion in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 when y = t / 2 and 
y = 3t/4, respectively. 
Table 4.8: Vertical regions where the maximum error of the y component of the field 
is less than that specified, G / L = 15, tj L = 14, 2.5 ~ W / L ~ 20. 
Error/ Sensor Potential 2 ~ H/ L < 6 6 ~ H/ L ~ 20 
0.5% y ~ 0.75t y ~ 0.75t 
1% y ~ 0.80t y ~ 0.85t 
2% y ~ 0.85t y ~ 0.90t 
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4.4.3 Accuracy of the Horizontal Field Components In the 
Region of Interest 
The singular function model approximates the horizontal field components much 
more accurately than t he vertical component because the model uses the ABS potential 
approximation which is smooth in both along-track and across-track directions in 
Regions D , E and F and uses exact BCs in both horizontal directions. This is 
demonstrated by Figures 4.24 and 4.25 in which the approximation of the horizontal 
field component in the x direction at the sensor centre, the sensor edge and z = W +HI 4 
for typical head dimensions is compared with the Fourier solution when y = tl2 and 
y = 3tl 4, respectively, and also by Figures 4.26 and 4.27 in which the approximation of 
the horizontal field component in the z direction at the sensor edge and z = W + HI 4 
for typical head dimensions is compared with the Fourier solution when y = tl 2 and 
y = 3tl4, respectively. Error bounds for both components are shown for Dim I and 
Dim II in Figures 4 .28 and 4.29, respectively. Tables 4.9 and 4.10 summarise the error 
in the horizontal field component in the x direction of the singular function model 
for Dim I and Dim II , respectively. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 summarise the error in the 
horizontal field component in the z direction of the singular function model for Dim 
I and Dim II, respectively. For Dim I , the singular function model estimates both 
horizontal field components to within 0.01 and 0.02 for the vertical ranges 0 ::; y ::; 0. 7t 
and 0 ::; y ::; 0.8t , respectively. For Dim II, these are 0.005 and 0.01 , respectively. 
Error bounds on both horizontal components are similar since the Fourier solution and 
the expressions used for the approximation are similar in the x and z directions. 
Table 4.9: Vertical regions where the maximum error of the x component of the field 
is less than that specified, G I L = 3 tl L = 5, 2.5 ::; W I L ::; 20. 
Maximum Error 2 ::; HI L ::; 4 4 < HI L ::; 20 
0.5% y::; 0.75t y ::; 0.65t 
1% y ::; 0.80t y ::; 0. 75t 
2% y ::; 0.85t y ::; 0.80t 
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Table 4.10: Vertical regions where the maximum error of the x component of the field 
is less than that specified, G / L = 15, tj L = 14, 2.5 S W / L S 20. 
Error/Sensor Potential 2 < H / L < 8 8 < H / L S 20 
0.5% y s 0.80t y s 0.85t 
1% y s 0.85t y s 0.90t 
2% y s 0.90t y s 0.90t 
Table 4.11 : Vertical regions where the maximum error of the z component of the field 
is less than that specified , G/ L = 3, t/L = 5, 2.5 S WjL S 20. 
Error/ Sensor Potent ial 2 S H / L S 10 10 < H / L S 20 
0.5% y s 0.70t y s 0.65t 
1% y s 0.80t y s 0.75t 
2% y s 0.85t y s 0.80t 
Table 4.12: Vert ical regions where the maximum error of the z component of the field 
is less than that specified , G / L = 15, t/ L = 14, 2.5 S l1 / L S 20. 
Error / Sensor Potential 2 < H / L < 8 8 < H / L < 20 
0.5% y s 0.75t y s 0.85t 
1% y s 0.85t y s 0.90t 
2% y s 0.90t y s 0.90t 
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4.5 Summary 
This chapter has included: 
• the full derivation of the new singular function model; 
• coefficient and parameter approximations necessary for this model to be 
independent of the Fourier solution; 
• error bounds on this model for a wide range of head dimensions suitable for 
magnetic recording. 
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Chapter 5 
Constructive Interference Schemes 
for Three-Head, Three-Track 
Systems 
5.1 Introduction 
In the replay process, interference can occur between adjacent bit cells in both the 
along-track direction and the across-track direction if bit cells are not sufficiently long 
and wide, respectively. Insufficient length and width causes inter-symbol interference 
(ISI) and inter-track interference (ITI) or crosstalk, respectively. Both types of 
interference limit area! density [85] . 
Much has already been accomplished m reducing the area! density constraints 
caused by ISI. This reduction has relied on the fact that interfering bit cells are read 
consecutively [86- 88]. It is much harder to mit igate the effects of ITI in this way for 
systems which use one head to read one t rack since bit cells in adjacent tracks are not 
read consecutively [85] . Instead, current commercial drives leave regions of the disk, 
called guardbands, unrecorded between each track. The guardbands ensure that the 
destructive effects of ITI do not occur [13], but use of them does not lead to t he most 
efficient recording since not all of t he available area is used to store data. 
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In the past, coding techniques to reduce the negative effect of ISI have been sufficient 
to increase areal density [89]. However, areal densities of 1Tbin- 2 and beyond will 
require extremely narrow tracks causing a decrease in signal and an increase in ITI [90]. 
As the density of perpendicular recording approaches 1 Tbin- 2 , it is expected that ITI 
will be a major cause of noise [10]. It is therefore essential that this interference is 
investigated so that innovative methods of ameliorating its effects can be found. 
It is probable that for very high density recording a multi-head, multi-track 
(MHMT) system will be necessary since the coding techniques associated with these 
systems can achieve higher densities than their single-track counterparts [12 , 85] and 
also they can provide faster retrieval t imes [13]. Already in commercial hard drives, 
a certain amount of ISI is allowed which increases the data retrieval rate and possible 
areal density [89,91]. In a similar way, multi-track codes can be designed to reduce the 
effect of the increasing levels of ITI that occur as tracks become narrower [92, 93] and 
this reduction leads to even higher area! densities [94] . MHMT systems are discussed 
in Section 5.2. Ahmed et al. [95] have shown that by using a constructive inter-track 
interference (CITI) code which permits only the same polarity of transitions in adjacent 
tracks, it is possible to withstand an increased level of ITI for a two-head , two-track 
system and, although this places additional constraints on the written code, it leads to 
a significant increase in areal density. 
Using the replay model presented in Section 5.3, the effect of increasing ITI due to 
decreasing track-widths on the signal to noise ratio (S R) is investigated in Section 5.4 
for a three-head, three-track system. Initially no constraints and then CITI constraints 
similar to those applied in [95] are used and schemes are sought which increase SNR 
for very narrow tracks with as few coding constraints as possible. 
Previously, ITI has been modelled by use of simplified models of a ring head via 
a linear superposition of output signals [95, 96] or via the reciprocity integral [97, 98] . 
ITI has also been modelled for an unshielded pole head [99]. In this chapter, ITI is 
investigated using the three-dimensional analytic model of a double-shielded pole head 
with underlayer, derived in Chapter 4, which is suitable for high density perpendicular 
replay. 
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An alternative method for removing the negative effects of ITI is via a 'crosstalk 
canceller'. This apparatus creates a near-exact opposite signal to that of the ITI 
and superposes this signal with the read signal electronically. This method requires 
knowledge of the data in the side tracks and has therefore been used primarily in digital 
tape drives where this information is readily available [100]. 
Irregular transition positioning also causes noise, called jitter. The e irregularitie 
cause timing errors in the replay process [101]. Codes which reduce the effect of jitter 
can easily be constructed for use with multi-track systems since timing information 
can be gleaned from more than one track [102]. The effect of jitter on ITI is also 
investigated, in Section 5.4. By including a certain level of jitter in the model, a 
practical number of coding constraints across three tracks can be found which lead to an 
increased SNR due to large ITI. This investigat ion has been submitted for publication 
as [103]. 
Reducing the width of each track decreases the signal power even when there is no 
ITI. Results which include this decrease in SNR due to track narrowing, as well as ITI 
and jitter , are presented in Section 5.5. 
5.2 MHMT Systems 
As discussed in Chapter 1 conventional magnetic recording systems use one head 
to write data to a single track and another head to read data from a single track. 
In MHMT systems !11 heads read N tracks simultaneously. This arrangement allow. 
a reduction in data retrieval times when N > 1 [13] and allows an increase in areal 
density via coding techniques which allow some ITI [95]. Additionally jit ter , which is 
a major contributor to noise in high density systems. can be reduced using MHMT 
systems [102]. In the past, single-head, single-track innovations have matched demand 
for higher density, faster , cheaper hard drives. However, to continue this trend, so 
far unexploited technology such as MHMT must be used [2]. Commercially MHMT 
systems are used for archiving on magnetic tape which does not require mass appeal 
[104] and for a very fast CD ROM drive which reads standard discs [105]. 
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Figure 5.1: Track arrangements suitable for three-head , three-track systems. 
5.2.1 H ard D rives 
Hard drives have no removable medium t hat requires an industry standard and 
therefore there are extensive possibilities for commercial exploitation of MHMT 
technology. There is a wide range of possible head and track arrangements, some 
of which are discussed in this section, and each of these configurations provides the 
user with different benefits. 
5.2.1.1 Track Arrangement 
The tracks that are read simultaneously by MHMT systems may be grouped so that 
for any track read , the other tracks read simultaneously are fixed or the tracks may 
not be grouped so that for any track being read there is a choice in the other tracks 
read simultaneously. This second opt ion allows more freedom in the replay process, 
but complicates the wTite process if across-track coding constraints (see Sections 5.4 
and 5.5) are used and is therefore not discussed in detail here. 
For t he one head, one track systems currently in use in all commercial drives , tracks 
are arranged in concent ric rings about t he centre of the disk and between each track is 
a narrow guardband. This standard t rack layout is shown as Arrangement I in Figure 
5.1. A similar track layout could be used in a t hree-head, three-track system, but 
would not reap the full benefits of such a system in terms of areal density. 
Arrangement II shown in Figure 5.1 is suggested in [13] for optical storage. Here, 
tracks which are simultaneously read by the read head array are not separated by 
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a guardband. This system assumes that the combined signal will be sufficient ly 
diverse that the information will not become corrupted by ITI. Each group of t racks 
is separated by a guardband so that ITI does not occur across track groups. This 
arrangement immediately reduces the area of the disk not used for storing information 
by approximately (M- 1)/M, where M is t he number of simultaneously read tracks. 
This arrangement is suitable for the model presented in Section 5.3. 
Arrangement Ill in Figure 5.1 has no guardbands. Int uit ively, this is t he optimum 
arrangement as no space is left unrecorded. However the track-width needed here so 
that destructive inter-track interference (DITI) does not occur may be larger than t hat 
with guardbands, especially if no coding constraints are used. 
It is expected that the highest areal density will be achieved using hexagonal packing 
of bit cells as shown as Arrangements IV and V in Figure 5.1 [13 , 106]. This is the 
opt imum compromise between bit cell volume and areal density. Interference can 
occur with a t radit ionally shaped bit cell from any of t he four bit cells adjacent to 
it . With hexagonal packing, there are six adjacent cells each of which may cause 
interference. Additionally, tradit ional guardbands cannot be used which exacerbates 
any problems with ITI. Movement of the head or heads would also require innovation. 
In Arrangement IV, each cell wit hin a particular track is positioned diagonally from 
t he previous and subsequent cells; this will complicate the replay process. In this 
arrangement , successful replay from a part icular track may not be possible using a 
static head and such an arrangement may require the head to move laterally between 
consecutive bits. In Arrangement V, this movement is not necessary since cells are 
arranged parallel to the t rack edge. However using Arrangement V, a large amount of 
ITI would occur when using a standard head. 
5.2.1.2 Head Arrangement 
The number of head arrangements possible is dependent on t he number of heads 
used and physical design constraints. Several arrangements suitable for three heads 
to read three t racks are suggested in Figure 5.2. Certain arrangements will aid t he 
construction proce s, but some arrangements place constraints on the t rack-width. 
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Figure 5.2: Head arrangements suitable for three-head, three-track systems. 
The most intuitive arrangement is that shown as Arrangement I in Figure 5.2. Here, 
the heads are aligned to each other and therefore the t ime at which the central head 
reads data is synchronised with that for the adjacent tracks. However, this arrangement 
is least efficient. Since each head is centred on the track, the track-width must be at 
least as wide as the double-shielded head and no areal benefits will be realised. 
Staggering one head out of alignment with the other two, as in Arrangement II, 
reduces this problem. The constraint on the track-width here is that it must be at least 
half as wide as the double-shielded head. This constraint may also have implications on 
the level of increase of areal density obtainable. For synchronous replay, output from 
at least one of the heads must be buffered because the distance between the centres of 
the heads is at least the length of the double-shielded head in the along-track direction. 
Arrangement III shows none of the heads in alignment. Using this arrangement, 
there are no track-width restrictions, however a larger amount of buffering is required 
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here than with Arrangement II since t he distance between the centres of the extreme 
heads is at least two double--shielded head lengths in the along-track direction. 
Arrangements IV, V and VI show that adjacent heads do not have to read from 
adjacent tracks and these configurations remove all restrictions on t rack-width. Wit h 
such systems it is difficult to mitigate the effects of ITI, but these configurations would 
still provide a faster data retrieval rate t han a one head, one t rack system. 
5.2.1.3 Detection 
For more than fifteen years, Partial Response Maximum Likelihood (PRML) 
detectors have been used in commercial in hard drives [107]. These detect known 
waveform patterns across a number of bits allowing a certain amount of ISI. For one 
head, one t rack systems, which are current ly employed in all commercial hard drives, 
the head is connected to a detector which determines if t he received signal corresponds 
to known waveforms [91]. Due to noise (including ISI), the normalised output will not 
be a sequence of '.1 ', '-1 ' and 'O's' and the detector must decide which sequence is the 
most likely. The known waveforms take into account the effects of ISI from t he known 
adjacent cells in t he along-t rack direction. Since the magnetisation in adjacent cells 
in t he across-t rack direction is not known, this detection system does not take into 
account effects due to ITI and therefore this interference must be kept to a minimum. 
Difficulties occur if non-ISI noise, such as ITI, is large [91]. 
This system can be directly applied to MHMT systems. In this case, the effect of 
ITI can also be mitigated by incorporating t his interference into the known waveforms. 
The detector receives a set of signals that may be thought of as a vector, s . The 
received signal power is then s · s [108]. To decode the received signal, t he detector 
must decide which of the desired, ideal waveforms is most probable. The probability 
t hat t he ideal waveform is an , given the received signal s , is 
(5 .1 ) 
where N0/2 is the spectral density, I is the order of both s and an and dn is the 
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Euclidean distance between an and s, see Section 5.3.2 [108] . The known waveform am 
is chosen if 
(5.2) 
where n is an integer distinguishing the finite number of possible ideal waveforms, an , 
and Pn is the probability of each of these signals occurring. This condition is known as 
the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion [108]. 
If the ideal waveforms, an , are equally likely then the maximum likelihood (ML) 
criterion is used [108]. In this case, the signal am is chosen if 
(5.3) 
The complexity and possibility of error in the detection process is dependent on the 
number of ideal waveforms, which is itself dependent on the number of read heads for 
digital processing. This is a major concern for MHMT systems and will require more 
complicated detectors than are used for current standard commercial drives. 
5.2.2 Tape Drives 
Currently MHMT systems are most commonly found in digital tape drives. Tape 
drives are used for archiving since they retain data for a long time and are an 
inexpensive method of mass data storage [109]. These drives are generally no longer 
used as primary computer data storage since hard drives, solid-state memory and 
optical disks provide near-instant access to all stored data. 
Unlike other removable storage media, there are many different tape storage systems 
each with its own benefits. Three of the most wide-spread systems use MHMT 
technology. These systems are 'Linear Tape-Open' (LTO) , developed by Hewlett 
Packard, IBM and Seagate in 1997 [110], 'Digital Linear Tape' (DLT), developed 
by Digital Equipment in t he 1980s [109], and 'Mammoth' developed by Exabyte in 
1996 [111]. 
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Recently, there has been further innovation in t his field. Systems have been 
investigated which can write four tracks simultaneously and read eight tracks 
simultaneously (using a helical scan system) allowing an increase in area! density 
[112, 113]. Additionally multi-track read and write heads have been construct ed which 
can increase track density and reduce retrieval time [114] . 
5.2.3 Optical Drives 
MHMT technology has been less popular in optical drives. This is perhaps because 
the industry standard , DVD and CD, are popular, cheap and relatively fast. One 
system that has had commercial success was Kenwood 's 'Ttue-X system [13] . This 
optical drive used seven heads to read seven tracks simultaneously which vastly 
increased data retrieval t imes. The success of the system relied on t he drive reading 
standard CDs and therefore did not require its own minority format [105], but t his 
drive could not exploit the possible area! density benefi ts of using a MHMT system. 
True X drives are no longer in production as CD drives have been surpassed by DVD 
drives. 
In 2005 the Philip Research Laboraties built a working model of a MHMT optical 
system (2DOS) intended to be a pathway to the successor for HD or Blu-Ray which 
are themselves the apparent successors to DVD. For the 2DOS system, various head 
arrangements of eight or ten read heads are used to read ten grouped tracks, with each 
group separated by a guardband similar to that shown as Arrangement II in Figure 
5.1. A V-shaped arrangement of the heads gave efficient replay since t his required the 
least buffering given construction constraints [13]. Such a design is not used in Section 
5.3 due to undesired constraints on the track-width . The 2DOS system did not require 
that each head was centred on the track and each head read more than one t rack, 
which is not the case here. 
It was also discovered t hat the bit error rate (BER) decreased wit h proximity to 
the guardbands [13] . Since groups of only t hree tracks are used here, each t rack is 
relatively close to t he guardbands and therefore a large BER is not expected. 
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5. 3 ITI Modelling 
SIDETRACK 
CENTRAL 
TRACK 
Figure 5.3: Plan of a three-head, three-track perpendicular recording system. 
The effect of increasing ITI on the SNR due to decreasing track-widths for high 
density MHMT perpendicular magnetic recording is investigated. To achieve this, 
replay is modelled from three adjacent tracks using three heads each centred over a 
particular track, with their head fields described by the singular function model (see 
Chapter 4), as shown in Figure 5.3. It is assumed t hat t he presence of the other two 
heads does not affect t he output from a particular head since each is surrounded by 
shields. 
For perpendicular recording it is reasonable to assume that the magnetisation, M , 
of the medium is uniform in the y direction so that 
M (x- x, y, z) = Oi + My(x- x, z)j + Ok (5.4) 
and substituting this into (1.23) to obtain the output flux from each head , relative to 
its own track, 
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J1 l oo 1d+c5 1oo <h(x) = 1° My(x- x, z)Hy(x y , z)dxdydz. h -oo c5 -oo (5.5) 
Performing the integral in the y direction 
4>h(x) = -~o 1: l oo 111y(x- x, z)[cp(x , d + 6, z)- cp(x, 6, z )]dxdz . (5.6) 
For dimensions suitable for perpendicular recording cp(x , 6, z ) ~ 0, [10,48,52]. Therefore 
(5.7) 
For GMR sensors the output voltage is proportional to the flux through the sensor, see 
Section 1.4.2, and so 
e(x) ex l oo l oo My(x - x, z)cp(x d + 8, z )dxdz (5.8) 
where e is the output voltage. This is a special case of the correlation integral 
e(x, z) ex 1: l oo My(x- x, z- z )cp(x , d + 6, z )dxdz (5.9) 
when z = 0 (because each head is centred over its track) and hence the Fourier 
transform of the output voltage from each head is 
(5 .10) 
-where A1; IS the conjugate of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the 
magnetisation, (j5 is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the potential and kx 
and kz are the spatial frequencies. 
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From (2.4), 
(5.11) 
where t is the vertical distance between the underlayer and the ABS, see Figure 2.10. 
Using (5.11) and (4.36) , the output voltage can be calculated quickly and accurately 
via a FFT, see Section 2.3. 
5 .3.1 Geometry 
The geometry of each of the heads is that of the double-shielded pole which is used 
throughout this thesis, see Figure 2.10. Each of the three heads used is identical except 
for positioning and has the dimensions G = 3£, W = 2W = 10L, H = 16L and t = 5L 
where W is the full width of the pole. The dimensions used are suitable for high density 
perpendicular recording [10]. Each head is centred on one of three adjacent parallel 
tracks of width w and 0.65l"f :::; w :::; 1.8W. The track layout follows Arrangement 
II in Figure 5.1, so that there are no guardbands between those tracks which are 
read simultaneously, but guardbands are placed in between each group of three tracks. 
Such an arrangement reduces the unrecorded area of the disk by approximately two 
thirds. Assuming that current drives have guardbands which are at least 15% as 
wide as the tracks, this alone leads to an increase in track density of at least 10% 
over conventional drives. Therefore t hree adjacent t racks are modelled and a zero 
magnetisation is assumed outside the group, see Section 5.2.1.1. The track-widths 
used here are suitable for Arrangement Ill in Figure 5.2, see Section 5.2.1.2. This 
model is not suitable for the other head arrangements discussed in Section 5.2.1.2 since 
the track-width is less than the width of one double-shielded head and data is read 
from adjacent tracks. 
Each track contains either one infinitely long bit cell or the transition between 
two semi-infinitely long bit cells. It is assumed that transitions between bit cells are 
perfect since, for narrow t racks transitions are very sharp [11]. A plan of the medium 
is shown in Figure 5.4. The upper boundary of the medium sits at a height 4L above 
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the underlayer [64]. 
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..................... Possible border between bit cells . 
Figure 5.4: Plan of medium for ITI investigation. 
5 .3.2 Output 
w 
Output from three heads and its relationship to the SNR is complicated and so a 
similar system where two adjacent heads read from two tracks is considered first . The 
order of the output signal vector, s , is the number of read heads. Therefore a two head 
system will lead to a 2-D output signal with each element of the vector corresponding 
to the output from one head. 
Table 5.1: Possible magnetisations in each t rack when there is no jitter where H (x) is 
the Heaviside step function. 
Magnetisation 
Positive (P) 
Negative ( ) 
Transition (P-N) 
Transition (N-P) 
Function 
My= 1 
My= -1 
My= 1- 2H(x) 
My= 2H(x)- 1 
Each track can have one of four possible magnetisations as detailed in Table 5.1. 
These correspond to the three ideal output signals associated with replay from the 
centre of each track in the along-track direction: '1' when the track magnetisation is 
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Figure 5.5: Points represent ing different replay signals from a two head, two track 
system displaying direction of movement due to increasing ITI. 
posit ive (P ), '-1 ' when the track magnetisation is negative (N) and '0' when there is 
a transit ion in the t rack (P-N or N-P). Since each element of the output signal vector 
has three possible ideal values, there are nine possible ideal signal vectors. 
The out put power of each signal is given by s · s and therefore t he out put power used 
to distinguish between two ideal signals, s1 and s2 is given by (s1 - s2 ) · (s1 - s2 ) . So 
that the signals can be decoded it is necessary for this power to be as large as possible. 
The ideal signal vectors are represented graphically as 2-D points in Figure 5.5. T he 
output from t he head cent red over t he first track is plotted along the x axis and the 
output from t he head centred over t he second track is plotted along the y axis, i.e. the 
2-D point Pi= (ai, bi) represents the signal vector s1 = aii +bJ. The squared Euclidean 
distance between any two received 2-D points, d~i ' is therefore t he signal power used 
to discriminate between different signals, (s1 - sj ) · (s1 - sj ), and its minimum value, 
d!in is proportional to the SNR [108]. 
When there is no jitter and the tracks are sufficient ly wide t hat there is no ITI, the 
recieved signals from reading any magnetisation combinations across the two t racks will 
be the ideal signals. If ITI is introduced then the received signals become corrupted 
and t he associated 2-D points change position. For example, replay from two tracks 
both with posit ive magnetisation will lead to a received signal point of (1,1) when 
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Figure 5.6: Points represent ing different replay signals from the three head three track 
system displaying direction of movement due to increasing ITI where a, b and c are 
the central outputs from tracks A, B and C, respect ively. 
there is no ITI. When there is 10% ITI, this magnetisation combination will lead to a 
received signal point of (1.1,1.1). In a similar way replay from two t racks, where one 
has posit ive magnetisation and the other negative magnetisation, will lead to a received 
signal point of (1,-1) when there is no ITI and (0.9,-0.9) when there is 10% ITI. The 
direction of movement of the received signal points with increasing ITI is represented 
by the arrows on Figure 5.5. Since the points associated with the received signal move 
as ITI is increased, the SNR also varies with ITI. 
A similar relationship between t he output signal and the SNR occurs in the system 
modelled in t his thesis where three heads read from three t racks. Given the geometry 
described in Section 5.3.1, the output voltage is calculated via (5.11) and therefore the 
voltage associated with t he replay from t he cent re of each t rack (i.e. x = 0) is given by 
e(O) when, in the across-track direction, the head is centred on the appropriate track. 
Since replay occurs using three heads, the output signal vector is of order three which 
leads to twenty-seven possible ideal signals. 
The ideal signal vectors are represented graphically as 3-D points in Figure 5.6. For 
clarity, cross-sections of the 3-D axis are shown. The a axis, along which t he cross-
sections are taken, corresponds to t he output from t he head centred over the middle 
track (Track A) and the b and c axis correspond to output from the heads cent red over 
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the side tracks (Tracks B and C, respectively). Again , t he squared Euclidean distance 
between any two received 3-D points, d{i , is the signal power used to discriminate 
between different signals and its minimum value, d~in is proportional to the SNR 
which will vary as ITI increases. The direction of movement of each received signal 
point is represented by arrows in Figure 5.6, with colour represent ing movement in the 
a direction. 
The modelled central output represents either the output at the bit cell boundary or 
t he out put associated with the interior of a bit cell (when no t ransitions are modelled). 
In this way replay is modelled for all useful magnetisation combinations. 
Across the three t racks, there are 64 possible magnetisation combinations. These 
combinations are listed in Appendix E. Combinations which have aligned transit ions 
in adjacent t racks will not reduce d~in and t herefore only combinations in which the 
adjacent transitions are opposing are considered. With this in mind and taking account 
of symmetry about z = 0, it is therefore necessary only to consider one type of transit ion 
in each track. A transition occurring in Track A is N-P and a transition occurring in 
either Track B or C is P-N. The 27 combinations that remain are listed in Table 5.2. 
By calculating d~in for t hese combinations wit h varying t rack-widths, the SNR is 
obtained. In t his way, the effect of increasing ITI due to decreasing t rack-width on t he 
SNR is investigated. 
5.3.3 Jitter 
Each t rack is assumed to move at a constant speed relative to the head. For ideal 
bit cells, which are all of uniform length in the along-track direction, the time taken 
for one bit cell to pass under the sensor is constant . Irregularities in the material of 
the medium make uniform-length bit cells impossible [20,84]. The clock, which is used 
to estimate the time taken for each bit to pass, must therefore be constantly updated 
so that t he processor, which decodes information read by t he head receives the correct 
signal for each bit. Clocking information is obtained from transitions (P-N or N-P) [6] . 
Naturally occurring jitter can lead to data corrupt ion since, if no clocking 
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Table 5.2: Magnetisation combinations across three tracks 
Combination Track B Track A Track C 
Number (side track) (central track) (side track) 
1 P-N N-P P-N 
2 p N-P P-N 
3 N N-P P-N 
4 P-N p P-N 
5 p p P-N 
6 N p P-N 
7 P-N N P-N 
8 p N P-N 
9 N N P-N 
10 P-N N-P p 
11 p N-P p 
12 N N-P p 
13 P-N p p 
14 p p p 
15 N p p 
16 P-N N p 
17 p N p 
18 N N p 
19 P-N N-P N 
20 p N-P N 
21 N N-P N 
22 P-N p N 
23 p p N 
24 N p N 
25 P-N N N 
26 p N N 
27 N N N 
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information is obtained from the output of the head, it is assumed that every bit 
cell is of the same standard length. For high density recording, a maximum jitter 
shift of ±15% of the bit cell length is expected [106]. If a sequence of bits has large 
jitter shifts in the same direction then even short sequences can become corrupted. 
Bit cells whose first boundary is a transition are clocked starting with this t ransit ion 
and the error will only be in the position of the second boundary. Bit cells whose first 
boundary is not a transition rely on the position of the previous transition [6]. With 
this system, corruption due to jitter can still occur in regions of the disk where there 
are few transitions. To reduce this possible corruption, codes are used which do not 
allow large regions of constant magnetisation [115]. Adjacent perpendicular bit cells 
wit h opposing magnetisations are more stable than those with the same magnetisation 
polarity. Therefore these codes also increase the stability of a perpendicular recording. 
In MHMT systems, the effects of jitter can be reduced since clocking information 
can be obtained from any track [102] and this results in fewer redundancies needed 
in the written code which leads to even higher ru·eal densities [92]. However, in 
such systems, jitter may cause the additional effect of non-synchronous transitions 
in adjacent tracks. ITI in t his case may shift the position of the zero magnetisation 
which indicates a transition. 
Jitter is included in the model by placing the boundary between the bit cells in 
tracks B and C at a distance ±K. in t he along track direction from the boundary in 
t rack A, as shown in Figure 5.4. The jitter that occurs at any point on a disk is 
unpredictable [14] and the distance K. represents extreme values of this shift . Since 
output is modelled as from two semi-infinitely long bits, K. is expressed in terms of L , 
which is half the length of the pole in the along-track direction. 
The values of K. used here, have been determined by the discrete step-lengths 
necessary to evaluate (5.11) via a fast Fourier transform (FFT). It is necessary to 
sample the track magnetisation at the point of transition to ensure the exact position 
of the transition is preserved by the FFT. If the point of transition is not sampled, 
then its position will be shifted by the FFT to a point halfway between the two closest 
sampled points. To ensure accurate results, a large region of zero potential must be 
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sampled and therefore the limit in the along track direction is set at 5(L +G) which 
here is 20£. The FFT also requires that the number of samples in each direction is 2N, 
where N is an integer. Here the largest sample matrix that the compiler will allow is 
used, leading to 28 = 256 samples in both the along-track and across-track directions. 
Therefore the step-length in the along-track direction is T = 2 x 20£/256 = 0.15625£ 
and results are reported for /'i, = 0, /'i, = T , /'i, = 3T and K = 5T. 
5.4 Effect of ITI on SNR 
As track-widths reduce, the volume of each bit cell and the energy associated 
with its magnetisation also decrease. Therefore the SNR decreases with track-width. 
Additionally if track-widths are of the same order as that of the head or smaller, ITI 
will occur [98]. The negative effects of decreasing track-width are discussed in Section 
5.5. In this section only the effects of ITI are considered and therefore, for each track-
width, the S R is normalised to unity when Track A has uniform unity magnetisation 
and Tracks Band C have uniform zero magnetisation. 
5.4 .1 No Jit t er 
The case when there is no jitter is considered first (/'i, = 0). Here, an initial decrease 
in track-width leads to a small increase in SNR, as shown in Figure 5.7. This increase 
in SNR may seem counter-intuitive, but occurs for the following reason. For wide 
tracks, the smallest Euclidean distance occurs between the points associated with the 
combinations which are identical except for one track. In each case, the track for which 
the magnetisation combinations are not identical has a transition in one of the pair and 
is either positive or negative in the other. For example, one such pair of points, between 
which the minimum Euclidean distance occurs, is associated with Combination 27 (N, 
N, ) and Combination 25 (P-N, , N). When there is no ITI these combinations lead 
to the output associated with the points p25 = (0 , -1 , -1) and p27 = ( - 1.-1 -1) 
and so clearly d~5 ,27 = 1. If 10% ITI is introduced from each of the side tracks, these 
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Figure 5.7: Normalised SNR with increasing ITI due to decreasing track-widths when 
K= 0. 
associated points will become P2s = ( -0.1, -1.1 , -1.1) and p27 = ( -1.1, - 1.2, -1.1) 
with d~5 27 = 1.005. I 
A similar effect was found by Soljanin [116], for a two head, two track system, who 
showed that ITI of up to approximately 27% leads to a small increase in SNR. This 
would suggest that for any head, there is an optimum track-width for which ITI has 
the highest positive effect on SNR. The optimum track-width for the head dimensions 
used here is 0.923W yielding an SNR 8% over that with no ITI. This increasing effect 
occurs for a small range of widths, here 0.9l¥ ~ w ~ 1.2W leads to an increase in 
SNR of more than 2% due to ITI. Decreasing the track-width beyond 0.9W leads to a 
rapid decrease in S R due to ITI. The effect of reducing the track-width on the SNR 
is shown in Figure 5. 7. 
SNR is proportional to d~in see Section 5.3.2. For any track-width d~i11 is the 
squared distance between two points Pi and Pi which correspond to magnetisation 
combinations i and j , respectively which cause the greatest DITI. By not allowing the 
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combinations associated with Pi or Pi, ~in is the squared distance between the next 
two points associated with the next greatest DITI magnetisation combination pair. 
This process is continued until all DITI pairs have been removed. Then, since no DITI 
occurs, ITI is CITI and the SNR is increased. 
It is not always necessary to remove both of a DITI pair of magnetisation 
combinations and this is tested by allowing each combination in turn whilst maintaining 
the other restrictions. This process leads to three types of DITI pairs DD, DC and 
CC, which are defined as follows. Both magnetisation combinations associated with 
points in DD pairs must be removed for CITI to occur. For example, when there is 
40% ITI from each side of the read track, p2 = (1, 0.4, 0) and p22 = (0.4, 0.6, -0.6) 
so d~ 22 = 0.76. By not allowing combination 2, d~in increases slightly. The next 
' 
closest point to p22 is p20 = (1 0, - 1) and d~0 22 = 0.88. A Euclidean distance greater 
' 
t han one indicates CITI and a Euclidean distance less t han one indicates DITI. Since 
d20 22 < 1, combination 22 contributes to DITI and must be removed for CITI to occur. 
' 
Likewise if combination 22 is not allowed, but combination 2 is allowed DITI still occurs 
since d~,17 = 0.88, i.e. both combinations must be removed for CITI to occur. Hence 
combinations 2 and 22 are a DD pair. 
One magnetisation combination associated with DC pairs must be removed for CITI 
to occur. For example, 40% ITI from each side of the read track leads to p 1 = (0 0, 0), 
p24 = ( -0.6, 0.2, -0.6) and di,24 = 0.76, i.e. the combination pair 1,24 contributes to 
DITI. Not allowing combination 24 does not decrease DITI since di 17 = 0.76. Therefore 
' 
combination 1 must be removed for CITI to occur. It is not necessary to also remove 
combination 24 since the next nearest point to p24 , that does not belong to another 
disallowed DITI pair, is p16 = ( -0.4, -0.6, 0.6) and di6 24 = 2.12. Therefore in this 
' 
pair, combination 1 must be removed for CITI to occur, but it is not necessary to also 
remove combination 24. 
Neither magnetisation combination associated with CC pairs has large DITI , but 
ITI moves the associated points closer to each other and t herefore either magnetisation 
combination must be removed for CITI to occur. An example of this is occurs in a 
system that uses only the combinations 2, 14, 17 and 27. In this hypothetical case, if 
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40% IT! from each side of the read track occurs then p2 = (1 , 0, 0), p14 = (1.4, 1.8, 1.4), 
p 17 = (0.6, -0.2, 0.6) and P27 = ( -1.4, -1.8, -1.4). The squared Euclidean distances 
between these points are summarised in Table 5.3 and, if all four combinations are 
allowed, d~in = d~,17 = 0.560. If combination 2 only is not allowed then d~in = di4,17 = 
5.28 and if combination 17 only is not allowed then d~in = d~, 14 = 5.36. Therefore 
either combination 2 or combination 17 must be removed for CITI to occur. CC pairs 
are useful since they allow a degree of choice in the constraints scheme. Such pairs do 
not occur in the constraints schemes when K = 0, but do occur when K. = T , 3T, 5T. 
In this way, constraints are placed on the magnetisation combinations in the across-
track direction to promote CITI. As shown in Figure 5. 7, when using such a scheme 
(CITI(1)) , a track-width of 0.65W leads to an increase in SNR of 30% over that with 
no IT!. However the constraints required are heavy since only 14/27 magnetisation 
combinations are allowed as shown in Table 5.4 and so this scheme is of limited practical 
use. 
A second CITI scheme (CITI(2)) is also shown in Figure 5.7 and detailed in Table 
5.4. This scheme has fewer constraints than CITI(1) (18/27) but still does not allow 
the combinations which lead to the largest DITI. Using this scheme, an increase in SNR 
of 21% over that with no IT! is possible using a track-width of 0.734W. Use of this 
practical scheme would enable track densities at least 4 7% larger than that possible 
with a conventional drive in which guardbands are at least 15% of the width of the 
track. This confirms that coding constraints are possible which more than compensate 
for the negative effects of IT! [92]. 
Table 5.3: Squared Euclidean distances between points p2 , p14 , p17 and P21 with 40% 
IT!. 
P14 P11 P21 
P2 5.36 0.560 11.0 
P14 5.28 28.6 
P11 10.6 
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Table 5.4: Combination constraints. x Combination is not allowed. v"Combination is 
allowed. * Only one of these constraint pairs is required. 
Combination CITI(1) CITI(2) CITI CITI 
Number 11:=0 11:=0 ,;=T ,; = 3T 
1 X X X X 
2 X X X X *(l] 
3 X X X x*JiiJ 
4 X v" X X *(ill( 
5 v" v" v" v" 
6 X v" X X*( JV( 
7 X v" X x*JvJ 
8 X v" X x*Jvn 
9 v" v" v" v" 
10 X X X x *(I V( 
11 X X X X *(ill ( 
12 v" X X v" 
13 v" v" v" v" 
14 v" v" v" v" 
15 v" v" v" v" 
16 X v" X X * (If) 
17 v" v" X v" 
18 v" v" X v" 
19 X X X X*(Vl( 
20 v" X X v" 
21 X X X x*JvJ 
22 X v" X x*JiJ 
23 v" v" X v" 
24 v" v" X v" 
25 v" v" v" v" 
26 v" v" v" v" 
27 v" v" v" v" 
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K=T. 
5.4.2 K- = T 
Since the bit cells used in the model are semi-infinitely long, any distance in the 
along-track direction can only be represented in terms of the head dimensions. This 
allows a certain degree of freedom in the size and shape of the appropriate bit cells. 
A bit aspect ratio (BAR) of 4 is considered suitable for high density perpendicular 
recording [11 , 117]. If this BAR is used then "' = T is equivalent to 1.6% to 9.6% of 
the bit length when 0.65W s; w s; 1.8W. The jitter shift is expected to be bounded 
by ±15% of the bit-length [106]. If "' = T represents this extreme value, then 6.2 s; 
BAR s; 17.3 when 0.65W s; w s; 1.8vV. 
An increase in "' leads to a decrease in d~in since the points associated wit h replay 
from some of t he magnetisation combinations are moved closer together. For example, 
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when there is no ITI and K = 0, p25 = (0, -1 , -1) and p27 = (-1 , -1 , -1). If K = T , 
p27 is unaffected, but the output from the track containing a transition is affected 
since the transition no longer occurs at x = 0 where the output is sampled. Therefore 
P2s = (-0.06, -1 , -1) and ~5,27 = 0.88. In this way, this level of jitter leads to an 
general drop in SNR of 12% below that when there is no jitter. 
For this level of jitter , when there are no const raints on the magnetisations in the 
across-track direction, the optimum track-width is 0.888ltV for the head dimensions 
used here, yielding an increase of 10% over the SNR associated with no ITI. The range 
of track-widths for which ITI causes more than a 2% increase in SNR, is smaller than 
when there is no jitter. For these dimensions it is 0.87W ~ w ~ Vll and decreasing 
track-widths beyond this range leads to a sharp decrease in S IR. 
The effect of ITI is modelled when the shift is posit ive in both B and C, negative 
in both B and C, positive in B and negative in C, and negative in B and positive 
in C. In each of these four cases a different set of constraints must be employed to 
achieve a CITI scheme and these constraints are listed in Table 5.5, where each Roman 
numeral denotes a different CC pair (see Section 5.4.1). If the shifts in both B and C 
are in the same direction then 9 magnetisation combinations must be removed. If the 
shifts in B and C are in opposite directions then 8 magnetisation combinations must 
be removed. These constraints are not heavy individually, but because each of the four 
cases requires different constraints, 19 magnetisation combinations must be removed 
to obtain a CITI scheme when K = T. 
The combined CITI scheme forK= T is detailed in Table 5.4. Using these combined 
constraints provides an even greater increase in S R than with the constraints specific 
to the jitter directions. A track-width of 0. 7W enables an increase of 24% over the 
SNR associated with no ITI. The normalised SNR obtained when using no constraints 
and when using the CITI scheme for this level of jitter is shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Table 5.5: Combination constraints required for CITI when "' = T for different 
directions of shift. x Combination is not allowed . ./Combination is allowed. * Only 
one of these constraint pairs is required. 
Combination BC BC BC BC 
Number ++ -+ +- --
1 X ./ ./ X 
2 ./ X *IHIJ X ./ 
3 ./ X X * IVIIIJ ./ 
4 X ./ ./ ./ 
5 ./ X*I I V) x * IIX) ./ 
6 ./ X ./ ./ 
7 ./ ./ ./ X 
8 ./ ./ X ./ 
9 ./ x*IVJ X * IX) ./ 
10 ./ X x * IXJ) X *IX Ill ) 
11 X X*IIV) X *IX 11) ./ 
12 X ./ ./ X *IX Ill) 
13 ./ ./ X * IX 11) ./ 
14 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
15 ./ ./ ./ X *IX 1111 
16 ./ X ./ x*PCIII) 
17 X x*IIIIJ x*IXIJ ./ 
18 X x*IVJ ./ ./ 
19 x*IIJ x*IVIJ X ./ 
20 x * III) ./ ./ X 
21 ./ x*IVII ) x*IXJ X 
22 x*IIJ) ./ X ./ 
23 ./ ./ x*JIXI X 
24 ./ x*IVIJ x*IV IIIJ X 
25 ./ x*JVIIJ ./ ./ 
26 x*IIJ ./ ./ ./ 
27 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
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5.4.3 "'= 3T 
A jitter shift of ±3T represents 10.4% to 24.9% of the bit cell length when 0.65ltV ~ 
w ~ 1.8W for a BAR of 4. Alternatively, this shift can be thought of as 15% of the 
bit cell length for 2.08 ~ BAR ~ 5.76 when 0.65W ~ w ~ 1.8W. This level of jitter 
causes a general decrease in SNR of 32%. 
Figure 5.9 displays the effect of ITI due to decreasing track-widths on the SNR 
when there are no constraints on the magnetisation combinations. Using an optimum 
track-width for these head dimensions of 0.881 W leads to an SNR 9% higher than 
that for wide tracks. The signal increase due to SNR is more than 2% for the range 
0.86W ~ w ~ 1.1 W . This is a larger range of track-widths than that when /'i, = T , but 
not as large as that when /'i, = 0. Again, for track-widt hs narrower than this range, the 
SNR decreases rapidly. 
The combination of constraints required for CITI schemes depends on the direction 
of the jitter shift. These constraints are listed in Table 5.6. Some of the combinations 
which are not allowed are CC pairs (see Section 5.4.1) and these allow a degree of 
freedom in the choice of constraints as indicated in Table 5.6, where each Roman 
numeral denotes a different CC pair. For each combination of direction of jitter 
shift only two constraints are required. Additionally, there is choice in each of these 
constraints. To create a CITI scheme for this level of jitter regardless of the direction of 
the shifts, it is necessary to remove at least 7 magnetisation combinations, as shown in 
Table 5.4 where again each Roman numeral denotes a different CC pair. This constraint 
is relatively light and there is a choice of constraint for all bar one combination. As well 
as applying to any jitter shift direction, t he combined constraints have the additional 
benefit of forcing a slightly larger increase in SNR than t hat possible with just the 
constraints specific to each jitter shift direction. This scheme, shown in Figure 5.9, 
provides an increase in SNR of up to 17% over tracks with no ITI. CITI is therefore of 
practical use for increasing the S R for very narrow tracks (here w < 0.88W). Codes 
could be developed from this scheme which significantly increase possible track density 
by at least 37% over that possible with a conventional drive. 
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Table 5.6: Combination constraints required for CITI when "' = 3T for different 
directions of shift. x Combination is not allowed . ./Combination is allowed. * Only 
one of these constraint pairs is required. 
Combination BC BC BC BC 
Number ++ -+ +- --
1 X *i!J ./ ./ x*IVIII 
2 ./ x*IIITJ ./ ./ 
3 ./ ./ x*IVJ ./ 
4 ./ ./ ./ x*IVTIIJ 
5 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
6 ./ ./ x*IVIJ ./ 
7 X *IIIJ ./ ./ ./ 
8 ./ x*IJvJ ./ ./ 
9 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
10 ./ ./ x*IVIJ ./ 
11 ./ ./ ./ x*IVI II J 
12 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
13 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
14 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
15 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
16 ./ ./ x*IVJ ./ 
17 ./ ./ ./ x*i i' HI 
18 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
19 ./ X *iiiiJ ./ ./ 
20 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
21 X *i11J ./ ./ ./ 
22 ./ X *IT IIJ ./ ./ 
23 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
24 X*III ./ ./ ./ 
25 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
26 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
27 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
5.4.4 K = 5T 
A jitter shift of 5T corresponds to 1.25 ~ BAR ~ 3.45 when 0.65W ~ w ~ 1.8W if 
"' is 15% of the bit cell length. Alternatively, "'can be thought of as 17.4% to 48.1% of 
the bit cell length if the BAR is 4 when 0.65W ~ w ~ 1.8vlf. When this level of jitter 
occurs there is a general drop in SNR of 54%. 
When there are no constraints on the magnetisation combinations, ITI for track 
widths 0.86W ~ w ~ Vf increases the S R to 2% above that with no ITI. This is 
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a similar range to that when K = 3T. If track-widths are further decreased then the 
SNR also decreases rapidly. Here, the optimum track-width is 0.86H1 for which ITI 
increases SNR by 10%. The effect of ITI on the SNR due to narrow tracks with "' = 5T 
is shown in Figure 5.10. 
In all cases, the same magnetisation combination constraints are required as when 
K = 3T. These constraints are displayed in Table 5.6. The combined constraints 
cause a small further increase in SNR beyond that forced by the constraints needed 
for particular jitter shift directions. This behaviour is shown in Figure 5.7. Using the 
CITI scheme, an increase of up to 30% in SNR over that with no ITI is possible when 
w = 0.7H . This scheme increases the S 1R for t rack-widths w ::; 0.86H1 . 
This CITI scheme is a practical way of obtaining an increase in SNR which will lead 
to a higher areal density while allowing 20 out of the 27 magnetisation combinations 
listed in Table 5.2. Using this scheme, it is possible to obtain an increase of track 
density of at least 64% over that possible with a conventional drive. 
It should also be noted that the scheme CITI(2) when K = 0 covers the CITI 
scheme when K = 3T or K = 5T. This scheme is therefore of most practical use since 
it promotes CITI at least when jitter is small and is likely to promote it throughout 
the range 3T ::; K ::; 5T. 
5.5 Effect of Narrow Tracks on SNR 
ITI and jitter are not the only negative influences that increase with areal density. 
As track-widths become narrower, the energy associated with the magnetisation of 
each bit cell falls. The combined effects of ITI, jitter and reduced bit cell volume on 
t he SNR are studied in this section and therefore the SNR is normalised to unity when 
Track A has a uniform magnetisation of unity, Tracks B and C have uniform zero 
magnetisation, the track-width is 1.8W and K = 0. 
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Figure 5.11: Normalised SNR for decreasing track-widths when K = 0. 
5.5.1 No Jitter 
When there are no magnetisation combination constraints, initial ITI leads to a 
reduction in the decrease in SNR due to track-narrowing. For the range 0.923W ::; 
w ::; W the rate at which the decrease of the SNR is significant ly slower than for wider 
tracks, as shown in Figure 5.11. This reduced rate of decrease is due to the CITI which 
occurs in this range as discussed in Section 5.4.1. A track-width of 0.923W for these 
head dimensions is therefore a good compromise between narrow tracks and high SNR. 
Using the CITI(1) scheme (see Table 5.4) for "' = 0, leads to a more sustained 
reduction in the rate of decrease of the SNR with narrowing tracks. This scheme 
increases CITI so that SNR does not decrease as rapidly for HI ::; w ::; 0.6W as 
it does when no constraints are used. So the expected reduction in SNR as t he 
track-width decreases does not occur. As discussed in Section 5.4.1, the constraints 
on the magnetisation combinations necessary are too heavy for this scheme to be 
of practical use. The CITI(2) scheme, detailed in Table 5.4, does not have such 
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Figure 5.12: Normalised SNR for decreasing track-widths when K = T. 
restrictive constraints as CITI(1) does. In this case, SNR does not decrease rapidly as 
w decreases from W to 0.8W and therefore this scheme represents a practical method 
of achieving narrow tracks without a large reduction in SNR by exploiting ITI. The 
effect of narrowing tracks on SNR when using no constraints, CITI(l) constraints and 
CITI(2) constraints is shown in Figure 5. 11. 
5.5.2 "'= T 
Figure 5.12 shows the normalised SNR for decreasing track-widths when there are no 
constraints and when the CITI scheme detailed in Table 5.4 is used. When there are no 
constraints, decreasing track-width leads to a decrease in SNR. Due to CITI, the rate of 
decrease of SNR with track-width is slowed slightly in the range 0.89W ~ w ~ 0.9vll. 
If track-widths are reduced further, there is a rapid decrease in SNR due to DITI. The 
effect of this DITI is nullified when using the CITI scheme. However, the magnetisation 
constraints of this scheme are heavy and this is not a practical scheme. 
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Figure 5.13: Normalised SNR for decreasing track-widths when r;, = 3T. 
5.5.3 K, = 3T 
T he normalised SNR for decreasing track-widths when "' = 3T is shown in Figure 
5.13. Rapid decrease in SNR occurs when track-widths are narrower than 0.88W. 
There is a decrease in the rate at which the SNR is decreasing for 0.9W ::; w ::; W and 
track-widths within this range represent a good compromise between areal density and 
SNR. 
Using the CITI scheme, detailed in Table 5.4 and shown in Figure 5.13, the range of 
t rack-widths for which SNR does not decrease rapidly is extended. Since the constraints 
for this scheme are relatively light , this scheme presents a practical method of attaining 
very small t rack-widths without a large loss of SNR. 
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5.5.4 ""= 5T 
The normalised S R for decreasing track-widths when K = 5T is shown in Figure 
5.14. Here ITI leads to a small reduction in the rate of decrease of S JR for 0.86W ::; 
w ::; 0.9W and to a large drop in S R for tracks narrower than 0.86vV. The effect of 
this large DITI is removed by the relatively light constraints of the CITI scheme listed 
in Table 5.4. The normalised SNR for this scheme is also shown in Figure 5.14 and 
this figure shows that this practical scheme allows tracks as narrow as 0.6W with no 
large decrease in SNR. 
For longitudinal thick film media, using tracks which are wide enough not to 
experience ITI, the SNR, for a conventional, single-head system, is approximately 
proportional to the square root of the track-width [100]. For thin-film media, such 
as is used in modern drives, it has been claimed t hat the S JR is approximately 
proportional to the track-width for both longit udinal and perpendicular media [118]. 
Using regression the calculated SNR, for a three-head system, where w :2: 1.2W, i.e. 
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for which ITI is small, agrees reasonably with this relationship (r2 2:: 93%), but it is 
much better approximated by the negative exponential, SNR ~A- Becw, (r2 2:: 99%), 
where A, B and C depend on "'· 
5.6 Summary 
This chapter has included: 
• an introduction to MHMT systems including an overview of such systems in other 
media; 
• a description of an output model of a three-head, three-track system suitable for 
high density perpendicular magnetic recording; 
• the effect of ITI due to narrow tracks on the SNR of such a system with varying 
levels of jitter; 
• CITI schemes for varying levels of jitter which nullify the effects of DITI on the 
SNR; 
• the combined effect of small bit cells, ITI and jitter on the SNR. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
Since the early 1990s, the areal density of data stored in commercial hard drives has 
increased by a factor of roughly ten every five years [119]. Recently, perpendicular 
recording has powered commercial drives and the data density has surpassed the 
200Gbin-2 limit of the superparamagnetic effect for longitudinal recording. This 
technology is expected to lead to densities of 1Tbin- 2 [10, 11] and possibly beyond. 
It is likely that physical constraints will not allow construction of convent ional heads 
significantly smaller than those current ly used. Therefore to achieve very high densities, 
innovative techniques, such as CPP-GMR technology, must be sought. 
Mathematical models are an essential tool for investigating all aspects of these 
systems. In order to model very high density recording I have developed a new analytic 
3-D model of a double-shielded GMR sensor suitable for perpendicular replay. This 
model exploits the singular behaviour expected near the pole head to obtain accurate 
results using very few terms. 
The singular behaviour close to the centre and corner of an isolated pole is well 
known [79]. Knowledge of the variation in this behaviour along the edge of the pole 
was required to develop the 3-D singular function model. To obtain t his information, 
I developed a 3-D finite difference scheme of a double-shielded pole. Within the first 
steplength in each direction from the corner singularity, I applied a finer mesh to 
promote convergence. The finite difference model was useful in describing the shape 
of the variation of the decay power, which is strongly dependent on the dimensions of 
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the head. This information was incorporated into the 3-D singular function model. 
I approximated the magnetic potential associated with a 3-D double-shielded pole 
at the ABS in terms of singular functions which mimic its behaviour. This ABS 
approximation was then used in conjunction with the 3-D Fourier solution for a general 
head with an underlayer to approximate the potential throughout the region bounded 
by the ABS and the underlayer. This approximation requires very few terms for 
accurate results compared to the full 3-D Fourier solution. It is not possible to derive a 
very simple 3-D model of the ABS potential due to the multiple singularities involved. 
Extensive work is required to approximate the parameters involved by funct ions which 
vary with all the head dimensions. The parameter approximation functions presented 
in this thesis are appropriate for a wide range of head dimensions suitable for high 
density perpendicular recording. The model approximates the head potential and field 
components with a maximum error of 3% of the pole potential for the region in which 
the medium is expected to lie. 
A possible route to very high density recording is to use MHMT systems which 
are currently not commercially exploited in hard drives and may provide substantial 
increases in area! density. I therefore used the singular function model to investigate 
replay from very narrow tracks suffering from high levels of ITI for a MHMT system 
which lead to increases in possible areal density. 
The 3-D singular function model was used to investigate the ITI caused by very 
narrow tracks for a three-head three-track system. Previously, ITI has been modelled 
by simple ring head models suitable for longitudinal recording via linear superposition 
of signals or the reciprocity integral. Here, the effect of ITI on SNR was modelled 
for decreasing track-widths which initially leads to small CITI implying that for any 
set of head dimensions there is an optimum track-width for which the largest CITI 
occurs. Decreasing track-widths further leads to large DITI. This result confirms results 
previously pre ented by Soljanin [116] for a two-track system. CITI coding constraint 
which remove the most destructive ITI have previously been proposed in [95] for a 
two-track system. Here, they have been developed, for the first t ime, for a three track 
system with varying levels of jitter. Some of these schemes require heavy constraints, 
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but practical schemes are presented in this thesis which exploit ITI to increase the SNR 
by up to 30% more than when ITI does not occur. The full effects of ITI, jitter and 
the decrease in bit cell volume due to narrow tracks on the SNR were modelled. It was 
found that the CITI schemes prevented large decreases in SNR with decreasing track-
widths. The three-head, three-track system presented here does not require guard bands 
between each track, but only between each group of three tracks. Therefore, using this 
system, the surface area of the disk not used to store data is roughly 67% less than one 
using a single head. Using CITI schemes, very narrow tracks may be used which are 
thinner than the read head and such a scheme could be used to increase the number 
of tracks on a disk by up to 66%. A combination of a three-head , three-track system 
with a CITI scheme will , therefore, lead to significant increases in areal densities. 
The work carried out by this author has led to the following contributions to 
knowledge in the field of perpendicular magnetic recording: 
• A new analytic 3-D model of a double-shielded GMR sensor suitable for 
perpendicular replay has been derived which uses relatively few terms compared 
with the 3-D Fourier solution; 
• The effect of ITI due to very narrow tracks in a MHMT system has been 
investigated using a 3-D analytic model of a read head suitable for perpendicular 
replay for the first time; 
• Coding constraints which promote CITI in a three-head, three-track system have 
been obtained which do not allow large decreases in SNR as t rack-widths become 
significantly narrower than the width of the read head. This leads to narrower 
track-widths than is possible when using no across-track constraints. Therefore 
this is a possible route to very high density recording. 
Further significant points are 
• A 3-D finite difference model of a double-shielded GMR sensor has been 
developed; 
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• Variation in the potential decay power along the pole edge has been investigated; 
• Using the 3-D singular function model a replay model has been developed which 
allows output approximation from any medium magnetisation and which can 
easily be adapted for any ABS potential. 
6.1 Further Work 
The models and other work presented in this thesis have enabled a wide area of 
possible further investigation to aid t he development of very high density perpendicular 
recording systems. 
• Each of the 27 modelled magnetisation combinations represents up to 8 of the 64 
possible magnetisation combinations listed in Appendix E since it was assumed 
that possible magnetisation combinations which have non-opposing transitions 
in adjacent tracks would not cause the largest DITI. Since magnetisation 
combinations with similar transitions in adjacent tracks were ignored, it may not 
be necessary to restrict all of the possible magnetisation combinations (detailed 
in Appendix E) which are associated with the CITI constraint schemes. To find 
the lightest constraints this uncertainty must be verified. 
• In this thesis, the effect of varying track-width on replay from a three-head, t hree-
track system has been investigated. To obtain the optimum MHMT system 
for high density recording it would be necessary to investigate the effect on 
the output of variation in the head dimensions (W/L , G/ L, H/ L and t / L) and 
the medium dimensions (d/t and 6 jt) as well as t he number of heads and the 
arrangement of the heads, allowing for the possibility of heads reading from more 
t han one track. 
• To investigate variation in t he head dimensions G / L and t/ L , using the singular 
function model described in Chapter 4, it will be necessary to approximate the 
parameters by functions dependent on these dimensions. 
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• The replay across three tracks has been modelled with at most a dibit in each. 
Replay from much longer lengths of code will enable the coding constraints 
presented here to be fully tested. This investigation would also allow the effects 
of bit length to be investigated for a three-head , three-track system. 
• The shape of t he write field leads to transition curvature in the across-track 
direction and irregularit ies in the structure of the medium lead to roughness in 
this transition and along the boundary of each track. These together with head 
noise and medium noise have negative effects on the replay signal and are set 
to become more significant as areal densities increase. Studying the effect and 
importance of each of these potential problems could lead to head dimensions 
and track structure which minimise their negative effects. 
• The work presented in this thesis has shown that large levels of jitter lead to large 
decreases in S R. A possible scheme for the reduction of this effect is to prohibit 
synchronous boundaries between bit cells in adjacent t racks. This constraint 
could be achieved by packing the cells so that a boundary in one track occurs at 
the midpoint of a bit cell in adjacent tracks as for the bricks in a wall. 
• F\uther knowledge of the variation in decay powers could lead to a more accurate 
or a more parameter efficient approximation of the ABS potential. 
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Appendix A 
Functions and Integrals 
The required functions and integrals , in which Vn = mr / G, are 
h,n(k,a, b) 2 
~ 
2 
{ 2 cos (bk) cos (k!a + b]) n odd, (A. l ) 
-
k vn 2 sin(bk)sin (k[a+b]) n even. { ~ ~- (~) 3 n odd, h,n(x, a, b) b-a b-a (A.2) = ( b-xr~ _ b-x 
b-a b-a n even. { ~- (~)'" n odd, h,n(x, a, b) b-a b-a (A.3) - 2n (b-x ) 3 _ b-x n even . b-a b-a 
h n(x, y, a b, c) 100 sinh ( ky) (A.4) - h n(k, a, b) cos (kx) . h (k ) dk 
o ' sm ~c 
I2,n(x, y , a, b, c) 100 cosh ( ky) (A.5) - kfi n(k, a, b) cos (kx) . h (k ) dk 
o ' sm ~c 
h,n,m(a, b, c) - 1 kh,n(k , a, b)h,m(k, a, b) coth (kc)dk (A.6) 
I4,n(x, y , a, b, c) 100 . sinh (k y) (A.7) - kh n(k,a, b)sm(kx ). h(k )dk 
o ' sm ~c 
fs(a. b, c, f) = 1 b ( ) sinh (J[b - x]) d cos ex . x 
a smh (J[b - a]) 
= 
1 [ f cos ( ac) f cos (be) . ] 
c2 + J2 tanh (f[b- a]) - sinh (J[b- a]) - csm (ac) (A.S) 
h (a, b c, f) - 1 b sinh (J[x- a]) a cos (ex) sinh (J[b- a]) dx 
= 
1 [ f cos (be) f cos ( ac) . ] 
c2 + J2 tanh (J[b- a]) - sinh (J[b- a]) + csm (ac) (A.g) 
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l1(a, b, c, f) - 1b sin (c[x- a]) cos (fx)dx 
c2~p [ccos (a!) - ccos (bf) cos (c[b- a]) 
-
- f sin (bf) sin (c[b- a])] c =I= f (A.10) 
sin (cb) sin (c[b-aj) 
- b;a sin (ea) c = f 2c 
Ia(a, b, c) = 1a cos (bx) cos (cx)dx b=/= c 
- b2 ~ c2 [ b sin (ab) cos ( ac) - c cos (ab) sin ( ac)] (A.ll) 
J9(a, b, c, f) = l a cosh (fx) o cos (ex) cosh (!b) dx 
= 
1 [ sinh (a!) . cosh (a!) ] 
c2 + J2 f cos (ac) cosh (bf) + csm (ac) cosh (bf) (A.12) 
I IO ,p,m(a, b) = 1b h ,p(x, a, b) sin ( br:_1fa [x- a]) dx (A.13) 
111 ,p(k, a, b) - 1b h,p(x, a, b) cos (kx)dx (A.14) 
lt2,p,m(a, b c) = 100 111 ,p(k, a, b)kh,m(k a, 0.5[b- a]) coth (kc)dx (A.15) 
J13 (a, b, c, f) = 1' [x-a (x-at 1] a b _ a - b _a sin (c[x - a])dx (A.16) 
J14(a, b, c, f) = 1b . sinh (f[b - x]) a sm (c[x- a]) sinh (f[b - a]) dx 
= 
1 [ fsin(c[b-a])] 
c2 + j2 c - sinh (f[b- a]) (A.17) 
lts(a, b, c,f) - 1b . sinh (f[x - a]) a sm (c[x- a]) sinh (f[b - a]) dx 
= 
1 [fsin(c[b-a]) ] 
c2 + J2 tanh (f[b- a]) - ccos (c[b - a]) (A.18) 
lt6,i (a, b, c) = 1b h ,i(x, a, b) sin (c[x - a])dx (A.19) 
Simple closed-form analytic solutions to the above integrals are stated where possible. 
Integrals which are not defined with solut ions are calculated numerically using a routine 
especially suited to oscillating integrands [120]. 
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Appendix B 
Alternative Linear Model 
Given the geometry in Section 2.4, the potential across the gap is assumed to be 
linear, i.e. 
L +G-x 
'PA(x, y) = G . (B.1) 
It is also assumed that at some large distance, L + G + P , from the centre of the 
pole, t he horizontal field component is negligible. 
The region B BCs are then 
'PB(x, 0) = 0 8 t,OB I = 0 
fJx x=O 
8t,OB I - 0 
fJx x=L+G+P-
(B.2) 
and the potential is given by 
~ sinh (fJnY) 
'PB(x, y) = ~ Bn cos (f3nx) . h((3 ) 
Sll1 Tl t 
n=l 
(B.3) 
where f3n = mr/(L + G + P). 
Matching with the potent ial at the ABS and operating with J0L+G+P • cos (f3mx)dx , 
yields 
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B _ 2 cos (f3nL )- cos ({311 (£ + G)) 
n - L + G + P !3-;G (B.4) 
Therefore, 
<ps(x, y) - 2 ~ cos (f3n L)- COS (f3n(L + G)) ({3 )sinh ({311y) ~------~~~--~ cos nX ; 
G(L + G + P ) n=l f3; sinh ({371 t) 
Hx(x, y) - 2 ~ COS (f3n L)- COS (f3n(L +G)) . ({3 )sinh ({311y) ~ ---------------- sm 11 X ; G(L + G + P ) n=l f3n · sinh({311 t) 
Hy(x, y) - -2 ~ cos ({311 L)- COS (f3n(L + G)) ({3 )cosh (f3nY) 
) ~ COS nX ( · G(L + G + P n=l f3n sinh {311t) 
(B.5) 
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Appendix C 
Coefficient Calculation for the 
Singular Function Approximation 
of the Potential Across a 
Pole-Shield Gap in 3-D 
The expression needed to calculate the coefficients for the singular function 
approximation of the potential across a pole-shield gap in Section 3.3.2 is derived 
in t his appendix. Matching equation (3.15) with (2.47) at y = t, z = W yields 
N 
L+G- x "' G + L Cd3,i(x, L , L +G) 
i =l 
(C.1) 
where h,i is defined in Appendix A. Operating with Jt+G • sin (vmb[x- L])dx leads to 
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N 
L CiJ16,i(L, L + G, 1/mb) 
i=l 
-t, COS (vn,Q) {~cos (vn, W) 
X [ B n11nJ14 (L, L + G , 1/mp O:n11nJ 
where /14, /15 and /16,i are defined in Appendix A. TheN Ci's are calculated from the 
system of linear equations obtained by varying mb from 1 toN in (C.2). 
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Appendix D 
Approximating Functions for 3-D 
Singular Function Model 
Using Ns = 1, Nr = 2 and Nu = Nv = 1, the functions used to approximate 
the coefficients and other parameters necessary for the singular function model to be 
independent of the Fourier solution are 
a~ (H/ L , W/ L) P1+q1 e81 -r:+ u1+v1 ew1 -r: ePL:T H ( H) (H)W (D.1) 
p(H/ L) H (D.2) = P2 + q2es2-r; 
s; (H/ L , W/L) W H WH P3 + q3esq;·+uJ-r;+v3J.:r (D.3) 
T; (H/ L , W/ L ) H UH (D.4) = p4+q4L+s4e 4 -r: 
T; (H/ L , VII/ L ) H (D.5) = Ps + qsess-r; 
H w H WH Tt (H/ L , W/ L ) = P6 + q6- + s6eu6r+v6-r;+w6 J.:r (D.6) L 
H w H WH 
r; (H/ L , W/ L ) P7 + q7- + S7eu7 r +v7-r;+w7 J.:r (D.7) L 
v; (H/L , W/ L ) VI H w H "'+h"'H (D.8) Ps + qg- + Sg - + Ug - evs -r; + w8e98 T 8 /.:T L L L 
Ut (H/ L W/ L) vr UH VI,"W H (D.9) = pg + qg - + Sge 9 7: + Vg - e 9 T L L 
{ w-" 2 ~ f}; ~ P10 '1/J~ (H/ L , VI / L) = (D.10) u H P10 < f}; ~ 20 qw + swe 10 7: 
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Vt (H/ L, VV/ L ) = 8 If Pu +Qu e 11 r (D.ll ) 
a~ (H/ L, W jL ) vv u w u (D.12) = P12 + Ql2 - + esl2+ui2T + v 12 - ewl2T L L 
a~, (H/ L , Vl / L ) w (D.13) = Pl3 + q13e813 T 
{ 1 2 ~ lj; ~ Pl4 e~ (H/ L , Vlfj L) = (D.14) 
H V H 
PI4 < lj; ~ 20 Q14 + 8 14"[ + U14 e 14T 
ew (H/ L , W/ L ) = p + ( q + 8 H) e ~· (u1s+vl5'~) 15 15 15 L . (D.15) 
The constants in the above equations are given to three significant figures in Table 
D.1 for G/ L = 3, 2.5 ~ W j L ~ 7, 2 ~ H/ L ~ 20, tjL = 5 (Dim I) and G/ L = 15, 
2.5 ~ Wj L ~ 7, 2 ~ H/ L ~ 20 t j L = 14 (Dim I). It is not necessary to define v14 for 
Dim I. since u14 = 0. 
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Table D.l: Constants for use in approximating functions. 
Constant Dim. I Dim. II Constant Dim. I Dim. 11 
PI 0.293 0.0827 pg -0.247 0.00438 
QJ 0.159 -0.105 qg -0.00983 -0.0174 
S! -0.311 - 0.729 Sg 0.148 0.0508 
UJ 0.0562 0.0303 Ug -0.0230 -0.276 
VJ 4.12 0.0234 Vg -0.0641 -0.0465 
WJ - 1.17 - 0.210 Wg -0.424 - 0.260 
P2 - 0.139 - 0.189 PlO 9.8 6.1 
Q2 -2.64 0.274 QJO 2.73 2.80 
S2 -0.467 -0.305 s1o 20.5 20.2 
P3 0.354 0.536 UJO -0.138 -0.139 
Q3 0.151 0.507 Pll -0.0125 -0.00852 
SJ 0.226 0.0308 Qll -0.138 -0.160 
UJ -0.463 - 0.0308 su -0.238 -0.367 
VJ - 0.0505 - 0.0393 P12 0.238 0.746 
P4 0.106 0.241 Q12 -0.000366 -0.00923 
Q4 0 -0.00692 S12 -7.28 - 24.2 
S4 0.999 1.45 U 12 2.88 9.76 
U4 -0.217 - 0.503 V12 exp(-33.7) - exp( - 39.4) 
P& 0.0858 -0.151 W12 10.3 14.1 
Qs 0.374 6.88 P 1J 0.000487 0.386 
ss - 0.118 -1.12 QJ 3 0.592 177000 
Ps 0.503 -44.5 StJ - 1.08 -2.00 
Qs 0.0507 - 0.346 P14 4 6 
ss 120 45.2 Ql 4 0.750 2.07 
us -0.0315 0.0000273 S!4 0.0625 0 
Vs -2.01 0.00731 U14 0 -1.47 
W6 0.0223 -0.0000150 VJ4 n/a -0.0626 
P1 0.204 -0.0216 PIS 1.1 1.0 
Q7 -0.0340 -0.00559 QJ S 0.314 19.7 
S7 -23.2 - 0.629 8)5 0.00963 -0.442 
U7 0.00294 0.0395 U JS -0.333 -1.84 
V7 -1.10 - 0.181 VIS 0.00556 0.0207 
W7 0.00421 -0.00623 
Ps 0.254 5.3 
Qs 0.0819 0.0622 
s s -0.000899 -0.0185 
us -0.0697 - 0.180 
vs 0.00607 -0.163 
Ws - 1.54 2.71 
gs -0.771 - 1.81 
h s -0.0155 0.0587 
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Appendix E 
Magnetisation Combinations 
Given three tracks with a dibit in each, there are 64 possible magnetisation 
combinations. Table E.llists these together with their associated combination number 
used to model ITI in Chapter 5. Here, P, N, P-N and N-P denote two positive 
bit cell , two negative bit cells, a transition from positive magnetisat ion to negative 
magnetisation and a transition from negative magnetisation to positive magnetisation , 
respectively. 
Table E.l: Magnetisation combinations across three tracks. 
Combination Track B Track A Track C Associated 
Number (side track) (central track) (side track) Combination from Ch. 5 
lA P-N P-N P-N 1 
IB -P P- P-N 1 
IC P-N -P P- 1 
ID P-N P- N-P 1 
lE -P N-P P- 1 1 
IF -P P- -P I 
IG P- T N-P -P I 
1H N-P -P N-P 1 
2A p P- P- 2 
2B p P-N N-P 2 
2C p N-P P- 1 2 
2D p N-P N-P 2 
3A N P-N P- 3 
3B N P-N N-P 3 
3C N N-P P-N 3 
3D N-P N-P 3 
4A P-N p P- 1 4 
4B N-P p P- 1 4 
4C P- p N-P 4 
4D -P p -P 4 
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Table E.l continued. 
Combination Track B Track A Track C Associated 
Number (side track) (cent ral track) (side track) Combination from Ch. 5 
5A p p P-N 5 
58 p p N-P 5 
6A N p P- 6 
68 N p N-P 6 
7A P-N N P- 7 
78 P-N N N-P 7 
7C N-P N P-N 7 
7D N-P N N-P 7 
BA p N P-N B 
BB p N N-P B 
9A N N P-N 9 
98 N N N-P 9 
lOA P- P-N p 10 
lOB P- N-P p 10 
lOC N-P P-N p 10 
lOD N-P N-P p 10 
llA p P-N p 11 
118 p N-P p 11 
12A N P-N p 12 
128 N N-P p 12 
13A P-N p p 13 
138 N-P p p 13 
14A p p p 14 
15A N p p 15 
16A P-N N p 16 
168 N-P N p 16 
17A p N p 17 
lBA N N p 1B 
19A P-N P- I 19 
198 P-N N-P N 19 
19C N-P P-N 19 
19D N-P N-P N 19 
20A p P-N N 20 
208 p N-P 20 
21A N N-P 21 
218 N P- I 21 
22A P- p N 22 
228 N-P p 22 
23A p p N 23 
24A N p N 24 
25A P-N N N 25 
258 N-P N N 25 
26A p N N 26 
27A N N N 27 
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Analytic Three-Dimensional Model of a Double-Shielded Giant 
Magnetoresistive Perpendicular Head Using a Singular Function Expansion 
Peter M. Jermey, Hazel A. Shute. and David T. Wilton 
School of M athematics and Statistics, University o f Plymouth. Plymouth PL4 8AA. U.K. 
Uy matching a singular function approximation to the Fourier solution at the ait·-bcaring surface (ABS). we have del'ived :1 tht·ec-di-
mensional (3-D) analytic model of a shielded giant magnetoresistivc (G IR) head, with side shields, for perpendicular replay. We pre ent 
an explicit expression for the potential in the ABS and give values for the parameters in that expression for a range of prac:tical head 
dimensions. Using only a few terms of this singular potential model. we show that the vertical field is accurate to within I % of the sensor 
potential in the region of the medium for the majority of head dimensions suitable for magnetic recording. 
Index 7lmns-Digital recording, magnctk •·ecordinglreading heads, mathematics, perpendicular recording. 
I . INTRODUCTION 
UNTIL recentl y. 2-D models have been uf!icient for magnetic recording theory. Perpendicular recording is 
expected to support data densities of up to I Tb/ in2 r I] and 
thi will require such narrow track w idths that 2-D models w ill 
be no longer valid, neces itating 3-D models. Previou ly. 3-D 
finite-element model. 121-171 and micromagnetic models 181 of 
perpendicular recording head. have been published. However. 
analytic model are important since they can ea ily and quickly 
be applied to a range of dimen ions and can demonstrate the 
role of each parameter involved. 
In the past. several 2-D models of shielded giant magne-
toresisti ve (GMR) heads have been produced using the Fourier 
method [9J-lllj and more recently. thi approach has been 
used to obtain a fully analy ti c 3-D model 11 2] . For accurate 
results. this 3-D model requires thousand~ of coefficients which 
must be ca lcu lated for each fi xed set of dimen~ ions. The 3-D 
potential ha. been approx imated [1 31. but thi~ e ·timate cannot 
be expres eel in closed form and also requires many terms 
to obtain sufficient accuracy. Hence. an accurate. yet easily 
computed. model is requ ired. 
A n analytic model wh ich provides reasonable accuracy with 
just a few terms can be achieved by employing singular func-
tion wi th similar behavior to that of the potential near the head. 
Thi~ wa~ first demon~tratecl for a 2-D model of a ring head 114 J 
and later applied to a shielded sensor 11 51. This method has abo 
been used to approx im:Jte the potential at the air-bearing sur-
face (ABS) by a ~ingul ar function for a 2-D shielded sensor for 
perpendicular replay 11 61. Thi:, paper demonstrate how a sim-
i lar method can be applied to obtain a 3-D analy tic model o f a 
. hielded GMR head with a soft magnet ic unclerl ayer. 
In 2-D. the form of the si ngularity in the potent ial due to a 
right angled corner has the form 
~ 2n (211(}) 
rp(1'. () ) = ~ R,1·T sin J 
11 = 1 
( I) 
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Col or ,·er> ion' or one o r 1noro.: or tho.: ligun:> in thi> p~1p.:r are av;Jitabte on tine 
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where r is the distance from the corner and () is the angle from 
one face of the corner. The potential near the center of an edge 
of a wide 3-D sensor can be assumed to have thi s form. The po-
tential decay near the corner of the sensor is taken to be that 
of a Fichera corner [ 17 J which, again, is expressed as a se-
ries of terms in which the distance from the corner is rai . ed 
to non-integer powers. These powers have been evaluated by 
so lving Laplace's equation numerically near an isolated corner 
in 3-D [1 8]. [1 9]. The first three of the Fichera corner powers are 
given in [20]. Si ngular functions which include the 2-D and 3-D 
powers at the sensor center and corner. respec tively. and vary 
smoothly between these extremes, are used here to model the 
behavior of the potential at the ABS. The coefficients in thi s ex-
plici t ABS approximation are found by matching with the exact 
3-D Fourier modell1 2) and are given here for a range of dimen-
sions. Using this singular function model. the potent ial and field 
components can be obtained to within 2o/c of the sensor poten-
tial for the majority of the region between the ABS and the soft 
magnetic underlayer. 
11. GEOMETRY 
The geometry of the GMR head, fo llowing 11 2]. is shown in 
Fig. I. The . ensor, of length 2£ and wid th 211'. is a distance 
I above the underlayer. Two sets of semi-infini te hic ld . one 
parallel to the cros. -track direction and the other para llel to the 
along-track direction. are separated from the sensor by gaps of 
w idth G and II . respecti vely. The assumed sen or poten tial is 
unity whi le that of the underlayer and of all of the shields is 
zero. The Fourier model. which is u:,cd to determine the coef-
ficients of the :-. ingular function model. is ba ed upon further 
:-.i mplify ing assumptions which are not explicit ly required for 
the singular model. These are a reflection plane at y = I + Q 
and zero potential vertica l boundarie:, beneath the hields at di. -
tances G + P and 11 + R from the cn~or. re::.pectively . 
Due to symmetry, it is necessary only to con:, ider the potential 
in the region 0 .:=:; .r .:=:; L + G + P. 0 .:=:; y .:=:; l + Q. 0 .:=:; ;; .:=:; 
\I ·+ H + R. In 11 2). the ·pace exteriorto the permeable vo lumes 
is treated as three overlapping cuboid .. Region A occupies the 
:-.pace between the en or and the side ~hield in the cros::.-track 
direction and ex tends from the underlayer to the reflection plane 
(0 .:=:; .r .:=:; L +G. 0 .:=:; y .:=:; I+ Q. IV .:=:; z .:=:; 11 · + If). Region 
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Fig. I. Geomclry of shielded sensor 1121 shown as cross sec lions <11 .r = 0. ; = 
U. ~nd y = I. respec 1ive ly. 
B occupies the space between the sensor and the shield in the 
along-track direction and also extends from the underlayer to 
the reflec ti on plane (L :=:; 1: :=:; L + G. 0 :=:; y :=:; I + Q. 0 :=:; 
;: :=:; W + H ). Region C, which is required for the full Fourier 
modell1 2], but is not needed explic itly to deri ve thi s new model. 
occupies the entire space between the underl ayer and the A BS 
(0 :=:; :r :=:; L + G + P. 0 :=:; y :=:; I. 0 :S z :=:; 11 · + J-1 + 1?). The 
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exac t Fourier so lutions for regions A and B which are used to 
deri ve the singular function approximation are 
oc 
<p .-1 ( .r. y. z } = L eo:> ( 11," (1. + Q - y)) 
rl y = l 
and 
= 
<p a ( :r. !J. z ) = L ws ( 11," (I + Q - y)) 
ll y=l 
{
"'"""' ( ) [ sinlJ. (fj" " , (L +G-.r)) 
X L.._; COS lltt,z fl" • " = . " ( ~ ) 
n ,=l SIJtb {J11 , n, G 
E siah (.Rn.n, (:r -L)) l 
+ "•"= .· 1 .(/~ C') SIUu Jn l1n .;: T 
~ . cosh ((, , ,q,z) } + L.._; a, ,, , ,, sm(t;,,(.T- L )) . ( . ) 
11 (, = 1 CU." Ii (, • • ,b(W + H ) 
(3) 
respectively. where 
IJn .~. 
(n" - ~) 7r 
/.1,, 11 = 
(nv -~)7r 
L+G I+Q 
(nz - ~ ) 7r 11 b 7r n ,7r 
l/ 11 .:; ,.~, "" == G : /I n u = --IV + H H 
(\. .J'I ,~. O y = 
•J •J 
11,;,. + 1/ij y . rJ, ··"= = ? + ? tl;; . tl ;; , . 
b,, !J ,, ll = l/2 + l/2 and ( , ,, , b = 1/~ + //~ . (4) '' !I ,, ., 
" (, 
The geometry for the singular function model at the A B S 
is shown in Fig. 2. This model is based on a subdivi ion of 
the plane at the ABS into three non-overlapping rectangular 
region . Region D lies between the sensor and . hield in the 
along-track direction (.L :=:; .r :=:; L +G. 0 :=:; z :=:; W ). Region E 
li es between the sensor and the side shield in the cross-track di -
recti on (0 :=:; x :=:; L. 11 ' :=:; ;; :=:; 1\i + H ) and region F occupies 
the remaining quadrant (.L :=:; :r :=:; L +G. 11' :=:; z :=:; W + H ). 
Addi tionally, the singular model uses two line ·. Line G' lies 
along the boundary between regions D and F (z = 11'. L :=:; :r :=:; 
L + G) and l ine H' lies along the boundary between regions E 
and F (.r = L. W :=:; z :=:; 11 · +H). 
]]]. M ETHOD 
Representations for the AB potential along the lines G' and 
H' which model the strong singu lar behavior of the potential 
at the sensor corner. are found by matching with the full 3-D 
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!-.Oiution 11 21. The~e express ion~ arc tal..en a~ the boundary con-
ditions for explicit approx imation ~ to the potential in the ABS 
plane in reg ion~ D and E. v. hich model the s ingular beha\ ior 
o r the potential along the sen~or edges. and ab o in reg ion F. 
It i ~ u~i ng functions which model the sen!-.or edge and corner 
~ingul arities well that enab le~ ju-.t a few term~ or these approx i-
mation~ to g i'e an accuracy comparable with man) terms of the 
trigonometric Fourier series. Along the line G' the potential i!-. 
approx imated by the singular function 
Ac;•(.r ) = L + (; - .r 
,., 
, 
[1- I.J + (; - .r ( ' 
·' 
_ (r ~; L r· c .• ' ] ,\ + I: s·., 
,=J 
'' here 
C'o:-ll( n (L:G-J) ) 
- I 
(l ,(:r) = '), ro:-lt (n / ;) 
and '" are the Fichera corner rower~. 
(5) 
(6) 
When (,' is large. (5 ) g i ve~ the correct behm ior near an un-
~hieldcd ~enso r. When C: is not large. thi~ behav ior i ~ not ap-
propriate and the con~tant 11., aii O\\ sa degree or freedom in the 
~ingul ar power. The po"' er fum:tion u, decrca~es from a max-
imum at the sensor to zero Jt the shie ld . The singularit) due to 
the 'hicld edge i ~ b.s ~ ignifica nt and not tal..cn into account. 
Similarl y. the poten tia l along the line H' i~ arprO\imated b) 
.Pw (:.:) = IF + 11 
[/ 
[ 1 -
.\ 
+ L1" 
o= l 
11 '+ // -: 
If 
-u-~~r ·(:) l (7) 
where 
/; (·) _ C'osh (•.,(11' t //-=>) 
" - - ~111 L - 1 ('0Sh ( T t) (8) 
Matching l(Jc• to l(Ju and matching y // ' to lP. I g i ve~ 
,\' " L S',ft (m,,. n ) = L ('Os (11, (2) 
r~ = l 
" =I 
X {.~1 ('0:-( f l , , l l" )[fl," 11 ]I ( L . L + G'. ''"'" . 1111 . 11 J 
+ E 11 ,, , /z (L . L + G'.ll,, • . /i,, , , )] 
G'G, • "' • coslt ( ~~~. m . ll ') } 1 (L L +- - . - :3 . + 
2 cosh(c, ,, ,, . ( ll + 11 )) .i./1111/.) (9) 
fo r 11q, = l .2 ..... .\':;, and 
t T11 h (111 11 .11 ) = t l'os ( ,,, Q ) { t c·o:- (11, L ) 
H-1 " ::= 1 u .. = l 
x [. 111 , 11 11 (1F. ll "+ 11 .tt,, .n,",J 
+ V,,, , 11 ( 11 ·. 11 · + 11 . ,,,., , . n, , , J ) 
+- /1111., 11 rl l., - 130 \ '. \\ '+ /1 . 11,., )( 10) 11 1J cosh (b L)} 
'1. <·o:-h (r\, ,, (L+G')) · 
for 111, = 1.2 ..... • \ '7 . re~pecti,e l ) . The integrab fJ. h. 11 . 
1'1 and / 1 are de fined in the Appendi \ . The Fourier coeffic ient~ 
. 1, , . JJ" , . D, '" . £ , , . F,, , . nnd ( ,', ,,,, arc calcu-
lated a~ descri bed in 11 2] . The coeflic ients . . ':i,. arc round by 
:.olving (9) for a'' idc range of a, \aluc~. The optimum S',. and 
a., value' are cho!'.en to minim i;oe the -.q uare or the difference 
bet\\eCn y(,' and Yll· Similar! ) .... oh ing ( 10) fora \\ idc range or 
T., values) ield~ the T,. u~ing the;.e optimi ted con\ lants. YG' 
and .P ll ' can be used a>. boundary condition:- to determine suit-
able explic it approximati o n~ f'or the 1\BS potential in reg ions D. 
E. and F. · 
For region D. the poten ti al i ~ unit) at the ~e n"or cdge (.r = L ). 
1.ero at the :.hie ld edge (.1 = L -+- G). an e'en function in : . and 
matd le" .Pc:• at : = I 1·. The field is singular along both the 
~c n ... or and shidd edge~. but agai n the !'-hield ... ingu\;tril) i' not 
mode led. The form of the ~i ngu l a r it~ \arie:; from that of a ri ght 
angled ridge at the m itbcn~or to that of a Fichera corner at the 
:-.cn ... or corner. Assuming that the sensor is ~ul'liciemly '' ide, the 
potential along .: =() 111:1) be apprtl\illlated by a serie!'. or tenns 
of the form L - (( L + (,' - .r )/G) - ((.r- L )/C: )' <•>. where 
c,( .r) = 
'211 ('()"'' ( • •. ll.--rC:-.•1) 
- L 
:j C'll:- li ( ,·LG) ( 11 ) 
no~ 
Throughout region D. we expect contributions to the potential 
f rom thi s condition and from <pc;• and so the fo llowing expres-
sion for the potential is as~umed in thi s reg ion 
L + (,'- .r 
.p D ( .r. ~ ) = (,' 
n=l 
[l- L +~-, _ (';L)" 1''] 
.Ye. [ L +G'-.r ( .r- L) c,(.r)l 
+ L[', 1 - G ---c; 
11 = 1 
X [ 1 + a 11 · { J -cosh ( c( : + [' 11 - 1 ]1 1.))} J ( 12) 
where 
cosh - I (.!..l:..!!..lL) 
... <l\\ (' = ( 11 · 11 · . ( 13) 
The cosh term ensures that the second :,crie!> decay:, to Lero at 
the sensor corner where tp o = ~G' · The con~tant uw allow~ a 
degree o f optimization o f the rate or change or the :, ingularity. 
Fordimen~ ions where the sen!>or i:, not ~uffic icntly w ide. it is not 
appropriate to assume that the mid~cn :,or potential ha~ the form 
( I ). The con:-. tant (; 11 aiiO\\ :-, for thi :, b) fabricating a center at 
:: = -(( 11 · - 1) 11 ·. For wide :-.en:-.or:, it is expected that c 11 · = I . 
Similarly for region E 
' ' here 
and 
11 '+ 11 -~ 
11 
-c ~/' ·r .. (:}l 
-c ~/ · ) <I,(:)] ll' + lf -: 
H 
X [1 + nL{ 1 - c-oslt (rl(.r +[cL - 1]L ))}] ( I-l l 
( 15) 
· I ( I .•• ( I I +// -:)) 1 
'2. 11 <.o:-. I L -
rl,(;;) =-:- ( ) ;J I ,. 11 co:-.t -L-
( 16) 
M atching 'Pv to (3) and <pc to (2) gi, es 
.\ ( L L',,J'J (tllf,./1 ) [11' + ~(el l .- siu lt (n 11 IF ) 
11=1 
X [JJ .. .. .. , , ( L.L +(,'.t,.,,,, . . J, , .. , ) 
l- /~·, ., , 12 (L. L +G. 1',,,, . d, ., , )) 
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.\ 
- 1\'L ,f1 (m1J.II)- II'h (L.L+G'.,;,,~) ( 17) 
ll = L 
for lllb = l. 2 .... . ,Vt and 
. \ I [ L \ ',!1(111,.11) L + 0L(cfL-siult (rhLL) 
11=1 d 
+ siuh (Ld(t' L - 1)))] 
~ .. ( (l) { ~ :-.iu (11n, L ) ~ <.os 1111 " c L..., 
" !1 =1 11 .,~= 1 /111 , 
X [A11 , ,,J1 (1\'. 11 ' + /1 .1/,. .011 ,11,) 
+ F,, .. . 12 ( 11 '. I I' + H .tl,," . o, .... )) 
+ H D,y"'" s in!t (h,., ... L ) } 
2 h" •"'" coslt (h, .,, (L +G)) 
.\'T 
- L L T,h(lll ... 11 )- Ll;j ( IF. 11 ' + II .'tl,,,.) ( 18) 
u=l 
for 111., = l. 2 ... . . N1· . respective ly. The i ntegrals h and f 1 
are g iven in I he ppendix . The cocrtic iems ...! ," "• . D, ., , , . 
D,. . ,, , . E,, 11,· F,rll,, · G,.,, . S,. and ]~, are known. The 
coe ffi cient. . [',, . are evaluated by soh ing ( 17) for a wide range 
o f constant. n 11 · . c 11 ·. and t',. The ~c l or values wh ich minimi1.e 
the square of the difference between 'PV and .PJJ are chosen. 
irnilarly. ( 18) is soh ed for a '' ide range of the constants 
fiL· (Land ~·~~ to obtain the optimum coefficients \ ·,. . \\hieh 
mini miLe the square of the difference between .pc and <P. 1 . 
At the ABS. the second deri vative of the potential w ith re-
spect la !J. the coordinate in the vertica l direc tion. can be shown 
to be relati,el) small in reg ion F. Therefore. for this region. 
Laplace·s equation is solved in 2-D "ith the J'ollowing boundary 
conditions: 
9 r(L. c)=tpll (;) tpF{L+(,'. :)=O 
..pF(.r. 11') = <Pc;•(.r ) <PF( r. 11 ' + 11) = 0. ( 19) 
This leads to 
•) 'X. 
.PF(.r. ~) = ZJ L JJ (L . L + 0.11,,) ::; iu ( t;,Jr - L )) 
n 1,=1 
::;i ul1 ( 11111 ( 11 · + 11 - ~)) X • 
::;iult ( 1111 ,_ H ) 
2 '-
+ Il L h (W 11' + Jf.t;, ., )sin ( t', (: - 11' )) 
rl ,.-1 
s i11lt (t111 (L+G-.r) ) X " 
~ iu lt ( 11," G) 
•) \' ' 
+C.' L ., L fJ(n b. n )siu(t;,Jr- L )) 
11-l ll j,= i 
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siulJ(IIuu (L + G- .r )) 
X ------~~~~----
si 11 h ( ' '" (,') 
(20) 
Al though the inlinite sums in the abo\ e expres!> ion need trunca-
tion after a large number of terms. they are signilkantl y ea~ ier to 
compute than the exact Fourier solution at the ABS since there 
are no double inlin ite sums and the few coefficients. 5'11 and T 11 • 
"hich arc necessary. have been a!J·ead) evaluated. 
For fixed dimension C:l L and I I L. the coerficiellls sll. 1:, . 
(·~~·and \ ·~~ and the constants nL. n11 · · t' L· en · . f1 11 • T11 • 1'11 • and 
~~,. are expre sed as functions dependent on 11 '1 L and 11 I L. 
This is achieved by calculating the optimum values for the con-
stants for a suitable range of \ 1·1 L and li I L and least !>quare:-, 
fitting the e resu lt to imple appropri ate functions. In thi way. 
the ingular function model is independent of the Fourier so-
lution ince it i now only dependent on the dimen~ion~ of the 
head. The coerticielll appro imating func tions and con~tant ap-
prox imating functions for G I L = :). I I L = ,J Ill and for 
Gl L = LG. I I L = i-1 12 11. which arc su itable dimcn!>ions for 
perpendicu lar recording. arc given in the Appendix. 
Given this approximation to the potential at the AB . the po-
tentia l an)'' here between the J\8 and the underlayer is approx-
imated using a fast Fourier tran!>form (FFf) [221 by imening 
:-iuh (k!l) 
.;(k ,.!J.k:)= ;(k,.l.k ,). (2 1) 
Slllh (kl ) 
where/,· = jk} + k~ and <;; i~ the b"Ff of the potential. The 
component:-, of the magnetic lield are obtained b) inverting 
(22) 
and 
- ik, siul1 (ky) 
JJ , (k., .!f.k:) =-.p( k,.l.k ,) . I l ) . (2-1) 
:-. 111 I ( ,·J 
The sensor potential is takc:n to be unit) . 
1 V. R t.s n .:rs 
Here. resul ts arc presented for hea(h "ith a range of dimen-
'ions suitable for perpend icular recording at I Tb/ in:! : Ul L = 
:.>. "2.0 :S II'I L :::; I . "2 :S !Il L :S :20. il L = .) (Dim. l l 
Il l and C:I L = 1.). "2..:1 :S 11 '1 1- :S I. 2 :S 11 / L ~ :W. 
1/ L = 1 l (Dim. Il l 12 11. u,ing the:-,c dimen~ ion,. it has bt:en 
found that just one term of <;c. i\ .~ufflcit:ntto obtain an ab~olute 
error\\ hich is le~~ lhan 2 . .'i'( or the ~cnsor potc:ntial. ~ing t\\0 
1erm~ does not significantly reduce.: lhis error. thc:refore. taking 
into account the cl i rlicult) in ini1iall} obtaining the as~ociated 
con~tan t '· .\'.-:; = I i~ used i 11 the full mode I. 
U!>i ng the same dimen~ion '. one 1c:rm of .;11 • gi\<.:~ an ab-
-..olutc error of le!>. lhan ..J Cr ol the 'cn~or potential. ' ing t\\0 
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f'ig . ~ - Comparbon of S 1 approximate func1ion "i1h cxac1 coefflcicnls for 
CJ! = ·u;r. = )(Dim.llandC/L = l '>.tJL = li CDim. ll)\\hcn 
11"/ L = 2 .. :;. 
TABLE I 
V J R IIL\L R~.G I0:-1~ \\ ll~Rt:. 1111:. M AX I\IU\1 ERROR 01 I liE PorE:-IliAL IS LL\S 
TIIA' TIIA I SPI'CIHt:.D. G"/ L = 3. 1 I L = .:.. 2 .. ) ~ 11"/ L ~ 2U 
l :\lax imum Error 2 <!, FIJ L ~,l •I < HJL <!, B 
I 
0.5o/c !I<; 0.701 
I 
y ~ 0.401 
l 'X y < 0 . 0/ y ~ 0.551 
2'X y $ 0.901 y ~ 0.751 
:\hiXII IIUlll Enor b < Ilj L ~ 18 lb < ff / L < 20 
0.57. y <!: 0.45/ y <!: 0.351 
1'7< y < O.G51 y $ 0 .601 
2'X !I< 0 751 y < 0.751 
~ 
-
term::. gi\t:S an absolute error o r l e:-,~ than 3.5<Jc or the Sen~Or pO-
tential. o .\ •1 = 2 has been u-.ed here . .\"1 = .V1 = 1 have 
abo been u~cd to minimi;:e the number or associated constant ~. 
Appropriate functions are used which accurately approxi mate 
the cocrlicicnh and constants in the -..ingu lar function model for 
u range of \Cl lues of n·; Land 11 I L. Fig. 3 demon~tra tes the 
function u~ed to approximate. '1. In most ea ·es. there is no !>ig-
nificant difference between the optimum va lue for a cocflicicnt 
and the \aluc gi,en b) it. approximating function. DifTercnce:-, 
that do occur arc nol sufficient to significantl y innuence the final 
result:-. of I he model. 
In order to demonstrate the accuraC) of the singular model. 
the potential and the lield components produced by thi. approxi -
mal ion are compared w ith tho~e using 2500 terms of the Fourier 
model. For thi~ comparison, the re-. ult~ from the Fourier model 
arc con!>idered to be exact. 
Tables I- IV and V- Vlll ~ummari;e the error in the ~ ingul ar 
function model for Dim. I and Dim. 11. re~pectively. In each 
case. I he error i~ written a:- a percentage or the sen!>or potential. 
This is appropriate since the potential and field component ~ are 
direc t I) proportional to the sc n~or potc:nt ial. 
1"110 
TABLE 11 
VI:K IICAI ReG IONS \Vi ii;.RI: '1111: 1 AX IMU~I ERROR 0~ 1111: .> 
(0\11'0;\E\;T OF TilE FIELD Is L ESS TIIA ' TIIAT SPECIFIED. 
Gll. = 3. 1IL = 'J.:L3 ~ ll '/L ~ 20 
J\ laximum Error 2 < H/ L <-l -1 < HI L < 20 
--
O.!i'/. y <; 0.75£ y <; o.o:,, 
I '.X !I ~ 0.80/ !J <: 0.751 
2'!. IJ ~ 0.851 IJ < 0.801 
- -
TABLE rn 
V~R11C ·\I Rt-e;IQ;\\ WII~KI- rtiE M -\X I~ I U \1 ERROR 01 1111· 'I 
CO\IP0'\1-.. '\'1 0~ T ill: FII:.LD Is LESS TI IA;\ TIIAI SPL'CIIII::D. 
C I L = :3./ I L = .). l.'i ~ 11 '/L ~ 10 
J\ lllximlllll Error 2 < FTI L <-1 l < HI L <_t'!_ 8 < fi l l '~ 20 
0.5'.!{ !I ~ 0.!'>51 !I~ 0.-101 !J ~ 0. 501 
I'!. !J ~ o. 01 .If ~ 0.65t !J ~ 0 . 651 
?';( !J < O.l.lOI !J < 0.801 y ~ O. 
- I 
-
751 
TABLE IV 
V t: R'I ICAI R F.GIONS WIIF.RF. TI IF. MAX I~IUM ERROR 0 1' IIIF. : 
CO~IP<lN~ '\ 1 0 1- 1111- f-11-Lll IS L l::l.S TIIAN TIIA'I SPI-C'I~ I Hl. 
G I L = .3. t I L = ~. 1 .. ) ~ 11 '/ L ~ 20 
Ett or/ St•nsor Po1<·n1 i ;~l 2 ~ 11 L ~ 10 lO < ll L :S 20 
(J.::i'!. !I :::; 0.701 IJ < () (i!,l 
I'!. !I < ll.'-01 !I < (I 7:.1 
2'!. !J < 0.1>51 !I < (). 1:'1)1 
TABLE V 
Vt:R IICAI R t:t; IO'IS WII~RI- I ill: MA>. J ~ IL \1 ERROR 0 1- 1111- Por~' 11 \1 1\ Li-s~ 
TIIAr\TII-\1 St>FCJHrD.C/L = 1 ~. 1 I L = 1-1 .2.:, ~ 11 '/ L ~ 20 
.J:=tmi/ SI·u:.or Pol<'lll ial 2 < 11/ L < lO Ill < lljL ~ 20 
I 
0.5'7. !J ~ 0.101 /1 
I'!. !1 :::; O.GOI !I ~ 0.7:)1 
2'/c !I :::; 0.801 .1/ 
TA BLE V I 
V t· K II CAI R lcu iO'\S \VII~ RI 1111- M -\X I~IL \1 ERROR 01 lllr t 
(0\11'0'\1:. ·1 0 1 1111· F II:.Lil IS LESS TII A!\ THAI SPH 1111 n. 
CIL = J.j_ ti L = l-1 .2 .. j ~ II'I L ~ 10 
F11 <11 1St•ll,.,t l'ull·auial 2 < 11/ L < 8 i> < 1/ f /, <. 20 
ll .. -,'i{ !I <.. 0.801 !I <.. ( ).1~!'.1 
l 'i{ 
·'' ~ 0. '51 !I ~ O.!JOI 
2'/c I If < 0.!.101 y ~ O.!Jlll_ 
Comparisons bet wecn the potential computed using the . in-
gular J'unction model and that evaluated using the Fouricr so-
lution al !I = 1/ 1. if = 112 and y = 31 /·1 arc ~ hown in 
Figs. -1- 6. re!>pecti vc ly. Figs. 7-9 compare the horit.ontal com-
ponent or lhl! fi eld in the along-track direction. " ·· . evaluated 
~ 
c 
Q) 
0 
CL 
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TABLE V II 
VI KIICAI RtGIO!\ ~ \\'111 RI 1111 1\ I AX J\Il'~l ERROR OF TilE IJ 
(O~II'Or-:tol\ 1 0~ 1111:: f-ILLI> I . LESS TII AN THAT SPI:CIHI:D. 
C I L = n.IIL = 1-l.2.i ~ ll 'j L ~ 20 
Enur/S<'n~ol Pott·nl ial 2 <' 1/I L < G G < II / L < 20 
0 5'X !/ ~ 0.751 !/ ~ 0.751 
I'!. !I < (1.~01 !J:::; 0 . !'•I 
2c,{ 
.1/ O.t-51 !J ~ ll.!JOI ~ 
TABLf V III 
V i:RTIC \ I Rtc;ro-.;s \\' 111 Rf Till I\ IA \1\IL~l ERROR 0 1 ·1111:: : 
(0\JI~J;>;t::'d 0 1- 1111- f-IH JJ 1\ L~S\ Tll.\1\ TIIAT SPI::CIHFD. (;I L = l.j. I I I. = 1-1 . 1. -, ~ 11'1 L ~ 20 
E n uri St'nsor P01 <'Ill ia l 2 < 11I L < 8 8< II/ L <20 
0.5'Y. !I < 0.751 !J :::; 0. 51 
l'X y :::; 0. 51 y :::; 0.901 
2'X .1/ 'S 0.901 .If ~ 0.901 
0.16 
Approximation al sensor center 
0.14 
" 
Fourier solution al sensor cenler 
0.12 \ 
\ Approximalron at sensor edge 0.1 
...... \ Fourier solution al sensor edge .... 
0.08 \ - Approximation al z=W+H/4 
0.06 -
'\ Fourier solution at z=W+H/4 
0.04 \, '\ 
----...._ __ 
'-..." 0.02 .......... . . .., :--...... 
........ 
--- ---~---=-0 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
xJL 
f'ig . -1. Cnmpan,nn nl the potcnlial nllllpulcll l"ing the , ;ngular function 
m<Kld .mu thc Fuuncr moucl ;n 'I = I I I "hen T. = 1. (; = 3. ll' = .·,. IT = 
l G. and I = j 
u~ing the singular model and the Fourier solution. at y = 1/-1. 
'!J = I 12 and y = :3/ I 1. The vertical field component, 11 y . com-
puted by the singular model. and the Fourier olution i :-. ·hown 
in Figs. I 0- 1 ~. Fig~. 13- 15 ~ how comparisons o f the hori t.ontal 
component oft he fi eld in the cross-track direction. ll:. The t.:tTOr 
in the singu lar model estimate of the potential and field compo-
nents decreases as the prox imity to the underlayer increases. 
For perpendicular recording. the medium is expected to lie 
in 0.001 ~ y ~ 0. 701 I ~ 11 and the ~i ngular function model 
produces very accurate results within thi s vertical region. The 
model gives the hori;ontal fi eld components. in both the along-
tack and cros!>-trad. direction~. correct to I ~ and 0.5<7c of the 
sensor potential for Dim. I and Dim. 11 re pect ively. Al so in 
thi!> region. the vertical lie ld component. which is of greatest 
interest, is given correct to I <7r of the sensor potent ial for Dim. 
I when 11/ L ~ -1 and Dim. 11 and is correct to 2<7c of the sensor 
potential for Dim. I " hen 11 I L > I. The potelllial in this region 
is given correct to 2c..r oi'the ~ensor potential for hoth Dim. I anu 
Dim. 11. 
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0.35 Approximation at sensor center 
...,_, 
0.3 \ Fourier solution at sensor center 
0.25 \ Approximation at sensor edge 
:-.... \ Founer solution at sensor edge 
~ 0.2 - ''\ 
c \. \ - Approximation at z=W+H/4 
Q) 
' 0 0.15 \ Q_ Founer solution at z=W+H/4 
0.1 \ 
\ 
0.05 
----
-- "-
...____ 
......._ ~ 
---~ 0 -
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
Fig. 5. Comparbon of the potential c-omputeJ t"llll? the :,ingubr fun~tion 
model and the Founcr model a1 11 = t 11 when f. = I.(; = '3. 11 · = 1. H = 
IG. and I = =l. 
0.6 
\ 
0.5 \ 
0.4 \ 
(ij \ ~ 0.3 \ Q) 
0 
Q_ 
0.2 
0 .1 
---
\ -
\ 
\ 
...____ 
Approximation at sensor center 
Fourier solution at sensor center 
Approximation at sensor edge 
Fourier solution at sensor edge 
Approximation at z=W+H/4 
Fourier solution at z=W+H/4 
......._ 
~ 0 -~~~~-.~~-r--~·~~~ ~~~--~ 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
Fig. li. Compu""'" of the putentral .:omputed u''"!! thl" ' 'ngul:u lun.:tinn 
nmdcl and the Founcr model at 'I = 11 I I "hen T = I . (; = 1. 11 · = ·,_ fJ = 
lti. and I = .). 
003 
0.025 
0.02 
:I o o15 
0 01 
0 005 
I 
I 
I "' \ 
I I/"', 
1/ 
/I 
1/ 
\ 
\-- -
\ 
\ 
Jl /_...-......._ 
Approx,mal,on al sensor center 
Founer solul1on at sensor center 
Approxrmat1on at sensor edge 
Founer solution at sensor edge 
Approximation at z~W+H/4 
Founer sotut1on at z=W+H/4 
~/ --~~ 0~-r--------.-------~~= 
0 2 3 <I 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
Fig. 7. Collll" "i'oll ofhontont:d rr , lldd ~(llliP(lllellt (tllllputcd '""'!! the 'I ll-
gul ar run.:unn ltiOdel ami I he l ·nUI"Il'l" llllltkl ;,t ,, = I I I \\hen L = I . c; = 
3. 11 · = .) H = !(}. anti/ =·, 
0.08 
0.07 
0.06 
0.05 
)( 0 04 I 
0.03 
0.02 
0.01 
0 
I '- \ I \ I / 
t/ 
I' 
1/ 
~I/_..-......._ 
, /
/ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
" 
Approximation at sensor center 
Fourier solution at sensor center 
Approximation at sensor edge 
Fourier solution at sensor edge 
Approximation at z=W+H/4 
Founer solution at z=W+H/4 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
Fig. 8. Comparison ofhori.w ntal rr, lidtl Clllllponcnt computed u.ing the :-.i n-
gular function model <tnd the Fourkr model at 'I = t 12 "hen T = 1. (,' = 
3. 11 · = S.H = l G. anti I = .:; . 
Approximation at sensor center 
0.16 Founer solution at sensor center 
I 
" 
Approx1mat1on at sensor edge 
0 .14 
I \ Founer solution at sensor edge 012 \ I /'--- Approx1mat1on at z=W+H/4 
0.1 j!.' \ 
\ \ 
--- Founer solution at z=W+H/4 
)( 0.08 I• I lr \ 
006 ,,,· 
I· \\ 
0.04 /1' \ 
' \\ 
0.02 t /~.:--=-- ~ '-... / -...__:-~ 
0 / 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
Frg. 9. Curnpan,on nfhnntnnl.il Fl held n>mpnnent computed "''Ill! the "n-
gular funcuon motld anti the Founcr model ,n 'I = ·11 I -l \\hen f = 1. C = 
·~. 11' = ·,_ IT = 1(;. anti I = ·, 
V. CONCI liSIO. 
new 3-D analytic model or a ~hidded MRIGMR ~en~or for 
perpendicular repla). that i~ ea~ier tou~e than pre' iou~ mode b. 
ha!-. been pre~entcd . Thi ~ ha~ been achie,ed b) exploi ting the 
:-. ingular behavior of the potential near the ensor. By u!>ing ap-
proximating func tion~ or 11 '/Land 11 I L to exprC!-."1 coefficient~ 
and con:-.tant<., a u ~cahle model '' hich i~ independent of the 
Fourier solution ha~ heen presented lor a range of practical head 
dimcn~ion!> suitable for high-Jen,it) perpendicular recording. 
PPENDI>. 
The required integral'> are 
{L I G [ 
fJ ( IIIf1.11)= ./L 1 
L + (,' - .r 
X :--iu(1' 1,,,( , . - L ))cl.r 
0.14 
0.12 
'\ 
0. 1 \ 
--:.......,_ \ 
'>- \ -·- ·-
' \ \ -
0.08 
0.06 
\ \ 
0.04 \\ 
0 02 - ------.....__ '\.. '" 
. ---- . 
Approximation at sensor center 
Fourier solul1on at sensor center 
Approximation at sensor edge 
Fourier solution at sensor edge 
Approximation at z=W+H/4 
Fourier solution at z=W+H/4 
................ ~ 
0 +--,,--,--------·.-=~...:;-:::.:;,.,.. i· =-o!::O,,_.., 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
f'ig. I 0. Comparbon of v~nica l !! • lidd clllllpunenl compLlled '"ing 1he \Ill -
gular func1ion motkl and I he f'ouncr model at 'I = 1 / -l when L = 1. (; = 
3.11- = ~-H = lG. and 1 = .). 
>. 
::!,= 
0.18 
0.16 
0.14 
\ 
\ 
0.12 -::-.. \ 
''\ 
0.1 '\ \ 
0.08 -
0.06 -
0.04 
\\ -
\ \ 
0.02 - - - --- ...... 
Approximatton at sensor center 
Fourier solution at sensor center 
Approximation at sensor edge 
Fourier solut1on at sensor edge 
Approximation al z=W+H/4 
Founer solul1on at z=W+H/4 
0 -r-.--.~--.=~~~--~~~ 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
f'l g. 11 . Compari\011 or \erlk.ol rr lield 1:0111JlOII~Ill cOillJlUI~d ll\lllg lhL' \Ill 
gular funCI IOil mnucl a nu I he l'OUIICr mouel al ,, = I I 2 1\ hen T. = I -(; 
.1. 11 · = .) . 11 = l G. and I= .:,. 
0.3 - ApproximatiOn at sensor center 
0.25 \ Fourier solul10n at sensor center 
_'\ \ Approximation al sensor edge 0.2 
\ \ Founer solul•on at sensor edge 
0.15 \ Approximation at z=W+H/4 >. ,, 
::!,= 
0.1 '\-- Founer solut1on at z=W+H/4 \ 
0.05 \\ 
0 ---------\ ---~ 
--:::::=: -::::=--
-0.05 -t--.-rr---------.--,--.,----,------, 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
f'ig 12. Co111paii,011 of \ellt«ol If held u•mpt>ncm compuled '"1ng lhe 'Ill· 
gular lunell()n nmdel and the h•unL'I model at 'I= 31/ I whL·n L = 1.(. = 
1. 11" = :;. TT = I G. a nu I = -•. 
(- l )lll!.-r l 
= 
11,,,, 
/
·i t-C. ( . ')"·(•) 
.r ~· - ~iii ( I',.,Jr - L ))rl.r 
. I. 
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0.02 Approximation at sensor edge 
-... 
Founer solution at sensor edge 
0.015 Approximation al z=W+H/4 
--- Fourier solution at z=W+H/4 
--N 0 01 
:-..., 
I 
' :--... 
' 
''I.. 
0.005 '\._ 
""\ 
' " 
0 ~-
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
f'ig. 13 C'ompan~on ol hori7ontdl TT , licld eomponcnt computed u,mg the 
' mgular function model and the Fourier nmud at y = 1 j -l when L = 1. (.' = 
1. 11" = i. fl = lG.andl = .i. 
0.05 
\ Approximation at sensor edge 
0.04 \ Fourier solution at sensor edge 
\ Approximation at z=W+H/4 
0.03 \ 
N \ Founer solution at z=W+H/4 I ::----._ 
0.02 ':--... \ -~ ,, 
0.01 
"' -..... 
' 
0 
'::::::__.....___ 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x/L 
f'ig. 1-1. C'LHilpari,on of hor11nntal H hclu component computed u' ing the 
' 'ngular lun.:unn model and the f'uurier model at 'I = I /2 when !. = 1. (; = 
3. 11" = i. fl = 'I G. and I = .:;. 
h( n1., . 11 ) - 1- - -----1·"-+11 [ n ·+ll -.: (::. -1\")b .. <:>] 
11 ' 11 11 
x sin(,,,,.(: - 11 -))d.: 
( - J )"'"+ I 
/
-11 +11 (::- \\ ·)""(:) 
_ 
1
_ ~ siu(l-',, .. (~- \l '))d.~ 
JJ(IIlb-11) = 1- :-.r_ ~ 
/
·L+G [ L+C' . ( . L) ' l•ll 
-L G G 
X :--i u( 11,,,(.r - L ) )d.r 
( - 1)""· 11 
(>I 
s i11 (1111, , (.r- L ))d.r 
(25) 
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0.12 
'l Approximation at sensor edge 
0.1 \ Fourier solut1on at sensor edge 
\ Approximation at z=W+HI4 
0.08 \-- Fourier solution at z=W+H/4 
N 0.06 \ I \ 
\ 
0.04 \ _,.._ 
... ~ 
0.02 " "-... 
....... 
-.......: 
0 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
xJL 
Fig. 15. Comparison of hori7Uillal TT" fidd cumponelll mmputed U>ing th~ 
'ingular function modd and the Fouricr mode l a1 11 = .11/ 4 when T. = I.(;= 
.1. Tl ' = 5. TT= 1G. and 1 = ~~-
- ~- ll-+H[ ll '+ H - z ( z - ll') ""(~ll 
J1(11t 11 . 11)-. 
11
_ 1 - ll - ~ 
x sin( 11,, .,(..:: - 11") )dz 
(- 1 )'" ,.+1 
//Hl u 
/
·l i '+H ( ~ _ \\") tl ,.( : ) . . 
-
11
- Slll ( /1111 .,(~ - \\ ))cf : 
. l ' 
where 
r·"(.r ) = 211 c11~ lt ( • .,( L~G- • ) ) J coslt( '·/· ) 
- 1 
I ( ,, ( ll ' t // -:) ) Ll/ ('0:-. I I 
cl,(-::)= --;- ( ' ) 
- I 
:) coslt 1 ·{ 
(26) 
(27) 
where " " are the Fichera corner power~ . The above integral~ 
which are not expre!>~ed in c l o~ed form have been evaluated 
numericall ) . 
)
·" ))siult (!(/; - .r )) 1 I l (u .u.r·.n = siu (t'(. r·- n ( /' 
1 
s inlt (.f(IJ-(/)) · 
r· I sin (diJ - (1 )) 
r·2 + p rl + p sinlt (f(IJ - (/ )) 
!., siuli (f(.r - (/ )) 1~(a.u.r·.f) = s i11(r·(.r-u )) dr ... :-.i nlt (f(/;-u)) 
I ~iu (c(l>-(/)) 
c1 + F l<lltlt (J(/J- u)) 
( ' 
1 .. , I'US ( r·(/1 - 11)) 
r·- + ./ - (291 
TABLE IX 
CoNS I AI\T S FOR USE IN APPROX IMATING FU 'CTION W II I:.N 
(;jL = .3. 1/ l = .j ( DI ~I. I) AND Gfl = l !). t j L = l.J. ( DIM. Il ) 
Con>tant Dim. I Dim. 11 
fll 0 .. 354 0.,:;:{6 
Ql 0. 151 0.507 
>t 0.226 OU:JO~ 
u 1 - 0. 16:! O.O:lOS 
,. , -0.0505 -0 03!13 
1--"'-l'.o._! --l--0,_ . ..,.2!:-;13,---j-- 0 1)~27 
Ql 0.159 - 0 105 
ll :1 11 - 0 729 
11·1 00562 00~ 
1'2 1.12 0.023 1 
11 ''2 - 1.17 - 0.210 
i- u 0507 - 0 3~6 
120 15.2 
UJ - O.O:Jlj 0 !!000273 
t'~ - 2.0l 0 .007:l1 
U'j 0.022:3 0.0000 ISO 
I' I O. l06 0.241 
'11 0 -0.00692 
·'I 0.999 1. 15 
"' 
-0.21 7 - 0.503 
0.20~ 0.0216 
-0.0340 0.00559 
-23.2 0.629 
u-, 0.0029~ 0.0395 
- 1.10 - 0 !RI 
u ·~ 0.00121 O.OOG2:l 
O.Oil51l - ll 15 1 
q; OOO!l83 00171 
o. 1 l b o o.:;ox 
Uj - 0.0230 0.276 
,., - O.OG·I I - 0.0-lOa 
t--.. -'-.7--t-- -f) .~ 0.260 
_,, __  
1'-i 
·"'1 
p .o 
lfJ(l 
... 11 
UJ(I 
I'll 
(/11 
.'ill 
U'JJ 
'I ll 
.. 12 
() 2;,, :i.:l 
Wl~l !! --·---:-7o..,.or"'.2"'2--i 
0 lllKl~O!J 0 Cl! ~:; 
11 Clh!J7 0 1$0 
n ooGo7 
I :;~ 
0 01~'; 0 05b7 
- 1).012.) 0 ll0x52 
0. 1 :1~ 0 lW 
0.2:l~ 0 :!(;7 
i- ---',:-<-J.=.Il:...__-+--';ri-; ;.:I ---'-l 
- ll.l~lo:!(ih 
<Jfl( :n 7) 
Ill :l 
0.00<1 1117 
- 1.01> 
2~ 
20.2 
- 0 1:.lu-
0 .7 lli 
O.OOfJ23 
!J.7b 
I J:It"<(j 
177000 
2.00 i---;,(j::...:__-i 
'I I'S fJ 750 ~ 1---;c""'J o""t;"'2-=-.-,- t-
2 07 
ul s 0 
I 'J.! ll,il 
Pi I 1 I 
.. ,, o.:u:1 
l'l t O.tJO.)f>h 
,.,-, o.n u 
_.21"1 
,,, 
2 (j. l 
(I " '' 
0 
1. -17 
11 IJ62fi 
1.-0 -
1!).7 
- 0. 11'1 
0 .0207 
IJ.IH!J 
() 27 1 
o :m~ 
] 3((/.b.c) = ;·b (!1 -.r) s in (r-(.r -n)) d.r 
• 11 b - (/ 
• L si 11 ( c( b - o )) 
c c2 (1> - u ) 
JJ U 
(30) 
33 11 
The functions used to express the constants and coeflic ienL 
are 
.5'1 _ 1 + 1 ,,, ll"f L+u 11l/ L+t•1 \\"J/f L! -I J Jl < (3 1) 
CTJ = 112 + IJ'll/2/1 I L 
+ (112 + 1 '21' w~ll f L)r''(ll/L)\\'f L (32) 
1'1 = JIJ + IJJ H I L 
+ S;j( Ulii '/L+<'1 11/ L+tt•] I\ 'H/ L! (33) 
Tj = Jl 1 + lj ,11 I L + s 1 t" all/ L (34) 
T2 = Jl:_, + IJ:-.HI L 
+ ._ ,u- 1\ 'f L+ •··,li / L-t ..-, 11 -l/f L2 -~~c (35) 
72 = J)(_, + 'JuC"'·' H/ L (36) 
Ul '= Jl-; + f)-;l l 'I L + .s,c"•II/ L 
+ <'7 11 '/L e"'' HI L (37) 
l!j = fl~> + 'Jsii'IL + ssH I L + u8 1l 'jL ('''' H/ L 
+ tUsC!J, II '/ L+!Js\\ ·llf L2 (38) 
1'1 = JI!J + (j!)C'" H/ L (39) 
tf't { 10-12 2:::; H I L :::; JIJO. 
'110 + 81QC"'ull/ L J!10 < H I L :::; 20 
(40) 
0[ =flu +qu ii '/L+ r'" +u .. ll / L 
+ ('J J 11:; Lt ll'll 11 / L (4 1) 
0\\ . = JlJ 2 + (j121. 'a21l '/ L (-+2) 
= { : , + <uH / L 
2 ::=; 1IIL :::; J!J.~-
rL (43) 
+liJJCt·, ,Hf L 11 n < 11 I L :::; 20 
( I I = /IJ J + (1/J I+ -S!J JJ I L )c" '/ L(u,,+ .- , , lff L) (44) 
p(Jf l£) = JIJ 5 + I]J ;:,t w ,ll / L (45) 
The constant~ in the above expressions vary w ith G'l Land I I L. 
Thc;.c are gi1cn fo r C:IL = :3. IlL= .J and G'l L = 15. 11 L = 
1 J in Table IX. 
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